4900 EARHART ROAD • LOVELAND, CO 80538
REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETING
THURSDAY, JULY 18, 2019
3:00PM – 4:30PM
AGENDA

CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL
PUBLIC COMMENT
CONSENT AGENDA

1.
2.
3.
4.

MAY 16, 2019 MEETING MINUTES
AIRPORT DIRECTOR’S REPORT FOR MAY AND JUNE
MONTHLY FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR MAY AND JUNE
FAA GRANT OFFER OF $165,000 TO BE APPLIED TOWARD THE TOTAL COST OF
THE MASTER PLAN STUDY

5.

STATE OF COLORADO GRANT OFFER OF $9,166 TO BE APPLIED TOWARD THE
TOTAL COST OF THE MASTER PLAN STUDY

PULLED CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS
CONSENT AGENDA FOLLOWUP
REGULAR AGENDA

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

2018 FINANCIAL AUDIT PRESENTATION – 20 MIN
PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT SUBCOMMITTEE VACANCY – 15 MIN
2020 AIRPORT BUDGET AND RATES & FEES PRESENTATION – 20 MIN
STRATEGIC PLAN PROGRESS REPORT – 20 MIN
BUSINESS FROM MEMBERS

ADJOURN

Meeting Planning Calendar
August 15
• Organizational Excellence:
Staffing Analysis
• Area Transportation Plan
Presentation

September 19

October 17

• Master Plan Project Presentation • 2020-2030 Capital
Improvement Plan
Airfield Layout Alternatives
• Strategic Plan Progress Report
• Developemnt & Land Use
Standards
• Remote Tower Update
• Airport Terminal Design Goals

WIFI: COLGuest Password: accesswifi

May 16, 2019 Meeting Minutes
Call to Order:

Chair Troxell called the meeting to order at 3:10 p.m.

Chair Troxell called for a moment of silence for the pilot from the fatal accident yesterday
that occurred near the Airport.
Roll Call:

Chair Troxell, Vice-Chair Fleming, Commissioners Atteberry, Burgener,
Johnson, and Stooksbury were present. Commissioner Adams was absent.

Public Comments:
Howard Abraham: This is an airport, it’s for airplanes and pilots who have emergencies will
bring their airplanes here. That’s why compatible land use is so critical.
James Thompson from Senator Michael Bennet’s office: The Denver Metroplex project
deadline for comments is June 3rd, please flag your comments and concerns for us.
Jeff Jenson: Condolences to the pilot and his family. The Commission should send personal
invitations to the County Commissioners for the Master Plan Update open house on the 29th.
3:14 Commissioner Adams arrived

Consent Agenda
Vice-Chair Fleming moved to approve the Consent Agenda. The motion, seconded by
Commissioner Johnson carried with all the Commissioners present voting in favor thereof.
Consent Agenda
Follow-up

None

Public Comments: None

Regular Agenda
4. Remote Air
Traffic Control
Tower Project
Update

This item is an informational update on the Remote Air Traffic Control
Tower Project from Project Manager Bill Payne. The briefing provided
information since the last update and facility open house event that took
place last October.

Public Comments:
Howard Abraham: Will this work? Bill Payne: The system will work, in five years as technology
improves our current system will evolve.
5. Resolution
Recommending
that the Cities of
Fort Collins and

This project proposes to extend Rockwell Avenue approximately 700’ onto
the Airport’s property providing access to a road that is to be built which
will ultimately connect to the North at County Road 30. The total road
easement area is approximately 700’ long by 80’ wide, or just under 1.3
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Loveland
Authorize and
Execute a Deed of
Dedication for
Airport Property
to Extend
Rockwell Avenue

acres, and will be classified as a major collector street in accordance to the
City of Loveland’s transportation plan. In order to extend Rockwell Avenue
onto the Airport property, the land for such right-of-way must be
dedicated by the two Cities to the City of Loveland as Rockwell Avenue will
be a Loveland owned and maintained street. The two Cities as joint
property owners will be required to sign a deed of dedication dedicating
such land to the City of Loveland as right-of-way

3:56 Commissioner Burgener recused himself and exited the room
Direction: The Transportation Department will come to a future meeting to
discuss traffic flow into the Airport on the North side from this change and
discuss the Transportation Master Plan as well.
Public Comments: None
Commissioner Johnson moved to adopt Resolution R-1-2019 that provides the
recommendation to the City Councils to authorize and execute a deed of dedication for
Airport property to extend Rockwell Avenue. The motion, seconded by Vice-Chair Troxell
carried with all the Commissioners present voting in favor thereof.
4:18 Commissioner Burgener returned
6. Resolution
recommending
that the Fort
Collins and
Loveland City
Councils approve
a modification to
the terms of the
three citizen
members of the
Northern
Colorado Regional
Airport
Commission

Staggered terms were not created initially for the citizen members due to
the need for an initial term that would be used to create and establish the
newly formed governing body. Currently the first term is nearing an end,
and it is being recommended that the Airport Commission consider
staggering terms in order to maintain consistency and continuity of
leadership necessary for stable Airport policymaking and oversight. The
Citizen Members of the Airport Commission total three with two each
being appointed by each City and the third being jointly appointed by both
Cities.
After discussion it was agreed that the initial terms will be four years for
the joint member, three years for the Fort Collins member, and two years
for the Loveland member.

Public Comments: None
Commissioner Johnson moved to adopt Resolution R-2-2019 to approve a modification to the
terms of the three citizen members of the Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission.
The motion, seconded by Commissioner Atteberry carried with all the Commissioners
present voting in favor thereof.
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7. Resolution
reappointing
Steve Wolf to The
Planning and
Development
Subcommittee of
the Northern
Colorado Regional
Airport
Commission

At the Commission meeting on January 18, 2018, the Commission
approved the formation of the Planning and Development Subcommittee
(“PDSC”) with six initial members. On April 19, 2018, the Commission
appointed Steve Wolf as a seventh member of the PDSC for an initial term
of one (1) year. His one year appointment will expire in May of 2019, and
as Mr. Steve Wolf is the only member of the PDSC with a defined term.
Staff recommends that the Commission reappoint Mr. Steve Wolf as a
member of the PDSC to serve at the pleasure of the Commission.

Public Comments: None
Commissioner Johnson moved to adopt Resolution R-3-2019 to reappoint Steve Wolf to the
Planning and Development Subcommittee of the Northern Colorado Regional Airport
Commission and approve the amended Planning and Development Subcommittee Charter.
The motion, seconded by Commissioner Stooksbury carried with all the Commissioners
present voting in favor thereof.
8. Business From
Members
Licon: The Master Plan Update Introductory meeting is May 29th, 5:30 to 7:30. Invitations have
been sent to over 800 individuals and entities including elected officials from both cities and
the various planning committees. Also the Commission will host a Dinner on the Tarmac for
both councils on June 29th.
Fleming: A Strategic Plan progress review should be done at the July 18 meeting.
Troxell: The Commission completed a tour of the Cheyenne Airport last month; which clearly
put our airline terminal needs into context.
Adams: Staff will need to consider location adjustments for our Master Plan in case we are
surprised like Cheyenne Airport and end up with 800 citizens instead of 80.
Public Comments:
Bob Hau: I highly encourage the Citizen Commissioners to reapply. Martin Lind will be
presenting at the next City of Loveland Council meeting on a high level strategic plan.
Adjournment:

Meeting adjourned at 4:45 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
_________________________________________
Vice-Chair, Tom Fleming
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

May 31, 2019
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
Jason R. Licon, Airport Director
Airport Monthly Report

Remote Air Traffic Control Tower Project
FAA officials from Washington DC visited the Airport in May and conducted installation
evaluations with the system vendor Searidge Technologies. The outcome of the visit was
positive in that the system was determined as adequate to move forward with the testing
phase. Prior to this evaluation the project team was uncertain if another site test evaluation
would be required to verify system deficiencies identified earlier this year were corrected.
The next step in the project process is to install FAA requested items including a secondary
radar system to supplement the primary radar information that is being provided by the FAA.
This secondary system will allow for the ability to see all aircraft targets in the airspace, where
currently the system is only able to identify targets that are equipped with transponder radios.
Searidge will also be working in June to implement software updates that will allow for video
pixel tracking to be incorporated into the system, where aircraft will be depicted with a moving
box around them so that they can be clearly identified by controllers on the displays.
The FAA has also decided to remove the air traffic control contracting from Searidge and
instead directly contract themselves with an air traffic control company. This process will take
time to get the controllers hired and trained on the mobile tower unit that will be installed to
work in parallel with the remote tower during testing and evaluation. It is anticipated that the
FAA will have everything ready and in place to begin testing by late summer/early fall of this
year. Attached is the monthly report from CDOT Aeronautics Project Manager Bill Payne from
WEPA.

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
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jetCenter Remodeling Project
The Fort Collins- Loveland jetCenter has completed their renovation project at the facilities they
currently lease from the Airport. The improvements include an expanded conference room
facility, new pilots lounge, flight planning room, and vending and eating area.

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
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Future Airshow Event
The Airport has been approached by an air show company with interest in supporting the full
production and financial backing for a high quality event. The Airport has submitted an
application for one of the two military jet teams to perform at a proposed airshow event in
September of 2021. These jet teams include the USAF Thunderbirds and the USN Blue Angels.
This application will be reviewed by the US Department of Defense, and the schedules will be
officially announced at the International Council of Air Shows Conference on December 9-12 in
Las Vegas.

Northern Colorado Law Enforcement Training Center Groundbreaking
The Airport based law enforcement training center broke ground on May 8th. The new facility
will be constructed on 43 acres on the west side of the Airport’s property. According to
contractors from Bryan Construction, the facility is scheduled to be completed by next year.

Master Plan Project Update
Airport staff and consultants held an informational public open house event at the Larimer
County Conference Center on Wednesday, May 29th. Approximately 50 people attended the
event that was designed to share information to the public and encourage participation in the
Airport Master Planning process. Airport Staff directly invited 800 identified stakeholders and

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
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organizations in the public and private sector including elected officials, boards and
commissions, regional planning organizations, airport users, on-airport and adjacent business
owners, and nearby land owners and organizations. This was also shared by both Cities on
various channels including local newspapers, and electronic communications. The Airport also
created a series of project specific web pages that are updated with the slides from the open
house and will allow for the continued sharing of information and details on this project. The
Master Plan information can be accessed at the following website address:
https://www.flynoco.com/mpu/
Collings Foundation Wings of Freedom Tour
The Wings of Freedom Tour returns to Northern Colorado Regional Airport July 12th to the 14th.
This incredibly popular event visits the Airport every summer drawing well over 2,500 visitors
each year. This traveling aviation museum will bring a Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress, Consolidated
B-24 Liberator, North American B-25 Mitchell, North American TF-51 Mustang, and new to the
tour this year is a TP-40N Warhawk. Static displays are set up for general visitors to learn more
about WWII era aircraft. Limited flights are also offered throughout the day on select WWII
aircraft with tickets typically selling out as soon as they are listed.

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
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Meetings and Events Attended
•
•
•

•
•
•

CREW Colorado presentation, May 1: Director Licon attended and provided information
on the Airport and the Remote Tower program for the CREW (Commercial Real Estate
for Women) group.
FAA 139 Certification Inspection, May 14-15: Director Licon and Staff successfully
completed the annual FAA 139 certification inspection.
Flight School Roundtable, May 16: Director Licon and Operations Manager Mack
conducted a roundtable discussion with the based flight schools to prepare them for
operational changes once the Remote Tower becomes active and working on identifying
designated practice areas for all flight training operations.
Homestead Hangars Open house, May 16 & 18: Business Development Specialist Ehle
attended the open house even for Homestead Hangars.
PDSC meeting, May 22: A regular PDSC meeting occurred.
Airport Master Plan Open House, May 29: Director Licon and staff successfully
completed the first public meeting for the Master Plan Update.

Attachments
• WEPA Remote Tower: May Report
• Planning & Development Subcommittee: May 22 Draft Minutes
• FAA 139 Certificate Letter

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
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RE:
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Page 1

05/22/19
03:30-05:00 PM
Planning and Development Sub-Committee Meeting
Jason Licon, Tom Fleming, Rachel Rogers, Aaron Ehle, Diane Jones, Mike Scholl, Steve Wolf,
Ryan Hayes (Mead & Hunt), Lauren Rasmussen (Mead & Hunt), Andy Ratchford (Gruen &
Gruen)

Begin Meeting Record
PDSC Charter Amendment
• Steve Wolf is now a permanent member.
Agenda Item #1: Master Plan Update
• Master Plan update is about halfway complete.
• The Airport Layout Plan (ALP) and Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) are the two elements of the
Master Plan that require FAA approval.
• The TAF has been approved by the Denver Airports District Office (ADO) and has been sent to FAA
headquarters for review.
• Email, mail, and newspaper notifications have been sent out for the Master Plan introduction
meeting on May 29th. Staff from Mead & Hunt, Gruen & Gruen, and the Airport will be present to
provide information and answer questions.
• The 2007 Master Plan was focused on airside facilities. The new Master Plan will take a closer look
at landside and terminal facilities.
• A draft of the Airport Influence Area (AIA) Market Analysis and Recommendations Report has been
completed by Gruen and Gruen and will be distributed to PDSC members for review and comment.
Comments are due by June 12th. The plan will be an attachment to the Master Plan
o Residential is currently the most common land use in the AIA and high demand for future
residential is expected. Proactive planning should take place to ensure residential
development takes place in areas that will be minimally impacted by airport operations.
o Off-Airport land in AIA is about 50% built-out.
o A strong employment center with a focus on technology and innovation would have a
positive impact on the AIA and region, but would likely require strong commitments from
government and/or educational institutions and infrastructure improvements.
Agenda Item #2: Meeting Minutes Review April 25th, 2019
• Due to time constrains the meeting minutes from April 25th will need to be reviewed and approved
at the next PDSC meeting.
• Tom noted that we need to make sure we are following up on action items from previous
meetings.
Agenda Item #3: Oak Valley Homes Update
• Due to time constraints this item was not discussed and needs to be revisited at the next meeting.
Agenda Item #4: Educational Institution Group Update
• Jason is trying to organize a meeting time that works for everybody. Participants should have
more availability after graduation.
Agenda Item #5: Design and Land Use Standards
• The working group presented a recommendation to the Airport Commission and will move
forward to create a draft set of standards prior to the June 26th PDSC meeting.
End Meeting Record
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U.S Department
Of Transportation

Northwest Mountain Region

« .

26805 E. 68'" Ave, Suite 224
CO 80249-6361

Federal Aviation
Admlnistratton

May 19, 2019
Mr. Jason Licon

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
4900 Earhart Road

Loveland, CO 80538

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
Loveland, Colorado

Annual Certification Inspection Closeout
Dear Mr. Licon:

The periodic certification inspection of the Northern Colorado Regional Airport was conducted
on May 14-15, 2019. The inspection revealed the airport is being operated in compliance with 14
CFR Part 139, the Airport Certification Manual, and the Airport Operating Certificate.

We commend you for the procedures you are using in the day-to-day operation of the airport.
The appearance of the airport indicates they are effective.

Thank you for your cooperation during the inspection, and please do not hesitate to call if you
have questions regarding the operational safety of the airport.
Sincerely,

Charlotte Jones

Airport Certification Safety Inspector
FAA Northwest Mountain Region, Airports Division
cc:

Michael Matz, ADO Project Manager
John Bauer, Denver ADO Manager
Marc Miller, Denver ADO Assistant Manager
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
RE:

June 30, 2019
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
Jason R. Licon, Airport Director
Airport Monthly Report

Airport Master Plan Project
The process to update the Airport’s Master Plan has reached the point where gathering data
and usage projections have been completed and draft airport and adjacent area layouts and
decision making can begin. Some of the preliminary airfield layouts will be provided at the
August 15 regularly scheduled meeting of the Airport Commission. Below is a timeline of the
project as it currently stands.

Additionally the Airport is pleased to announce that it applied for and received a second FAA
grant that will be applied toward the costs of this project. This second grant consisting of a
total of $165,000 will bring the FAA funded portion of the $540,000 project up to $465,000 with
the remainder coming from State grant funds and from the Airport. A fourth grant is
anticipated from the Colorado Department of Transportation Division of Aeronautics, at which
time Airport staff will manage four grants for the project.

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
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Remote Tower Project
The current status of the project has the FAA in the process of contracting with an air traffic
controller company and obtaining a mobile air traffic control tower, which is needed to support
the testing phases of the project. The current estimate has the procurement of a company and
their training for the first phase of active testing to begin this October.
Additionally the FAA recently announced that they are now accepting applications for inclusion
into the Federal Contract Tower (FCT) program. This is a timely announcement for our Airport,
as the FAA has held a moratorium on acceptance of FCT applications since 2008. The following
is the FAA announcement of the program reinstatement:
Contract towers are air traffic control towers that are staffed by employees of private companies
rather than by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) employees. The FAA’s Contract Tower
(FCT) Program was established in 1982 to allow the agency to contract out the operation of
certain low-activity towers. There are currently 256 contract towers, for which the FAA pays for
air traffic control services on a contract basis.
Like most federal investments, the FAA is required to perform a benefit-cost analysis (BCA) on
each contract tower to determine whether or not it is eligible for participation in the FCT
program. Because of the economic crisis, the FAA suspended BCAs in 2008 so that the
accompanying downturn in aviation traffic would not financially burden local and rural
communities during a time of significant economic hardship.
After a 10-year moratorium in processing new applications, the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018
required the FAA to resume processing of new applications to the FCT Program, and to
reevaluate a limited set of current program participants. In order to be admitted into the FCT
Program, the safety and efficiency benefits of a tower must exceed its costs. This is done through
the BCA process whereby the FAA calculates an official benefit-cost ratio associated with each
contract tower and the types and volume of activity that it supports. The FAA is modifying its
BCA calculations to comply with Congressional direction on specific changes to costs and benefits
in the model. We anticipate this process to be complete soon.
About the Contract Tower Program
•
•
•

There are 256 contract towers in the program with an estimated annual program operating cost
of $165 million for FY2018 with a contract award value of $730 million.
The contract covers the costs of air traffic services.
The individual airports are responsible for funding capital expenses, including construction and
maintenance of towers.

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
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•

•
•

•

•

While capital improvements at most contract towers are funded without federal assistance,
partial funding may be available under the Airport Improvement Program (AIP) statute (Title 49
U.S.C. § 47124) for the portion of the improvements that have been determined to be granteligible. This provision allows the FAA to consider AIP grant funding to help an airport with
construction or equipment for a tower that is approved to enter the FCT program.
The FY2019 budget includes continued operational funding for the FCT Program.
To participate in the FCT Program, an airport must, among other requirements, have an
approved operational tower and receive a benefit-cost ratio of at least 1.0 from the FAA. Once
an airport is in the FCT Program, the FAA is permitted by statute to evaluate the costeffectiveness of current program participants only in limited circumstances.
If costs are shown to exceed benefits for certain towers already in the FCT program, the local
tower sponsor is provided the opportunity to remain in the FCT program as part of the Cost
Share Program, paying a pro-rata share of the tower operating cost. The local proportion is
statutorily capped at 20 percent and airport sponsors have a 12-month grace period before
being required to assume the local cost share.
As directed by statute, the FAA will only conduct cost-effectiveness reviews for current program
participants if they are either 1) currently participating in the Cost Share Program, or 2) if traffic
at the airport drops by 25 percent in a single year or by 55 percent over three years.

Since the release of this information, Airport Staff have gathered the required information and
submitted the application to the Remote Tower Project Team for input and feedback. Once the
remote tower specific information has been correctly input into the application it will be
submitted to FAA officials in the FCT Program office in Washington DC.
The submittal of this application and its anticipated FAA approval is a critical step in ensuring
financial sustainability for the Airport. There are currently 256 airports in the United States that
participate in the FCT program, where all of the costs for controllers and portions of the
associated insurance are covered by the FAA.
Airport Commission Citizen Member Appointments
The Citizen Members serving on the Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission have
reached the end of their appointed initial four-year terms. The three citizen positions include
one member selected by each of the two City Councils, and one jointly appointed by both
Councils. There have been a total of seven applications for the three openings. Three
applicants were received for the Fort Collins member, two applicants for the Loveland member,
and two applicants for the Joint member. Staff is working to coordinate interviews with
applicants and interview panels with the goal of having recommendations to each City Council
for approval on August 6th. The Cities approved a staggered appointment for the next terms for
the three members in order to alleviate the issue of having three of the seven members’ terms
expiring all at once.

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
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City Councils Approved Amendment to Intergovernmental Agreement
In June both City Councils voted to approve the new terms for three Citizen Member
appointments that serve on the Airport Commission. The staggered terms will be as follows:
•
•
•

City of Loveland – initial 2 year term expiring June 30, 2021
City of Fort Collins – initial 3 year term expiring June 30, 2022
Joint Appointment – Normal 4 year term expiring June 30, 2023

After the initial terms, the City Council appointees will then serve the normal 4 year terms. This
was done to enhance and strengthen the continuity of future Airport governance.
Colorado Department of Transportation Pavement Condition Index
The CDOT Aeronautics Division was onsite conducting their triennial pavement condition index
for the Airport. This index allows the Airport, FAA, and State to prioritize funding requests for
airport pavement needs. Results of the index will be found at the following website once
updated: https://www.codot.gov/content/programs/aeronautics/PCI/2018/airport-details/airportdetails.html

Orion P-3
Colorado Division of Fire Prevention and Control (DFPC) contracted with Airstrike Firefighters
this year to provide services for fire suppression with their Orion P-3. The P-3 arrived on June

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
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28th for a media day with a demonstration and static displays. DFPC has stated the Airstrike
contract would last for three months this year and anticipates future contracts during the
Colorado fire season with the company. The air tanker will be deployed in areas of the state
where fire risk is highest, and will possibly call FNL home when not stationed in other locations.

Airport Commission Dinner
The Airport Commission hosted an elected official dinner event on the evening of June 27th.
Those in attendance included Four Fort Collins City Council Members, One Loveland City
Council Member, Five Airport Commissioners, and Five Airport Commission Subcommittee
Members.
Those in attendance had dinner in the Airport’s FBO hangar directly adjacent to the aircraft
parking area, and were given a brief presentation about the Airport and a tour of the aircraft
parking area and Remote Tower Project. The goal of this event was to provide an up close view
of the Airport for those interested in learning more about the Airport and its regional impact.
Meetings and Events Attended
•
•
•
•

ACI Jumpstart, June 3-5: Director Licon attended Airport Council International Air
Service Jumpstart Conference in Nashville and presented air service proposals and
information on Northern Colorado to multiple airlines.
CAOA, June 5-7: Director Licon attended CAOA in Greeley. Retired Greeley Airport
Director Gary Cyr was honored for his years of service in the industry.
FAA Remote Tower Tour, June 10: Director Licon completed a tour for FAA.
FNL Pilots Association Meeting, June 12: Director Licon attended the monthly meeting
for the FNL Pilots Association and provided an informational update to the group.

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Colorado Department of Transportation Pavement Condition Index June 14: The CDOT
Aeronautics Division was onsite conducting a triennial pavement condition index for the
Airport. This index allows the Airport, FAA, and State to prioritize funding requests for
airport pavement needs.
Colorado Department of Transportation Remote Tower Tour, June 17: Director Licon
and Colorado Aeronautics Director David Ulane provided a tour for the Director of CDOT
Shoshana Lew.
Discovery Air LLC meeting, June 17: Director Licon and Business Development Specialist
Ehle attended a meeting with Discovery Air regarding the 14-acre master planned
development. The meeting included a preliminary side development plan and
associated building layout concepts.
Flight School meeting, June 20: Director Licon organized ongoing monthly meetings
with the flights schools for information and collaboration on changes to operations once
the Remote Tower is active.
PDSC meeting, June 26: A regular PDSC meeting occurred.
Discovery Air Airport Tour, June 27: Business Development Specialist Ehle completed a
tour of the Airport for Discovery Air staff.
Commission Dinner, June 27: The Northern Colorado Regional Airport hosted a
Commission dinner with both City Councils.

Attachments
• Planning & Development Subcommittee: June 26 Draft Minutes

Northern Colorado Regional Airport
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06/26/2019
03:30-05:00 PM
Planning and Development Sub-Committee Meeting
Jason Licon, Tom Fleming, Josh Birks, Rachel Rogers, Aaron Ehle, Diane Jones, Mike Scholl, Iver
Retrum (Homestead Hangars)

Begin Meeting Record
Agenda Item #1: Meeting Minutes Review
• April 25th: Due to time constraints, the meeting minutes were not reviewed at the May 22nd
meeting.
• May 22nd: Design and Land Use Standards – in order to allow more time for feedback from the
working group, the draft standards will be discussed at the July 24th PDSC meeting instead of the
June 26th meeting.
• Tom moved to approve the minutes for both meetings. The motion, seconded by Diane passed
unanimously.
Agenda Item #2: Homestead Hangars
• Iver Retrum from Business Aviation Group provided an update on the project.
• Project will consist of 5 buildings and 23 hangars – total hangar area ~ 77,600 sf.
• Hangars will range from 2,000-5,000 sf with 16-18 ft. tall doors.
• RFP has been issued for general contractors – July 14th deadline.
• Pricing will be released mid-July.
• Lease negotiation still in progress. Lease rates are based on the size of the leasehold, square
footage of hangar space, and overall level of investment.

Agenda Item #3: Oak Valley Homes Update
• Developer is no longer moving forward with project. Intent to lease agreement has expired and
the lot will be made available and marketed to potential developers.
Agenda Item #4: Strategic Work Plan Progress Report
• Please provide feedback by July 12th.
• Air Service Development
o Groome ridership is a good indicator of demand to Denver.
o Remote Tower is key to attracting commercial air service.
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Agenda Item #5: Master Plan Alternative Maps
• Please provide feedback by July 3rd.
• Higher lease rates can be charged for non-aeronautical development, but FAA must approve nonaeronautical use on airport land.
• Rocky Mountain Ave will be connected to Earhart Rd and will become the new entry corridor to
the airport.
• A plan for road access to the area south of the police training campus is needed.
• The remote tower facility will eventually be moved to a permanent location. Opportunities for a
remote tower training center and/or a facility that can provide ATC for multiple remote towers
should be explored.
• An alternative that includes lengthening and widening of the primary runway, but doesn’t include
a parallel runway may need to be investigated.
Agenda Item #6: Aviation Education Exploratory Meeting
• Scheduled for July 17th at 1:30 pm.
• Representative from Thompson School District, Poudre School District, Aims Community College,
and Colorado State University will participate.
• Will reach out to SeonAh Kendall to see if there are opportunities to collaborate with Front Range
Community College even though they don’t currently have an aviation program.
End Meeting Record
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Airport Statement of Revenues and Expenses
From 01/01/2019 to 5/31/2019
Y-T-D 2019
Actual

PRELIMINARY

Y-T-D 2018
Actual

Y-T-D 2019
Budget

2019 Total
Budget

% of Y-T-D
Budget

OPERATING REVENUES
Hangar Rental
FBO Rent
Gas and Oil Commissions
Aviation Fuel Tax Reimbursement
Land Lease
Land Lease PD Training Campus
Terminal Lease and Landing Fees
Parking
Miscellaneous

52,253
36,807
59,153
57,265
145,002
88,669
1,485
3,445
5,561

48,957
33,568
68,655
45,764
106,055
0
1,082
3,105
18,369

50,000
36,770
64,585
46,250
91,665
147,920
4,795
4,165
8,750

120,000
88,250
155,000
111,000
220,000
355,000
11,500
10,000
21,000

44%
42%
38%
52%
66%
25%
13%
34%
26%

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

449,640

325,554

454,900

1,091,750

41%

Personal Services
Supplies
Purchased Services

179,356
14,334
197,758

202,134
29,438
105,527

214,688
21,008
725,364

644,059
63,000
1,095,268

28%
23%
18%

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

391,448

337,099

961,060

1,802,327

22%

58,192

(11,544)

(506,160)

(710,577)

City Contributions
Passenger Facility Charge
Interest Income
Capital Expenditures

0
0
17,475
(10,812)

485,000
0
11,845
(18,050)

0
0
6,668
45,412

0
0
20,000
(944,588)

TOTAL NONOPERATING
REVENUES (EXPENSES)

6,664

478,795

52,080

NET INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE
CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS

64,856

467,251

(454,080)

(1,635,165)

Capital Contributions

163,445

297,500

892,500

(156,580)

(742,665)

OPERATING EXPENSES

OPERATING GAIN (LOSS)

NONOPERATING
REVENUES (EXPENSES)

CHANGE IN NET POSITION

228,301

0
467,251

NET POSITION, Beginning

18,412,446

19,908,596

NET POSITION, Ending
Investment in Capital Assets
Net Position Available for use

18,640,747
15,990,533
2,556,770

20,375,847
17,684,894
2,607,134
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0%
87%
1%

(924,588)

18%

Airport Statement of Revenues and Expenses
From 01/01/2019 to 6/30/2019
Y-T-D 2019
Actual

PRELIMINARY

Y-T-D 2018
Actual

Y-T-D 2019
Budget

2019 Total
Budget

% of Y-T-D
Budget

OPERATING REVENUES
Hangar Rental
FBO Rent
Gas and Oil Commissions
Aviation Fuel Tax Reimbursement
Land Lease
Land Lease PD Training Campus
Terminal Lease and Landing Fees
Parking
Miscellaneous

62,706
44,168
70,189
65,964
167,640
177,339
2,146
5,485
5,990

58,801
40,575
81,003
54,632
122,204
0
1,782
3,865
19,299

60,000
44,124
77,502
55,500
109,998
177,504
5,754
4,998
10,500

120,000
88,250
155,000
111,000
220,000
355,000
11,500
10,000
21,000

52%
50%
45%
59%
76%
50%
19%
55%
29%

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

601,627

382,160

545,880

1,091,750

55%

Personal Services
Supplies
Purchased Services

266,255
23,397
321,374

291,545
32,096
169,620

322,032
31,512
817,840

644,059
63,000
1,095,268

41%
37%
29%

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

611,026

493,262

1,171,384

1,802,327

34%

(9,400)

(111,101)

(625,504)

(710,577)

City Contributions
Passenger Facility Charge
Interest Income
Capital Expenditures

0
0
26,517
(10,812)

485,000
0
17,789
(18,050)

0
0
10,002
(202,088)

0
0
20,000
(944,588)

TOTAL NONOPERATING
REVENUES (EXPENSES)

15,705

484,740

(192,086)

(924,588)

6,306

373,638

(817,590)

(1,635,165)

446,250

892,500

(371,340)

(742,665)

OPERATING EXPENSES

OPERATING GAIN (LOSS)

NONOPERATING
REVENUES (EXPENSES)

NET INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE
CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Capital Contributions
CHANGE IN NET POSITION

167,980
174,286

38,866
412,504

NET POSITION, Beginning

18,412,445

19,908,598

NET POSITION, Ending
Investment in Capital Assets
Net Position Available for use

18,586,731
15,990,531
2,596,200

20,321,102
17,684,894
2,636,208
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0%
133%
1%

19%

ITEM NUMBER:
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MEETING DATE:

July 18, 2019

PREPARED BY:

Jason Licon, Airport Director

TITLE
FAA grant offer of $165,000 to be applied toward the cost of the Master Plan Study
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
Make a motion to adopt Resolution R-4-2019 recommending that the City Managers
sign the $165,000 grant offer from the FAA (No. 3-08-0023-037-2019)
BUDGET IMPACT
Positive: The grant agreement will provide $165,000 in additional federal funding to be
used to offset costs associated with the Master Plan Study
SUMMARY
The Airport received a grant last year from the FAA and the State of Colorado to begin
work on the Master Plan Study. The project was advertised through a competitive
qualifications based bid process, as required by FAA, and the project was awarded to
the consulting firm Mead & Hunt. Representatives from the Airport and the two Cities
were involved in the review and selection of the selected consulting firm. The project
officially started in November of 2018 and is scheduled to be complete during the first
quarter of 2020.
This FAA grant will provide the Airport with an additional $165,000 in financial
assistance to be applied toward the Master Plan Study. The total cost of the Study as
bid is $540,412. This grant will elevate the total FAA funding from $300,000 to
$465,000 or 86% of the total project cost. Funding from two Colorado Division of
Aeronautics grants totaling $25,833 is also being applied toward this project. The Airport
is responsible for the remaining 9% or $49,579 in total matching funds. The following is
a chart of all funding sources being applied toward this project:

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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The Amended and Restated IGA for the Joint Operation of the Airport approved by both
City Councils in 2016 allows the Airport Commission the authority to enter into grant
agreements to the extent permitted by grantors, so long as such grant agreements:
i.
do not include commitment of Airport revenues and funds for grant matches of
more than $300,000 from appropriated funds included in the approved Airport
budget;
ii.
do not involve capital construction projects unless such projects are included in
the approved Airport budget; and
iii.
are approved by the City Managers, to the extent the City Managers are
authorized by their respective City Councils to do so.
These funds have been budgeted for and appropriated through the two City Councils
within the adopted 2019 Airport Budget. City Legal staff have verified that this grant
may be signed by the City Managers, and due to uncertainty of Commission meeting
schedule and the FAA signatory deadline, staff has preemptively started the process of
obtaining signatures.
ATTACHMENTS
Resolution R-4-2019
FAA Grant Offer AIP 37

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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RESOLUTION # R-4-2019
A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE 2019 GRANT AGREEMENT (AIP
PROJECT NO. 3-08-0023-037-2019) WITH THE FEDERAL AVIATION
ADMINISTRATION FOR THE MASTER PLAN UPDATE (PHASE II) AT THE
NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT
WHEREAS, the Cities of Fort Collins and Loveland (the “Cities”) jointly own and operate
the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (the “Airport”); and
WHEREAS, the Cities, by resolution, adopted the 2007 Airport Master Plan, and have
begun a project to update the Airport Master Plan (the “Project”). The first phase of the Project is
nearing completion, and the Airport wishes to proceed to the second phase of the Project (“Phase
II”); and
WHEREAS, the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) provides grant funding to
eligible airports to enable those airports to pursue, in a timely manner, updates to their master
plans; and
WHEREAS, the Cities have applied for $165,000 in FAA grant funding (“2019 Grant
Funding”) for Phase II. The total cost of Phase II is $183,333; and
WHEREAS, in order to accept the 2019 Grant Funding from the FAA, matching local
funds of ten percent (10%) of the cost of Phase II are required. Such matching local funds are
divided between the State of Colorado (“State”) and the Cities whereby the State is providing to
the Cities a grant of $9,166 and the Cities are providing local match funds of $9,167, which funds
have been previously appropriated by the Cities as part of the Airport’s 2019 budget; and
WHEREAS, the Northern Colorado Airport Commission supports the Project, including
Phase II, and recommends that the Cities, through their City Managers, approve and sign any
documents necessary to accept the 2019 Grant Funding, including the FAA Grant Agreement.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE NORTHERN COLORADO
REGIONAL AIRPORT COMMISSION AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. That the 2019 Grant Funding and any documents necessary to accept the same,
including the FAA Grant Agreement, are approved. The Commission recommends that the City
Manager of Fort Collins and the City Manager of Loveland sign such documents on behalf of their
respective cities.
Section 2. That this Resolution shall take effect as of the date and time of its adoption.
ADOPTED this 18th day of July, 2019.

028

Wade Troxell, Chair of the
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
ATTEST:

Secretary
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U.S. Department

of Transportation
Federal Aviation
Administration

GRANT AGREEMENT
Part I- Offer

TO;

Date of Offer

June 27,2019

Airport/Planning Area

Northern Colorado Regional Airport

AIR Grant Number

3-08-0023-037-2019

DUNS Number

07-648-1407

(Contract No. DOT-FA19NM-1028)

City of Fort Collins and City of Loveland, Colorado
(herein called the "Sponsor") (For Co-Sponsors, list all Co-Sponsor names. The word "Sponsor"In this Grant Agreement also applies to a
Co-Sponsor.)

FROM: The United States of America (acting through the Federal Aviation Administration, herein called the
"FAA")

WHEREAS, the Sponsor has submitted to the FAA a Project Application dated February 18, 2019, for a grant of Federal
funds for a project at or associated with the Northern Colorado Regional Airport, which is included as part of this Grant
Agreement; and

WHEREAS, the FAA has approved a project for the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (herein called the "Project")
consisting of the following:
Conduct Airport Master Plan Study(Phase II)

which is more fully described in the Project Application.
NOW THEREFORE, according to the applicable provisions of the former Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended and

recodified, 49 U.S.C.§ 40101, et seq., and the former Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1982 (AAIA), as amended
and recodified, 49 U.S.C.§ 47101, et seq.,(herein the AAIA grant statute is referred to as "the Act"), the representations
contained in the Project Application, and in consideration of (a) the Sponsor's adoption and ratification of the Grant
Assurances dated March 2014, as applied and interpreted consistent with the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018(see 2018
Reauthorization grant condition),(b)the Sponsor's acceptance of this Offer, and (c) the benefits to accrue to the United
States and the public from the accomplishment of the Project and compliance with the Grant Assurances and conditions
as herein provided.

THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION,FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES, HEREBY OFFERS AND AGREES
to pay 90.00 percent of the allowable costs incurred accomplishing the Project as the United States share of the Project.
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This Offer is made on and SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

CONDITIONS

1.

Maximum Obligation. The maximum obligation of the United States payable under this Offer is $165,000.
The following amounts represent a breakdown of the maximum obligation for the purpose of establishing allowable
amounts for any future grant amendment, which may increase the foregoing maximum obligation of the United
States under the provisions of 49 U.S.C.§ 47108(b):

$165,000 for planning

2.

$0 for airport development or noise program implementation; and,
$0 for land acquisition.
Period of Performance. The period of performance begins on the date the Sponsor formally accepts this agreement.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise in an amendment from the FAA, the end date of the period of performance is 4
years(1,460 calendar days)from the date offormal grant acceptance by the Sponsor.

The Sponsor may only charge allowable costs for obligations incurred prior to the end date of the period of
performance(2 CFR § 200.309). Unless the FAA authorizes a written extension, the sponsor must submit all project
closeout documentation and liquidate (pay off) all obligations incurred under this award no later than 90 calendar
days after the end date of the period of performance(2 CFR § 200.343).
The period of performance end date does not relieve or reduce Sponsor obiigations and assurances that extend
beyond the cioseout of a grant agreement.
3.

Ineligible or Unallowable Costs. The Sponsor must not include any costs in the project that the FAA has determined
to be ineligible or unallowable.

4.

Indirect Costs - Sponsor. Sponsor may charge indirect costs under this award by applying the indirect cost rate
identified in the project application,as accepted by the FAA,to allowable costs for Sponsor direct salaries and wages.

5.

Determining the Final Federal Share of Costs. The United States' share of ailowable project costs wili be made in
accordance with the regulations, poiicies, and procedures of the Secretary. Final determination of the United States'
share wiii be based upon the final audit of the totai amount of allowable project costs and settlement will be made
for any upward or downward adjustments to the Federal share of costs.

6.

Completing the Proiect Without Delav and in Conformance with Requirements. The Sponsor must carry out and
complete the project without undue delays and in accordance with this agreement, and the regulations, policies,
and procedures of the Secretary. Per 2 CFR § 200.308,the Sponsor agrees to report to the FAA any disengagement
from performing the project that exceeds three months. The report must inciude a reason for the project stoppage.
The Sponsor also agrees to comply with the assurances which are part of this agreement.

7.

Amendments or Withdrawals before Grant Acceptance.The FAA reserves the right to amend or withdraw this offer
at any time prior to its acceptance by the Sponsor.

8.

Offer Expiration Date. This offer will expire and the United States will not be obligated to pay any part of the costs
of the project unless this offer has been accepted by the Sponsor on or before July 31, 2019, or such subsequent
date as may be prescribed in writing by the FAA.

9.

Improper Use of Federal Funds. The Sponsor must take all steps, including litigation if necessary, to recover Federal
funds spent fraudulently, wastefully, or in violation of Federal antitrust statutes, or misused in any other manner for
any project upon which Federal funds have been expended. For the purposes of this grant agreement, the term
"Federal funds" means funds however used or dispersed by the Sponsor, that were originally paid pursuant to this
or any other Federal grant agreement. The Sponsor must obtain the approval of the Secretary as to any
determination of the amount of the Federal share of such funds. The Sponsor must return the recovered Federal
share, including funds recovered by settlement, order, or judgment, to the Secretary. The Sponsor must furnish to
the Secretary, upon request, ail documents and records pertaining to the determination ofthe amount of the Federal
2I P a g0
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share or to any settlement, litigation, negotiation, or other efforts taken to recover such funds. All settlements or

other final positions of the Sponsor, In court or other\A/ise, involving the recovery of such Federal share require
advance approval by the Secretary.
10.

United States Not Liable for Damage or Injury. The United States is not responsible or liable for damage to property

or injury to persons which may arise from, or be incident to, compliance with this grant agreement.
11.

System for Award Management(SAM)Registration And Universal Identifier.

A. Requirement for System for Award Management(SAM): Unless the Sponsor is exempted from this requirement
under 2 CFR 25.110, the Sponsor must maintain the currency of its information in the SAM until the Sponsor
submits the final financial report required under this grant, or receives the final payment, whichever is later.
This requires that the Sponsor review and update the information at least annually after the initial registration
and more frequently if required by changes in Information or another award term. Additional information about
registration procedures may be found at the SAM website (currently at http://www.sam.gov).
B. Data Universal Numbering System: DUNS number means the nine-digit number established and assigned by
Dun and Bradstreet, Inc.(D & B) to uniquely identify business entities. A DUNS number may be obtained from
D & B by telephone (currently 866-705-5771) or on the web (currently at http://fedgov.dnb.com/webform).

12. Electronic Grant Pavmentis). Unless otherwise directed by the FAA,the Sponsor must make each payment request
under this agreement electronically via the Delphi einvoicing System for Department of Transportation (DOT)
Financial Assistance Awardees.

13. Informal Letter Amendment of AlP Projects. If. during the life of the project, the FAA determines that the maximum

grant obligation of the United States exceeds the expected needs of the Sponsor by $25,000 or five percent (5%),
whichever is greater, the FAA can issue a letter amendment to the Sponsor unilaterally reducing the maximum
obligation.

The FAA can also issue a letter to the Sponsor increasing the maximum obligation if there is an overrun in the total
actual eligible and allowable project costs to cover the amount of the overrun provided It will not exceed the

statutory limitations for grant amendments.The FAA's authority to increase the maximum obligation does not apply
to the "planning" component of condition No. 1.

The FAA can also issue an informal letter amendment that modifies the grant description to correct administrative
errors or to delete work items if the FAA finds it advantageous and in the best interests of the United States.

An informal letter amendment has the same force and effect as a formal grant amendment.
14.

Air and Water Quality. The Sponsor is required to comply with all applicable air and water quality standards for all
projects in this grant. If the Sponsor fails to comply with this requirement,the FAA may suspend,cancel, or terminate
this agreement.

15.

Financial Reporting and Payment Requirements. The Sponsor will comply with all federal financial reporting
requirements and payment requirements, including submittal of timely and accurate reports.

16. Buy American. Unless otherwise approved in advance by the FAA, the Sponsor will not acquire or permit any
contractor or subcontractor to acquire any steel or manufactured products produced outside the United States to
be used for any project for which funds are provided under this grant. The Sponsor will Include a provision
implementing Buy American in every contract.
17.

Maximum Obligation Increase for Nonprimary Airports. In accordance with 49 U.S.C. § 47108(b), as amended,the
maximum obligation of the United States, as stated in Condition No. 1 of this Grant Offer:

A. may not be increased for a planning project;
B. may be increased by not more than 15 percent for development projects;
C. may be increased by not more than 15 percent or by an amount not to exceed 25 percent of the total increase
in allowable costs attributable to the acquisition of land or interests in land, whichever is greater, based on
current credible appraisals or a court award in a condemnation proceeding.
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18. Audits for Public Sponsors. The Sponsor must provide for a Single Audit or program specific audit in accordance
with 2 CFR part 200. The Sponsor must submit the audit reporting package to the Federal Audit Clearinghouse on
the Federal Audit Clearinghouse's Internet Data Entry System at http://harvester.census.gov/facweb/. Provide one
copy of the completed audit to the FAA if requested.
19. Suspension or Debarment. When entering into a "covered transaction" as defined by 2 CFR § 180.200,the Sponsor
must:

A. Verify the non-federal entity is eligible to participate in this Federal program by:
1. Checking the excluded parties list system (EPLS) as maintained within the System for Award Management

(SAM)to determine if the non-federal entity is excluded or disqualified; or
2. Collecting a certification statement from the non-federal entity attesting they are not excluded or
disqualified from participating; or
3. Adding a clause or condition to covered transactions attesting individual or firm are not excluded or
disqualified from participating.
B. Require prime contractors to comply with 2 CFR § 180.330 when entering into lower-tier transactions (e.g. Sub
contracts).
C. Immediately disclose to the FAA whenever the Sponsor (1) learns they have entered into a covered transaction

with an ineligible entity or (2) suspends or debars a contractor, person, or entity.
20.

Ban on Texting When Driving.

A. In accordance with Executive Order 13513, Federal Leadership on Reducing Text Messaging While Driving,
October 1, 2009, and DOT Order 3902.10, Text Messaging While Driving, December 30, 2009, the Sponsor is
encouraged to:

1. Adopt and enforce workplace safety policies to decrease crashes caused by distracted drivers including
policies to ban text messaging while driving when performing any work for, or on behalf of, the Federal
government, including work relating to a grant or subgrant.

2. Conduct workplace safety initiatives in a manner commensurate with the size of the business, such as:
a. Establishment of new rules and programs or re-evaluation of existing programs to prohibit text
messaging while driving; and
b. Education, awareness, and other outreach to employees about the safety risks associated with texting
while driving.
B. The Sponsor must insert the substance of this clause on banning texting when driving in all subgrants, contracts,
and subcontracts

21. Exhibit"A" Property Map. The Exhibit "A" Property Map dated April 2007, is incorporated herein by reference or is
submitted with the project application and made part of this grant agreement.
22.

Emplovee Protection from Reprisal.

A. Prohibition of Reprisals -

1. In accordance with 41 U.S.C. § 4712, an employee of a grantee or subgrantee may not be discharged,
demoted, or otherwise discriminated against as a reprisal for disclosing to a person or body described in
sub-paragraph (A)(2), information that the employee reasonably believes is evidence of:
i. Gross mismanagement of a Federal grant;
ii. Gross waste of Federal funds;

iii. An abuse of authority relating to implementation or use of Federal funds;
iv. A substantial and specific danger to public health or safety; or
v. A violation of law, rule, or regulation related to a Federal grant.
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2. Persons and bodies covered: The persons and bodies to which a disclosure by an employee is covered are
as follows:

A member of Congress or a representative of a committee of Congress;
An Inspector General;

The Government Accountability Office;

iv. A Federal office or employee responsible for oversight of a grant program;
V. A court or grand jury;

vi. A management office of the grantee or subgrantee; or
vii. A Federal or State regulatory enforcement agency.

3. Submission of Complaint-A person who believes that they have been subjected to a reprisal prohibited by
paragraph A of this grant term may submit a complaint regarding the reprisal to the Office of Inspector
General (GIG)for the U.S. Department of Transportation.

4. Time Limitation for Submittal of a Complaint - A complaint may not be brought under this subsection more
than three years after the date on which the alleged reprisal took place.
5. Required Actions of the Inspector General - Actions, limitations, and exceptions of the Inspector General's
office are established under 41 U.S.C. § 4712(b)

6. Assumption of Rights to Civil Remedy - Upon receipt of an explanation of a decision not to conduct or
continue an investigation by the Office of Inspector General,the person submitting a complaint assumes the
right to a civil remedy under 41 U.S.C. § 4712(c).

23. 2018 FAA Reauthorization. This grant agreement is subject to the terms and conditions contained herein Including
the terms known as the Grant Assurances as they were published in the Federal Register on April 3, 2014. On
October 5, 2018, the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 made certain amendments to 49 U.S.C. chapter 471. The
Reauthorization Act will require FAA to make certain amendments to the assurances in order to best achieve

consistency with the statute. Federal law requires that FAA publish any amendments to the assurances in the
Federal Register along with an opportunity to comment. In order not to delay the offer of this grant, the existing
assurances are attached herein; however, FAA shall Interpret and apply these assurances consistent with the
Reauthorization Act. To the extent there Is a conflict between the assurances and Federal statutes, the statutes shall

apply. The full text of the Act is at https://www.congress.eov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/302/text.
24. Co-Sponsor.

The Co-Sponsors understand and agree that they jointly and severally adopt and ratify the

representations and assurances contained therein and that the word "Sponsor" as used in the application and other
assurances is deemed to include all co-sponsors.
25. Current FAA Advisory Circulars for AlP Projects. The sponsor will carry out the project in accordance with policies,

standards, and specifications approved by the Secretary including but not limited to the advisory circulars listed in
the Current FAA Advisory Circulars Required For Use In AlP Funded and RFC Approved Projects, dated April 18, 2019,
and included in this grant, and in accordance with applicable state policies, standards, and specifications approved
by the Secretary.

26. Final Project Documentation. The Sponsor understands and agrees that in accordance with 49 USC 47111, and with
the Airport District Office's(ADO)concurrence, that no payments totaling more than 90.00 percent of United States
Government's share of the project's estimated allowable cost may be made before the project is determined to be
substantially complete. Substantially complete means the following: (1) The project results in a complete, usable
unit of work as defined in the grant agreement; and (2)The sponsor submits necessary documents showing that the
project is substantially complete per the contract requirements, or has a plan (that FAA agrees with) that addresses

all elements contained on the punch list. Furthermore, no payments totaling more than 97.50 percent of the United
States Government's share of the project's estimated allowable cost may be made until:(1) The sponsor submits all
necessary closeout documentation and (2) The sponsor receives final payment notification from the ADO.
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27. Coordination. The Sponsor agrees to coordinate this master planning study with the metropolitan planning
organizations, other local planning agencies, and with the State Airport System Plan prepared by the State's
Department of Transportation and consider any pertinent Information, data, projections, and forecasts which are
currently available or as will become available. The Sponsor agrees to consider any State Clearinghouse comments
and to furnish a copy of the final report to the State's Department of Transportation.
28. AGiS Requirenfients. Airports GIS requirements, as specified In Advisory Circular 150/5300-18, apply to the project
Included In this grant offer. Final construction as-bullt Information or planning deliverables must be collected
according to these specifications and submitted to the FAA. The submlttal must be reviewed and accepted by the
FAA before the grant can be administratively closed.
#
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The Sponsor's acceptance of this Offer and ratification and adoption of the Project Application incorporated herein shall be evidenced
by execution of this instrument by the Sponsor, as hereinafter provided, and this Offer and Acceptance shall comprise a Grant
Agreement, as provided by the Act, constituting the contractual obligations and rights of the United States and the Sponsor with
respect to the accomplishment of the Project and compliance with the assurances and conditions as provided herein. Such Grant
Agreement shall become effective upon the Sponsor's acceptance of this Offer.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

FEDERAtTAVi^TIONAPMlNISTRATi

(Sis^ture)
John P. Bauer

(Typed Name)
Manager, Denver Airports District Office
(Title of FAA Official)
Part II-Acceptance

The Sponsor does hereby ratify and adopt all assurances, statements, representations, warranties, covenants, and agreements
contained in the Project Application and incorporated materials referred to in the foregoing Offer, and does hereby accept this Offer
and by such acceptance agrees to comply with all of the terms and conditions in this Offer and in the Project Application.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing Is true and correct.^
Executed this

day of

,
CITY OF FORT COLLINS, COLORADO
(Name ofSponsor)

(Signature ofSponsor's Authorized Official)

By:
(Printed Name ofSponsor's Authorized Official)
Title:

(Title ofSponsor's Authorized Official)

CERTIFICATE OF SPONSOR'S ATTORNEY

I,

, acting as Attorney for the Sponsor do hereby certify:

That in my opinion the Sponsor is empowered to enter into the foregoing Grant Agreement under the laws of the State of Colorado.

Further, I have examined the foregoing Grant Agreement and the actions taken by said Sponsor and Sponsor's official representative
has been duly authorized and that the execution thereof is in all respects due and proper and in accordance with the laws of the said
State and the Act. In addition,for grants involving projects to be carried out on property not owned by the Sponsor, there are no legal
impediments that will prevent full performance by the Sponsor. Further, it is my opinion that the said Grant Agreement constitutes a
legal and binding obligation of the Sponsor in accordance with the terms thereof.

Dated at

(location) this

day of

,

.

By
(Signature of Sponsor's Attorney)

^ Knowingly and willfully providing false information to the Federal government is a violation of 18 U.S.C. Section 1001 (False
Statements) and could subject you to fines, imprisonment, or both.
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The Sponsor does hereby ratify and adopt all assurances, statements, representations, warranties, covenants, and agreements
contained in the Project Application and incorporated materials referred to in the foregoing Offer, and does hereby accept this Offer
and by such acceptance agrees to comply with all of the terms and conditions in this Offer and in the Project Application.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.^

Executed this

day of

,

.

CITY OF LOVELAND,COLORADO
(Name ofSponsor)

(Signature ofSponsor's Authorized Official)

By:
(Printed Name ofSponsors Authorized Official)
Title:

(Title ofSponsor's Designated Authorized Official)
CERTIFICATE OF SPONSOR'S ATTORNEY

I,

, acting as Attorney for the Sponsor do hereby certify:

That in my opinion the Sponsor is empowered to enter into the foregoing Grant Agreement under the laws of the State of Colorado.
Further, I have examined the foregoing Grant Agreement and the actions taken by said Sponsor and Sponsor's official representative
has been duly authorized and that the execution thereof is in all respects due and proper and in accordance with the laws of the said
State and the Act. In addition,for grants involving projects to be carried out on property not owned by the Sponsor,there are no legal
impediments that will prevent full performance by the Sponsor. Further, it is my opinion that the said Grant Agreement constitutes a
legal and binding obligation of the Sponsor in accordance with the terms thereof.

Dated at

(location) this

day of

,

.

By
(Signature of Sponsor's Attorney)

2 Knowingly and willfully providing false information to the Federal government is a violation of 18 U.S.C. Section 1001(False
Statements) and could subject you to fines, imprisonment, or both.
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Q
U.S. Department
of Transportation
Federal Aviation

Northwest Mountain Region
Colorado • Idaho • Montana • Oregon • Utah
Washington • Wyoming

Denver Airports District Office
26805 E. 68th Ave., Suite 224
Denver, CO 80249

Administration

June 27,2019

Darin Atteberry, City Manager
City of Fort Collins
300 LaPorte Ave.

Fort Collins, CO 80521

Stephen C. Adams, City Manager
City of Loveland

500 E. 3""^ Street, Suite 330
Loveland, CO 80537

Dear Mr. Atteberry and Mr. Adams:

We are enclosing 3 copies ofthe Grant Offer for Airport Improvement Program (AIP)Project
No. 3-08-0023-037-2019 at the Northern Colorado Regional Airport. Please read this letter and
the Grant Offer carefully.
To properly enter into this agreement, you must do the following:

• The governing body must provide authority to execute the grant to the individual signing
the grant; i.e. the sponsor's authorized representative.

• The sponsor's authorized representative must execute the grant, followed by the
attorney's certification, no later than July 31, 2019, in order for the grant to be valid.
• The Sponsor's attorney must sign and date the grant agreement after the Sponsor.
• You may not make any modification to the text, terms or conditions ofthe grant offer.

• We ask that you return one executed copy ofthe Grant Offer. Please keep the other
copies of the grant for your records.

Subject to the requirements in 2 CFR §200.305, each payment request for reimbursement under
this grant must be made electronically via the Delphi einvoicing System. Please see the attached
Grant Agreement for more information regarding the use of this System.
The terms and conditions of this agreement require you to complete the project without undue
delay. To ensure proper stewardship of Federal funds, vou are expected to submit payment
requests for reimbursement of allowable incurred project expenses in accordance with

project progress. Should you fail to make draws on a regular basis, your grant may be placed in
"inactive" status, which will affect your abilitiy to receive future grant offers..
Until the grant is completed and closed, you are responsible for submitting formal reports as
follows:
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• A signed/dated SF-270 (non-construction projects) or SF-271 or equivalent(construction
projects) and SF-425 annually, due 90 days after the end of each federal fiscal year in
which this grant is open (due December 31 of each year this grant is open); and

• Performance Reports, which are due within 30 days of the end of a reporting period as
follows:

1. Non-construction project: Due annually at the end of the Federal fiscal year.
2. Construction project: Submit FAA form 5370-1, Construction Progress and
Inspection Report at the end ofeach fiscal quarter.

Once the project is completed and all costs are determined, we ask that you close the project
without undue delay and submit the final closeout report documentation as required by FAA's
Denver Airports District Office.

As a condition of receiving Federal assistance under this award, you must comply with audit
requirements as established under 2 CFR part 200. Subpart F requires non-Federal entities that
expend $750,000 or more in Federal awards to conduct a single or program specific audit for that
year. Note that this includes Federal expenditures made under other Federal-assistance

programs. Please take appropriate and necessary action to assure your organization will comply
with applicable audit requirements and standards. A copy of a "Single Audit Certification
Form" is enclosed. Please complete and return a copy to our office with the executed Grant
Agreement. Please make a copy for your files.

John Sweeney is the assigned program manager for this grant and is readily available to assist
you and your designated representative with the requirements stated herein. If you should have
any questions, please contact Mr. Sweeney at 303-342-1263 orjohn.sweeney@faa.gov.
We sincerely value your cooperation in these efforts and look forward to working with you to
complete this important project.
Sincerely,

John P/Bauer
Manager, Denver Airports District Office
Enclosures
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Single Audit Certification Form
As a condition of receiving Federal assistance under the Airport Improvement Program, you must comply with audit
requirements as established under 2 CFR §200(Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit
Requirements for Federal Awards).

Subpart F requires non-Federal entities that expend S750,000 or more in Federal awards to conduct a single or
program specific audit for that year. Note that this includes Federal expenditures made under other Federalassistance programs. Please take appropriate and necessary action to assure your organization will comply with
applicable audit requirements and standards. For more information on the audit requirements please reference the
following web site: hltp.s://hai'vcster.ccnsus.gov/l'acweb.

In accordance with your Airport Improvement Program (AIP) grant agreement, you must provide a copy of your
audit to your local Airports District Office(ADO), whether or not there arc any significant findings. Please fill out
the information below by checking the appropriate linc(s), sign, date, and return this form to the FAA local ADO
identified at the bottom of the form.
Airport Sponsor Information:

^
Sponsor Name

Zo 1^
Fiscal/Calendar Year Ending

IVloriUarA
Airport Name

f

Sponsor's Represcniaiivc Name

'Representative's Title

icon
Telephone

lt>^cLk^4,e>^c.
Emai/

Please check the appropriate line(s):

□

We are subject to the Single Audit requirements and are taking the following action:
D

The Single Audit for this fiscal/calendar year has been submitted to the FAA.

□

The Single Audit for this frscal/calendar year is attached.

□

The Single Audit report will be submitted to the FAA as soon as this audit is available.

are exempt from the Single Audit requirements for the fi scal/calendar noted above.

Sponsor Certificatigjii—^
signature

Return to:

Dale

FAA, Denver Airports District Office
26805 E. 68"^ Ave., Suite 224
Denver, Colorado 80249
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ITEM NUMBER:

5

MEETING DATE:

July 18, 2019

PREPARED BY:

Jason Licon, Airport Director

TITLE
State of Colorado grant offer of $9,166 to be applied toward the cost of the Master Plan
Study
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
Make a motion to adopt Resolution R-5-2019 authorizing the Airport Commission Chair
to sign a $9,166 grant offer from the Colorado Department of Transportation Division of
Aeronautics (No. 19-FNL-01)
BUDGET IMPACT
Positive: The grant agreement will provide $9,166 in additional State funding to be used
to offset costs associated with the Master Plan Study
SUMMARY
The Airport received a grant from the FAA and the State of Colorado to being work on
the Master Plan Study in 2018. The project was advertised through a competitive
qualifications based bid process, as required by FAA, and the project was awarded to
the consulting firm Mead & Hunt. Representatives from the Airport and the two Cities
were involved in the review and selection of the selected consulting firm. The project
officially started in November of 2018 and is scheduled to be complete during the first
quarter of 2020.
This State of Colorado grant will provide the Airport with an additional $9,166 in financial
assistance to be applied toward the Master Plan Study. The total cost of the Study as
bid is $540,412. This grant will elevate the total State of Colorado funding from $16,666
to $25,832 or 5% of the total project cost. Funding from two FAA grants totaling
$465,000 is also being applied toward this project. The Airport is responsible for the
remaining 9% or $49,579 in matching funds. The following is a chart of all funding
sources being applied toward this project:

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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The Amended and Restated IGA for the Joint Operation of the Airport approved by both
City Councils in 2016 allows the Airport Commission the authority to enter into grant
agreements to the extent permitted by grantors, so long as such grant agreements:
i.
do not include commitment of Airport revenues and funds for grant matches of
more than $300,000 from appropriated funds included in the approved Airport
budget;
ii.
do not involve capital construction projects unless such projects are included in
the approved Airport budget; and
iii.
are approved by the City Managers, to the extent the City Managers are
authorized by their respective City Councils to do so.
These funds have been budgeted for and appropriated through the two City Councils
within the adopted 2019 Airport Budget. City Legal staff have verified that this grant
may be signed by the Airport Commission.
ATTACHMENTS
Resolution R-5-2019
CDOT Aeronautics Grant Offer 19-FNL-01

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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RESOLUTION # R-5-2019
A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE 2019 GRANT AGREEMENT WITH THE
STATE OF COLORADO DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS (CDAG #19-FNL-01) FOR
THE MASTER PLAN UPDATE (PHASE II) AT THE NORTHERN COLORADO
REGIONAL AIRPORT
WHEREAS, the General Assembly of the State of Colorado has declared in Title 43 of
the Colorado Revised Statutes, Article 10, 1991 in C.R.S. 43-10-101 (“the Act”) that: “. . . there
exists a need to promote the safe operation and accessibility of general aviation and intrastate
commercial aviation in this state; that improvement of general aviation and intrastate commercial
aviation transportation facilities will promote diversified economic development across the state;
and that accessibility to airport facilities for residents of this state is crucial in the event of a medical
or other type of emergency;” and
WHEREAS, the Act created the Colorado Aeronautical Board (“the Board”) to establish
policy and procedures for distribution of monies in the Aviation Fund and created the Division of
Aeronautics (“the Division”) to carry out the directives of the Board, including technical and
planning assistance to airports and the administration of the state aviation system grant program.
(See C.R.S. §43-10-103, C.R.S. §43-10-105, and C.R.S. §43-10-108.5 of the Act); and
WHEREAS, any eligible entity operating a public-accessible airport in the state may file
an application for and be a recipient of a grant to be used solely for aviation purposes (an
“Application”). The Division is authorized to assist such airports as request assistance by means
of a Resolution passed by the applicant’s duly-authorized governing body, which understands that
all funds shall be used exclusively for aviation purposes and that it will comply with all grant
procedures and requirements as defined in the Division’s Program and Procedures Manual (“the
Manual”) and the Airport Sponsor Assurances for Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant Funding
(“Grant Assurances”) attached as “Exhibit C” to the Grant Award Letter (“Grant Agreement”).
Such Grant Agreement is attached hereto as “Exhibit A” and incorporated herein; and
WHEREAS, the City of Fort Collins and the City of Loveland (“the Cities”) own and
operate in the State the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (“the Airport”) pursuant to that certain
Amended and Restated Intergovernmental Agreement for the Joint Operation of the Fort CollinsLoveland Municipal Airport dated January 22, 2015, as amended (“Airport IGA”); and
WHEREAS, the Cities have applied for grant CDAG #19-FNL-01 (the “Grant
Agreement”) from the Division for the purpose of funding the Airport Master Plan Update (Phase
II) at the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (the “Project”); and
WHEREAS, the Grant Agreement provides to the Airport nine thousand one hundred
sixty-six dollars ($9,166) (the “State Grant”) representing a five percent (5%) matching payment
on the total cost of one hundred eighty-three thousand three hundred thirty-three dollars ($183,333)
for the Project, subject to the Cities providing a five percent (5%) local match for the Project; and
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WHEREAS, a total of nine thousand one hundred sixty-seven dollars ($9,167) of
additional local funding in the Airport Fund will be applied toward this Project, in addition to the
FAA Grant and this State Grant, which additional funding has previously been appropriated and
approved by the Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission and both City Councils through
the adoption of the 2019 Airport Budget.
WHEREAS, this State Grant combined with matching local funds required for the second
phase of the Project will provide funding in excess of the FAA minimum ten percent (10%) grant
match requirement in the amount of eighteen thousand three hundred thirty-three dollars
($18,333), half of which is borne by each City through the Airport Budget; and.
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 4.J of the Airport IGA, the Commission is authorized to
sign grant agreements to the extent permitted by grantors, so long as such grant agreements meet
the standards set forth therein, including approval by the City Managers of both Cities to the extent
they are authorized by their respective City Councils to do so.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE NORTHERN COLORADO
REGIONAL AIRPORT COMMISSION AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
That the Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission (“the
Commission”), pursuant to its authority under the Airport IGA to approve the Grant Agreement,
attached hereto as “Exhibit A” and incorporated herein, on behalf of the Cities as the grant
applicant, hereby formally requests assistance from the Colorado Aeronautical Board and the
Division of Aeronautics in the form of a state aviation system grant. The Commission states that
such State Grant shall be used solely for aviation purposes, as determined by the State, and as
generally described in the Application.
Section 2.
That the Commission, on behalf of the Cities, makes the commitment (a) to
keep the Airport facility accessible to, and open to, the public during the entire useful life of the
grant funded improvements/equipment; or (b) to reimburse the Division for any unexpired useful
life of the improvements/equipment on a pro-rata basis. By signing the Grant Agreement, the
Commission further commits, on behalf of the Cities, to keep open and accessible for public use
all grant funded facilities, improvements and services for their useful life, as determined by the
Division and stated in the Grant Agreement.
Section 3.
That the Commission, on behalf of the Cities, hereby designates Jason
Licon, Airport Director, as the Project Director, as described in the Manual, and authorizes the
Project Director to act in all matters relating to the work project proposed in the Application on its
behalf, and further authorizes the City Managers of the Cities to execute the Grant Agreement with
such modifications in form or substance as the City Managers, in consultation with their respective
City Attorney’s Office, may deem necessary to effectuate the purposes of this Resolution or to
protect the interests of the Cities to reflect approval of the City Managers, to the extent that they
have been authorized to do so by their respective City Councils.
2
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Section 4.
That the Cities have appropriated or will appropriate or otherwise make
available in a timely manner their share of all funds that are required to be provided by the Cities
under the terms and conditions of the Grant Agreement.
Section 5.
That on behalf of the Cities and subject to the foregoing, the Commission
hereby accepts all guidelines, procedures, standards, and requirements described in the Manual as
applicable to the performance of the grant work and hereby approves the Grant Agreement
submitted by the State, including all terms and conditions contained therein.
Section 6.
adoption.

That this Resolution shall be effective as of the date and time of its

ADOPTED this _____ day of July, 2019.

Wade Troxell, Chair of the
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
ATTEST:

Secretary

3
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CDOT – Aeronautics Division
CDAG #: 19-FNL-01
ROUTING: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
PO #: 471001449

GRANT AWARD LETTER
SUMMARY OF GRANT AWARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS
State Agency
Colorado Department of Transportation, Colorado
Aeronautical Board, Division of Aeronautics

Grant Amount
State:

$9,166.00

Grantee
CITY OF LOVELAND &
CITY OF FORT COLLINS
Grant Issuance Date
The Effective Date
Grant Expiration Date
June 30, 2022

Local Match Amount
Local:

$9,167.00

Grant Authority
Authority to enter into this Grant exists in CRS §4310-108.5 and funds have been budgeted,
appropriated and otherwise made available pursuant
to CRS §§39-27-112(2)(b), 43-10-109, 43-10-102
and a sufficient unencumbered balance thereof
remains available for payment. Required approvals,
clearance, and coordination have been accomplished
from and with appropriate agencies.
Grant Purpose
Element A: Participate in Federally Funded Master Plan Phase II
Exhibits and Order of Precedence
The following Exhibits and attachments are included with this Grant:
Exhibit A, Discretionary Aviation Grant Application
Exhibit B, Resolution
Exhibit C, Grant Assurances
Exhibit D, Sample Option Letter
In the event of a conflict or inconsistency between this Grant and any Exhibit or attachment, such conflict or
inconsistency shall be resolved by reference to the documents in the following order of priority:
1. Provisions of the main body of this Grant
2. Exhibit A, Discretionary Aviation Grant Application
3. Exhibit B, Resolution
4. Exhibit C, Grant Assurances
5. Exhibit D, Sample Option Letter

Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
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CDOT – Aeronautics Division
CDAG #: 19-FNL-01
ROUTING: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
PO #: 471001449

SIGNATURE PAGE
THE SIGNATORIES LISTED BELOW AUTHORIZE THIS GRANT
Each person signing this Agreement represents and warrants that the signer is duly authorized to execute this
Agreement and to bind the Party authorizing such signature.
GRANTEE
CITY OF LOVELAND

STATE OF COLORADO
Jared S. Polis, Governor
Department of Transportation

__________________________________________

__________________________________________
By: David R. Ulane, Aeronautics Division Director
for Shoshana M. Lew, Executive Director

__________________________________________
By: Print Name & Title of Person Signing for Grantee

Date: _________________________

Date: _________________________
SECOND GRANTEE – If Needed
CITY OF FORT COLLINS
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
By: Print Name & Title of Person Signing for Grantee

Date: _________________________
In accordance with §24-30-202, C.R.S., this Agreement is not valid until signed and dated below by the State
Controller or an authorized delegate.
STATE CONTROLLER
Robert Jaros, CPA, MBA, JD
___________________________________________
By: Department of Transportation
Liliya Gershman, Accounting Controller
Effective Date:_____________________

Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
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CDAG #: 19-FNL-01
ROUTING: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
PO #: 471001449

1.

GRANT

As of the Grant Issuance Date, the State Agency shown on the first page of this Grant Award Letter (the “State”)
hereby obligates and awards to Grantee shown on the first page of this Grant Award Letter (the “Grantee”) an
award of Grant Funds in the amounts shown on the first page of this Grant Award Letter. By accepting the Grant
Funds provided under this Grant Award Letter, Grantee agrees to comply with the terms and conditions of this
Grant Award Letter and requirements and provisions of all Exhibits to this Grant Award Letter.
2.

TERM

A. Initial Grant Term and Extension
The Parties’ respective performances under this Grant Award Letter shall commence on the Grant Issuance
Date and shall terminate on the Grant Expiration Date unless sooner terminated or further extended in
accordance with the terms of this Grant Award Letter. Upon request of Grantee, the State may, in its sole
discretion, extend the term of this Grant Award Letter by providing written notice to the Grantee in a form
substantially equivalent to Exhibit D.
B. Early Termination in the Public Interest
The State is entering into this Grant Award Letter to serve the public interest of the State of Colorado as
determined by its Governor, General Assembly, the Colorado Aeronautical Board or Courts. If this Grant
Award Letter ceases to further the public interest of the State or if State, Federal or other funds used for this
Grant Award Letter are not appropriated, or otherwise become unavailable to fund this Grant Award Letter,
the State, in its discretion, may terminate this Grant Award Letter in whole or in part by providing written
notice to Grantee that includes, to the extent practicable, the public interest justification for the termination.
If the State terminates this Grant Award Letter in the public interest, the State shall pay Grantee an amount
equal to the percentage of the total reimbursement payable under this Grant Award Letter that corresponds
to the percentage of Work satisfactorily completed, as determined by the State, less payments previously
made. Additionally, the State, in its discretion, may reimburse Grantee for a portion of actual, out-of-pocket
expenses not otherwise reimbursed under this Grant Award Letter that are incurred by Grantee and are
directly attributable to the uncompleted portion of Grantee’s obligations, provided that the sum of any and
all reimbursements shall not exceed the maximum amount payable to Grantee hereunder. This subsection
shall not apply to a termination of this Grant Award Letter by the State for breach by Grantee.
3.

PURPOSE

The General Assembly of the State of Colorado declared in Title 43 of the Colorado Revised Statutes, Article 10,
1991 in CRS §43-10-101 (the Act) “… that there exists a need to promote the safe operations and accessibility of
general aviation in this state; that improvements to general aviation transportation facilities will promote
diversified economic development across the state; and that accessibility to airport facilities for residents of this
state is crucial in the event of a medical or other type of emergency…”
The Act created the Colorado Aeronautical Board (“the Board”) to establish policy and procedures for distribution
of monies in the Aviation Fund and created the Division of Aeronautics (“the Division”) to carry out the directives
of the Board, including technical and planning assistance to airports and the administration of the state aviation
system grant program. SEE CRS §43-10-103 and C.R.S. §43-10-105 and CRS §43-10-108.5 of the Act.
Any entity operating a public-accessible airport in the state may file an application for and be recipient of a grant
to be used solely for aviation purposes. The Division is authorized to assist such airports as request assistance by
means of a Resolution passed by the applicant’s duly-authorized governing body, which understands that all funds
shall be used exclusively for aviation purposes and that it will comply with all grant procedures, grant assurances
and requirements as defined in the Division’s Programs and Procedures Manual, (“the Manual”) and the Airport
Sponsor Assurances for Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant Funding attached hereto as Exhibit C.
4.

DEFINITIONS

The following terms shall be construed and interpreted as follows:
A. “Budget” means the budget for the Work described in Exhibit A.
Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
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B. “Business Day” means any day in which the State is open and conducting business, but shall not include
Saturday, Sunday or any day on which the State observes one of the holidays listed in §24-11-101(1), C.R.S.
C. “CJI” means criminal justice information collected by criminal justice agencies needed for the performance
of their authorized functions, including, without limitation, all information defined as criminal justice
information by the U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Criminal Justice Information
Services Security Policy, as amended and all Criminal Justice Records as defined under §24-72-302, C.R.S.
D. “CORA” means the Colorado Open Records Act, §§24-72-200.1, et. seq., C.R.S.
E. “Exhibits” means exhibits and attachments included with this Grant as shown on the first page of this Grant.
F.

“Extension Term” means the period of time by which the Grant Expiration Date is extended by the State
through delivery of an updated Grant Award Letter.

G. “Goods” means any movable material acquired, produced, or delivered by Grantee as set forth in this Grant
Award Letter and shall include any movable material acquired, produced, or delivered by Grantee in
connection with the Services.
H. “Grant Award Letter” means this letter which offers Grant Funds to Grantee, including all attached
Exhibits, all documents incorporated by reference, all referenced statutes, rules and cited authorities, and any
future updates thereto.
I.

“Grant Funds” means the funds that have been appropriated, designated, encumbered, or otherwise made
available for payment by the State under this Grant Award Letter.

J.

“Grant Expiration Date” means the Grant Expiration Date shown on the first page of this Grant Award
Letter.

K. “Grant Issuance Date” means the Grant Issuance Date shown on the first page of this Grant Award Letter.
L. “Incident” means any accidental or deliberate event that results in or constitutes an imminent threat of the
unauthorized access or disclosure of State Confidential Information or of the unauthorized modification,
disruption, or destruction of any State Records.
M. “Initial Term” means the time period between the Grant Issuance Date and the Grant Expiration Date.
N. “Manual” means the Programs and Procedures Manual as approved by the Colorado Aeronautical board that
is available on the Colorado Division of Aeronautics’ website.
O. “Matching Funds” means the funds provided by Grantee as a match required to receive the Grant Funds.
P. “Party” means the State or Grantee, and “Parties” means both the State and Grantee.
Q. “PII” means personally identifiable information including, without limitation, any information maintained
by the State about an individual that can be used to distinguish or trace an individual‘s identity, such as name,
social security number, date and place of birth, mother‘s maiden name, or biometric records; and any other
information that is linked or linkable to an individual, such as medical, educational, financial, and
employment information. PII includes, but is not limited to, all information defined as personally identifiable
information in §§24-72-501 and 24-73-101 C.R.S.
R. “Services” means the services to be performed by Grantee as set forth in this Grant Award Letter and shall
include any services to be rendered by Grantee in connection with the Goods.
S.

“State Confidential Information” means any and all State Records not subject to disclosure under CORA.
State Confidential Information shall include, but is not limited to, PII, CJI, and State personnel records not
subject to disclosure under CORA. State Confidential Information shall not include information or data
concerning individuals that is not deemed confidential but nevertheless belongs to the State, which has been
communicated, furnished, or disclosed by the State to Grantee which (i) is subject to disclosure pursuant to
CORA; (ii) is already known to Grantee without restrictions at the time of its disclosure to Grantee; (iii) is or
subsequently becomes publicly available without breach of any obligation owed by Grantee to the State; (iv)
is disclosed to Grantee, without confidentiality obligations, by a third party who has the right to disclose such
information; or (v) was independently developed without reliance on any State Confidential Information.

T. “State Fiscal Rules” means that fiscal rules promulgated by the Colorado State Controller pursuant to §2430-202(13)(a) C.R.S.
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U. “State Fiscal Year” means a 12 month period beginning on July 1 of each calendar year and ending on June
30 of the following calendar year. If a single calendar year follows the term, then it means the State Fiscal
Year ending in that calendar year.
V. “State Records” means any and all State data, information, and records, regardless of physical form,
including, but not limited to, information subject to disclosure under CORA.
W. “Subcontractor” means third-parties, if any, engaged by Grantee to aid in performance of the Work.
“Subcontractor” also includes sub-grantees.
X. “Work” means the delivery of the Goods and performance of the Services described in this Grant Award
Letter.
Y. “Work Product” means the tangible and intangible results of the Work, whether finished or unfinished,
including drafts. Work Product includes, but is not limited to, documents, text, software (including source
code), research, reports, proposals, specifications, plans, notes, studies, data, images, photographs, negatives,
pictures, drawings, designs, models, surveys, maps, materials, ideas, concepts, know-how, and any other
results of the Work. “Work Product” does not include any material that was developed prior to the Grant
Issuance Date that is used, without modification, in the performance of the Work.
Any other term used in this Grant Award Letter that is defined in an Exhibit shall be construed and interpreted as
defined in that Exhibit.
5.

STATEMENT OF WORK

Grantee shall complete the Work as described in this Grant Award Letter and in accordance with the provisions
of Exhibit A. The State shall have no liability to compensate or reimburse Grantee for the delivery of any goods
or the performance of any services that are not specifically set forth in this Grant Award Letter.
6.

PAYMENTS TO GRANTEE

A. Maximum Amount.
Payments to Grantee are limited to the unpaid, obligated balance of the Grant Funds. Financial obligations
of the State payable after the current State Fiscal Year are contingent upon funds for that purpose being
appropriated, budgeted, and otherwise made available. The State shall not be liable to pay or reimburse
Grantee for any Work performed or expense incurred before the Grant Issuance Date or after the Grant
Expiration Date; provided, however, that Work performed and expenses incurred by Grantee before the Grant
Issuance Date that are chargeable to an active Federal Award may be submitted for reimbursement as
permitted by the terms of the Federal Award.
B. Increase or Decrease Quantities and Total Price - State's Option.
The State, at its discretion, shall have the option to increase or decrease the-quantity of goods/services
described in Exhibit A at the same rates and under the same terms specified in this agreement. In order to
exercise this option, the State shall provide written notice to Grantee in in form substantially equivalent to
Exhibit D prior to the end of the current Grant term. Delivery of Goods and performance of Services shall
continue at the same rates and terms as described in this Agreement.
C. Matching Funds.
Grantee shall provide the Local Match Amount shown on the first page of this Grant Award Letter and
described in Exhibit A (the “Local Match Amount”). Grantee shall appropriate and allocate all Local Match
Amounts to the purpose of this Grant Award Letter each fiscal year prior to accepting any Grant Funds for
that fiscal year. Grantee does not by accepting this Grant Award Letter irrevocably pledge present cash
reserves for payments in future fiscal years, and this Grant Award Letter is not intended to create a multiplefiscal year debt of Grantee. Grantee shall not pay or be liable for any claimed interest, late charges, fees,
taxes or penalties of any nature, except as required by Grantee’s laws or policies.
D. Reimbursement of Grantee Costs.
The State shall reimburse Grantee’s allowable costs, not exceeding the maximum total amount described
in this Grant Award Letter for all allowable costs described in this Grant Award Letter and shown in the
Budget, except that Grantee may adjust the amounts between each line item of the Budget without formal
Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
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modification to this Agreement as long as the Grantee provides notice to the State of the change, the change
does not modify the total maximum amount of this Grant Award Letter or the maximum amount for any state
fiscal year, and the change does not modify any requirements of the Work.
E. Close-Out.
Grantee shall close out this Grant within 45 days after the Grant Expiration Date. To complete close out,
Grantee shall submit to the State all deliverables (including documentation) as defined in this Grant Award
Letter and Grantee’s final reimbursement request or invoice.
7.

REPORTING - NOTIFICATION

A. Performance and Final Status
Grantee shall submit all financial, performance and other reports to the State no later than the end of the close
out described in §6.E, containing an evaluation and review of Grantee’s performance and the final status of
Grantee’s obligations hereunder.
B. Violations Reporting
Grantee shall disclose, in a timely manner, in writing to the State, all violations of federal or State criminal
law involving fraud, bribery, or gratuity violations potentially affecting the Federal Award. The State may
impose any penalties for noncompliance allowed under 2 CFR Part 180 and 31 U.S.C. 3321, which may
include, without limitation, suspension or debarment.
8.

GRANTEE RECORDS

A. Maintenance and Inspection
Grantee shall make, keep, and maintain, all records, documents, communications, notes and other written
materials, electronic media files, and communications, pertaining in any manner to this Grant for a period of
three years following the completion of the close out of this Grant. Grantee shall permit the State to audit,
inspect, examine, excerpt, copy and transcribe all such records during normal business hours at Grantee’s
office or place of business, unless the State determines that an audit or inspection is required without notice
at a different time to protect the interests of the State.
B. Monitoring
The State will monitor Grantee’s performance of its obligations under this Grant Award Letter using
procedures as determined by the State. The State shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to change its
monitoring procedures and requirements at any time during the term of this Agreement. The State shall
monitor Grantee’s performance in a manner that does not unduly interfere with Grantee’s performance of the
Work.
C. Final Audit Report
Grantee shall promptly submit upon request to the State a copy of any final audit report of an audit performed
on Grantee’s records that relates to or affects this Grant or the Work, whether the audit is conducted by
Grantee or a third party.
9.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION - STATE RECORDS

A. Confidentiality
Grantee shall hold and maintain, and cause all Subcontractors to hold and maintain, any and all State Records
that the State provides or makes available to Grantee for the sole and exclusive benefit of the State, unless
those State Records are otherwise publicly available at the time of disclosure or are subject to disclosure by
Grantee under CORA. Grantee shall not, without prior written approval of the State, use for Grantee’s own
benefit, publish, copy, or otherwise disclose to any third party, or permit the use by any third party for its
benefit or to the detriment of the State, any State Records, except as otherwise stated in this Grant Award
Letter. Grantee shall provide for the security of all State Confidential Information in accordance with all
policies promulgated by the Colorado Office of Information Security and all applicable laws, rules, policies,
publications, and guidelines. Grantee shall immediately forward any request or demand for State Records to
the State’s principal representative.
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B. Other Entity Access and Nondisclosure Agreements
Grantee may provide State Records to its agents, employees, assigns and Subcontractors as necessary to
perform the Work, but shall restrict access to State Confidential Information to those agents, employees,
assigns and Subcontractors who require access to perform their obligations under this Grant Award Letter.
Grantee shall ensure all such agents, employees, assigns, and Subcontractors sign nondisclosure agreements
with provisions at least as protective as those in this Grant, and that the nondisclosure agreements are in force
at all times the agent, employee, assign or Subcontractor has access to any State Confidential Information.
Grantee shall provide copies of those signed nondisclosure restrictions to the State upon request.
C. Use, Security, and Retention
Grantee shall use, hold and maintain State Confidential Information in compliance with any and all applicable
laws and regulations in facilities located within the United States, and shall maintain a secure environment
that ensures confidentiality of all State Confidential Information wherever located. Grantee shall provide the
State with access, subject to Grantee’s reasonable security requirements, for purposes of inspecting and
monitoring access and use of State Confidential Information and evaluating security control effectiveness.
Upon the expiration or termination of this Grant, Grantee shall return State Records provided to Grantee or
destroy such State Records and certify to the State that it has done so, as directed by the State. If Grantee is
prevented by law or regulation from returning or destroying State Confidential Information, Grantee warrants
it will guarantee the confidentiality of, and cease to use, such State Confidential Information.
D. Incident Notice and Remediation
If Grantee becomes aware of any Incident, it shall notify the State immediately and cooperate with the State
regarding recovery, remediation, and the necessity to involve law enforcement, as determined by the State.
After an Incident, Grantee shall take steps to reduce the risk of incurring a similar type of Incident in the
future as directed by the State, which may include, but is not limited to, developing and implementing a
remediation plan that is approved by the State at no additional cost to the State.
E. Safeguarding PII
If Grantee or any of its Subcontractors will or may receive PII under this Agreement, Grantee shall provide
for the security of such PII, in a manner and form acceptable to the State, including, without limitation, State
non-disclosure requirements, use of appropriate technology, security practices, computer access security,
data access security, data storage encryption, data transmission encryption, security inspections, and audits.
Grantee shall be a “Third-Party Service Provider” as defined in §24-73-103(1)(i), C.R.S. and shall maintain
security procedures and practices consistent with §§24-73-101 et seq., C.R.S.
10. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Grantee shall not engage in any business or activities, or maintain any relationships that conflict in any way with
the full performance of the obligations of Grantee under this Grant. Grantee acknowledges that, with respect to
this Grant, even the appearance of a conflict of interest shall be harmful to the State’s interests and absent the
State’s prior written approval, Grantee shall refrain from any practices, activities or relationships that reasonably
appear to be in conflict with the full performance of Grantee’s obligations under this Grant. If a conflict or the
appearance of a conflict arises, or if Grantee is uncertain whether a conflict or the appearance of a conflict has
arisen, Grantee shall submit to the State a disclosure statement setting forth the relevant details for the State’s
consideration.
11. INSURANCE
Grantee shall maintain at all times during the term of this Grant such liability insurance, by commercial policy or
self-insurance, as is necessary to meet its liabilities under the Colorado Governmental Immunity Act, §24-10101, et seq., C.R.S. (the “GIA”). Grantee shall ensure that any Subcontractors maintain all insurance customary
for the completion of the Work done by that Subcontractor and as required by the State or the GIA.
12. REMEDIES
In addition to any remedies available under any exhibit to this Grant Award Letter, if Grantee fails to comply
with any term or condition of this Grant the State may terminate some or all of this Grant and require Grantee to
repay any or all Grant funds to the State in the State’s sole discretion. The State may also terminate this Grant
Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
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Award Letter at any time if the State has determined, in its sole discretion, that Grantee has ceased performing
the Work without intent to resume performance, prior to the completion of the Work.
13. DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Except as herein specifically provided otherwise, for all disputes concerning the performance of this Grant that
cannot be resolved by the designated Party representatives shall be referred in writing to a senior departmental
management staff member designated by the State and a senior manager or official designated by Grantee for
resolution.
14. NOTICES and REPRESENTATIVES
Each Party shall identify an individual to be the principal representative of the designating Party and shall provide
this information to the other Party. All notices required or permitted to be given under this Grant Award Letter
shall be in writing, and shall be delivered either in hard copy or by email to the representative of the other Party.
Either Party may change its principal representative or principal representative contact information by notice
submitted in accordance with this §14.
For the State:

For Grantee:

Kip McClain, Aviation Planner
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137
kip.mcclain@state.co.us

Jason Licon
Northern Colorado Regional Airport
4900 Earhart Road
Loveland, CO 80538
jason.licon@cityofloveland.org

15. RIGHTS IN WORK PRODUCT AND OTHER INFORMATION
Grantee hereby grants to the State a perpetual, irrevocable, non-exclusive, royalty free license, with the right to
sublicense, to make, use, reproduce, distribute, perform, display, create derivatives of and otherwise exploit all
intellectual property created by Grantee or any Subcontractors or Subgrantees and paid for with Grant Funds
provided by the State pursuant to this Grant.
16. GOVERNMENTAL IMMUNITY
Liability for claims for injuries to persons or property arising from the negligence of the Parties, their departments,
boards, commissions committees, bureaus, offices, employees and officials shall be controlled and limited by the
provisions of the Colorado Governmental Immunity Act, §24-10-101, et seq., C.R.S.; the Federal Tort Claims
Act, 28 U.S.C. Pt. VI, Ch. 171 and 28 U.S.C. 1346(b), and the State’s risk management statutes, §24-30-1501, et
seq. C.R.S. No term or condition of this Contract shall be construed or interpreted as a waiver, express or implied,
of any of the immunities, rights, benefits, protections, or other provisions, contained in these statutes.
17. GENERAL PROVISIONS
A. Assignment
Grantee’s rights and obligations under this Grant are personal and may not be transferred or assigned without
the prior, written consent of the State. Any attempt at assignment or transfer without such consent shall be
void. Any assignment or transfer of Grantee’s rights and obligations approved by the State shall be subject
to the provisions of this Grant Award Letter.
B. Captions and References
The captions and headings in this Grant Award Letter are for convenience of reference only, and shall not be
used to interpret, define, or limit its provisions. All references in this Grant Award Letter to sections (whether
spelled out or using the § symbol), subsections, exhibits or other attachments, are references to sections,
subsections, exhibits or other attachments contained herein or incorporated as a part hereof, unless otherwise
noted.
C. Entire Understanding
This Grant Award Letter represents the complete integration of all understandings between the Parties related
to the Work, and all prior representations and understandings related to the Work, oral or written, are merged
into this Grant Award Letter.
Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
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D. Modification
The State may modify the terms and conditions of this Grant by issuance of an updated Grant Award Letter,
which shall be effective if Grantee accepts Grant Funds following receipt of the updated letter. The Parties
may also agree to modification of the terms and conditions of the Grant in a formal amendment to this Grant,
properly executed and approved in accordance with applicable Colorado State law and State Fiscal Rules.
E. Statutes, Regulations, Fiscal Rules, and Other Authority
Any reference in this Grant Award Letter to a statute, regulation, State Fiscal Rule, fiscal policy or other
authority shall be interpreted to refer to such authority then current, as may have been changed or amended
since the Grant Issuance Date. Grantee shall strictly comply with all applicable Federal and State laws, rules,
and regulations in effect or hereafter established, including, without limitation, laws applicable to
discrimination and unfair employment practices.
F.

Digital Signatures
If any signatory signs this agreement using a digital signature in accordance with the Colorado State
Controller Contract, Grant and Purchase Order Policies regarding the use of digital signatures issued under
the State Fiscal Rules, then any agreement or consent to use digital signatures within the electronic system
through which that signatory signed shall be incorporated into this Contract by reference.

G. Severability
The invalidity or unenforceability of any provision of this Grant Award Letter shall not affect the validity or
enforceability of any other provision of this Grant Award Letter, which shall remain in full force and effect,
provided that the Parties can continue to perform their obligations under the Grant in accordance with the
intent of the Grant.
H. Survival of Certain Grant Award Letter Terms
Any provision of this Grant Award Letter that imposes an obligation on a Party after termination or expiration
of the Grant shall survive the termination or expiration of the Grant and shall be enforceable by the other
Party.
I.

Third Party Beneficiaries
Except for the Parties’ respective successors and assigns described above, this Grant Award Letter does not
and is not intended to confer any rights or remedies upon any person or entity other than the Parties. Any
services or benefits which third parties receive as a result of this Grant are incidental to the Grant, and do not
create any rights for such third parties.

J.

Waiver
A Party’s failure or delay in exercising any right, power, or privilege under this Grant Award Letter, whether
explicit or by lack of enforcement, shall not operate as a waiver, nor shall any single or partial exercise of
any right, power, or privilege preclude any other or further exercise of such right, power, or privilege.
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EXHIBIT A, DISCRETIONARY AVIATION GRANT APPLICATION

Colorado Division of Aeronautics
Discretionary Aviation Grant Application

APPLICANT SPONSOR:
Cities of Ft. Collins/Loveland

APPLICANT INFORMATION

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Jason Licon
MAILING ADDRESS:
4900 Earhart Road
Loveland, CO 80538

AIRPORT:
Northern Colorado Regional
Airport

IDENTIFIER:
FNL

EMAIL
jason.licon@cityofloveland.org
ADDRESS:
PHONE
(970) 962-2852
NUMBER:

GRANT NAME AND TERMS

19-FNL-01

Execution Date:

TERMS

FUNDING SUMMARY
Funding Source
State Aviation Grant:
Local Cash:
Local In-Kind:
Federal Aviation Grant:
Total Project Funding:

Expiration Date:
June 30, 2022

Funding Amount
$9,166.00
$9,167.00
$0.00
$165,000.00
$183,333.00

PROJECT SCHEDULE & BUDGET

ELEMENT
DESCRIPTION

STATE FUNDING

A. Participate in
Federally Funded
Master Plan Update
(Phase II)

$9,166.00

TOTALS

$9,166.00

Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
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5%

LOCAL FUNDING

$9,167.00

$9,167.00
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EXHIBIT B, RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS:
The General Assembly of the State of Colorado declared in Title 43 of the Colorado Revised Statutes, Article 10,
1991 in CRS §43-10-101 (the Act) “… that there exists a need to promote the safe operations and accessibility of
general aviation in this state; that improvements to general aviation transportation facilities will promote
diversified economic development across the state; and that accessibility to airport facilities for residents of this
state is crucial in the event of a medical or other type of emergency…”
The Act created the Colorado Aeronautical Board (“the Board”) to establish policy and procedures for distribution
of monies in the Aviation Fund and created the Division of Aeronautics (“the Division”) to carry out the directives
of the Board, including technical and planning assistance to airports and the administration of the state aviation
system grant program. SEE CRS §43-10-103 and C.R.S. §43-10-105 and CRS §43-10-108.5 of the Act.
Any eligible entity operating a public-accessible airport in the state may file an application for and be recipient
of a grant to be used solely for aviation purposes. The Division is authorized to assist such airports as request
assistance by means of a Resolution passed by the applicant’s duly-authorized governing body, which understands
that all funds shall be used exclusively for aviation purposes and that it will comply with all grant procedures,
grant assurances and requirements as defined in the Division’s Program and Procedures Manual, (“the Manual”)
and the Airport Sponsor Assurances for Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant Funding (“Grant Assurances”)
attached hereto as Exhibit C.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT:
The CITY OF LOVELAND & CITY OF FORT COLLINS, as a duly authorized governing bodies of the grant
applicant, hereby formally requests assistance from the Colorado Aeronautical Board and the Division of
Aeronautics in the form of a state aviation system grant. The CITY OF LOVELAND & CITY OF FORT
COLLINS state that such grant shall be used solely for aviation purposes, as determined by the State, and as
generally described in the Application.
By signing this Grant Agreement, the applicant commits to keep open and accessible for public use all grant
funded facilities, improvements and services for their useful life, as determined by the Division and stated in the
Grant Agreement and Grant Assurances.
FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED:
That the CITY OF LOVELAND & CITY OF FORT COLLINS hereby designates Jason Licon as the Project
Director, as described in the Manual and authorizes the Project Director to act in all matters relating to the work
project proposed in the Application in its behalf, including executions of the Grant Agreement and any
amendments.
FURTHER:
The CITY OF LOVELAND & CITY OF FORT COLLINS have appropriated or will otherwise make available
in a timely manner all funds, if any, that are required to be provided by the Applicant under the terms and
conditions of the Grant Agreement.
FINALLY:
The CITY OF LOVELAND & CITY OF FORT COLLINS hereby accept all guidelines, procedures,
standards, and requirements described in the Manual as applicable to the performance of the grant work and
hereby approves the Grant Agreement submitted by the State, including all terms and conditions contained
therein.

By:_____________________________ _________
Please print name and title
Date
ATTEST (if needed)

By:_____________________________ _________
Please print name and title
Date
ATTEST (if needed)

By: Please print name and title
Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
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EXHIBIT C, GRANT ASSURANCES
Airport Sponsor Assurances for
Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant Funding
Approved by CAB January 22, 2018
I.

APPLICABILITY
a.

b.

These assurances shall be complied with by Airport Sponsors in the performance of all projects at
airports that receive Colorado Department of Transportation – Division of Aeronautics (Division)
Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant (CDAG) funding for projects including but not limited to: master
planning, land acquisition, equipment acquisition or capital improvement projects (Project). It is not the
intent of these Assurances to expand existing Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Grant Assurances
for airports included in the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS); as similar assurances
already exist for acceptance of FAA funding.
Upon acceptance of this grant agreement these assurances are incorporated in and become a part thereof.

II. DURATION
a.

The terms, conditions and assurances of the grant agreement shall remain in full force and effect
throughout the useful life of the Project as defined in Table 1 (Useful Life), or if the airport for which
the Project is funded ceases to function as a public airport, for twenty (20) years from the date of Project
completion, whichever period is greater. However, there shall be no limit on the duration of the
assurances with respect to real property acquired with CDAG Project funds.

III. COMPLIANCE
a.

Should an Airport Sponsor be notified to be in non-compliance with any terms of this agreement, they
may become ineligible for future Division funding until such non-compliance is cured.

b.

If any Project is not used for aviation purposes during its Useful Life, or if the airport for which the
Project is funded ceases to function as a public airport, for twenty (20) years from the date of Project
completion or at any time during the estimated useful life of the Project as defined in Table 1, whichever
period is greater, the Airport Sponsor may be liable for repayment to the Division of any or all funds
contributed by the Division under this agreement. If the airport at which the Project is constructed is
abandoned for any reason, the Division may in its discretion discharge the Airport Sponsor from any
repayment obligation upon written request by the Airport Sponsor.

IV. AIRPORT SPONSOR GRANT ASSURANCES
1.

Compatible Land Use. Compatible land use and planning in and around airports benefits the state aviation
system by providing opportunities for safe airport development, preservation of airport and aircraft
operations, protection of airport approaches, reduced potential for litigation and compliance with appropriate
airport design standards. The airport will take appropriate action, to the extent reasonable, to restrict the use
of land adjacent to, in the immediate vicinity of, or on the airport to activities and purposes compatible with
normal airport operations, including landing and takeoff of aircraft.

2.

On-Airport Hazard Removal and Mitigation. The airport will take appropriate action to protect aircraft
operations to/from the airport and ensure paths are adequately cleared and protected by removing, lowering,
relocating, marking, or lighting or otherwise mitigating existing airport hazards and by preventing the
establishment or creation of future airport hazards.

3.

Safe, Efficient Use, and Preservation of Navigable Airspace. The airport shall comply with 14 CFR Part
77 for all future airport development and anytime an existing airport development is altered.

4.

Operation and Maintenance. In regards to Projects that receive Division funding, the airport sponsor
certifies that it has the financial or other resources that may be necessary for the preventive maintenance,
maintenance, repair and operation of such projects during their Useful Life.
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The airport and all facilities which are necessary to serve the aeronautical users of the airport shall be operated
at all times in a safe and serviceable condition. The airport will also have in effect arrangements for:
a.

Operating the airport's aeronautical facilities whenever required;

b.

Promptly marking and lighting hazards resulting from airport conditions, including temporary
conditions; and

c.

Promptly notifying airmen of any condition affecting aeronautical use of the airport.

5.

Airport Revenues. All revenues generated by the airport will be expended by it for the capital or operating
costs of the airport, the local airport system, or other local facilities owned or operated by the owner or
operator of the airport for aviation purposes.

6.

Airport Layout Plan (ALP). Once accomplished and as otherwise may be required to develop, it will keep
up-to-date a minimum of an ALP of the airport showing (1) boundaries of the airport and all proposed
additions thereto, together with the boundaries of all offsite areas owned or controlled by the sponsor for
airport purposes and proposed additions thereto; (2) the location and nature of all existing and proposed
airport facilities and structures (such as runways, taxiways, aprons, terminal buildings, hangars and roads),
including all proposed extensions and reductions of existing airport facilities; and (3) the location of all
existing improvements thereon.

7.

Use for Aviation Purposes. The Airport Sponsor shall not use runways, taxiways, aprons, seeded areas or
any other appurtenance or facility constructed, repaired, renovated or maintained under the terms of this
Agreement for activities other than aviation purposes unless otherwise exempted by the Division.
TABLE 1

Project Type

Useful Life

a. All construction projects (unless listed separately below)

20 years

b. All equipment and vehicles

10 years

c. Pavement rehabilitation (not reconstruction, which is 20 years)

10 years

d. Asphalt seal coat, slurry seal, and joint sealing

3 years

e. Concrete joint replacement

7 years

f.

Airfield lighting and signage

10 years

g.

Navigational Aids

15 years

h. Buildings
i.

40 years

Land
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EXHIBIT D, SAMPLE OPTION LETTER
State Agency
Colorado Department of Transportation, Colorado
Aeronautical Board, Division of Aeronautics
Grantee
Insert Grantee's Full Legal Name, including "Inc.",
"LLC", etc...
Current Agreement Maximum Amount
Initial Funding
State:
$0.00
Modifications
Option Letter 1
$0.00
Option Letter 2
$0.00
Option Letter 3
$0.00
Option Letter 4
$0.00
Modified Agreement
$0.00
Maximum Amount

Option Letter Number
Insert the Option Number (e.g. "1" for the first
option)
Original Agreement Number
Insert CMS number or Other Contract Number of
the Original Contract
Option Agreement Number
Insert CMS number or Other Contract Number of
this Option
Agreement Performance Beginning Date
The later of the Effective Date or Month Day, Year
Current Agreement Expiration Date
Month Day, Year

1.

OPTIONS:
Option to extend for an Extension Term and/or add additional funds.
2. REQUIRED PROVISIONS:
A. For use with Option 1(A): In accordance with Section(s) Number of the Original Agreement referenced
above, the State hereby exercises its option for an additional term, beginning Insert start date and ending
on the current Agreement expiration date shown above, at the rates stated in the Original Agreement, as
amended.
B. For use with Options 1(A): In accordance with Section(s) Number of the Original Agreement
referenced above, the State hereby exercises its option to Increase/Decrease the grant maximum amount
for a change in services as stated in the Original Agreement, as amended.
C. For use with all Option Letters: The Agreement Maximum Amount table on the Agreement’s
Signature and Cover Page is hereby deleted and replaced with the Current Agreement Maximum Amount
table shown above and Exhibit A is hereby deleted and replaced with Exhibit A-# incorporated and
attached hereto.
3. OPTION EFFECTIVE DATE:
A. The effective date of this Option Letter is upon approval of the State Controller, whichever is later.
In accordance with §24-30-202, C.R.S., this Option
STATE OF COLORADO
Jared S. Polis, Governor
is not valid until signed and dated below by the State
Controller or an authorized delegate.
Department of Transportation
STATE CONTROLLER
Robert Jaros, CPA, MBA, JD
__________________________________________
By: David R. Ulane, Aeronautics Division Director
By:_______________________________________
For Shoshana M. Lew, Executive Director
Department of Transportation
Liliya Gershman, Accounting Controller
Date: ________________________________
Option Effective Date:________________________
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GRANT AWARD LETTER
SUMMARY OF GRANT AWARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS
State Agency
Colorado Department of Transportation, Colorado
Aeronautical Board, Division of Aeronautics

Grant Amount
State:

$9,166.00

Grantee
CITY OF LOVELAND &
CITY OF FORT COLLINS
Grant Issuance Date
The Effective Date
Grant Expiration Date
June 30, 2022

Local Match Amount
Local:

$9,167.00

Grant Authority
Authority to enter into this Grant exists in CRS §4310-108.5 and funds have been budgeted,
appropriated and otherwise made available pursuant
to CRS §§39-27-112(2)(b), 43-10-109, 43-10-102
and a sufficient unencumbered balance thereof
remains available for payment. Required approvals,
clearance, and coordination have been accomplished
from and with appropriate agencies.
Grant Purpose
Element A: Participate in Federally Funded Master Plan Phase II
Exhibits and Order of Precedence
The following Exhibits and attachments are included with this Grant:
Exhibit A, Discretionary Aviation Grant Application
Exhibit B, Resolution
Exhibit C, Grant Assurances
Exhibit D, Sample Option Letter
In the event of a conflict or inconsistency between this Grant and any Exhibit or attachment, such conflict or
inconsistency shall be resolved by reference to the documents in the following order of priority:
1. Provisions of the main body of this Grant
2. Exhibit A, Discretionary Aviation Grant Application
3. Exhibit B, Resolution
4. Exhibit C, Grant Assurances
5. Exhibit D, Sample Option Letter
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SIGNATURE PAGE
THE SIGNATORIES LISTED BELOW AUTHORIZE THIS GRANT
Each person signing this Agreement represents and warrants that the signer is duly authorized to execute this
Agreement and to bind the Party authorizing such signature.
GRANTEE
CITY OF LOVELAND

STATE OF COLORADO
Jared S. Polis, Governor
Department of Transportation

__________________________________________

__________________________________________
By: David R. Ulane, Aeronautics Division Director
for Shoshana M. Lew, Executive Director

__________________________________________
By: Print Name & Title of Person Signing for Grantee

Date: _________________________

Date: _________________________
SECOND GRANTEE – If Needed
CITY OF FORT COLLINS
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
By: Print Name & Title of Person Signing for Grantee

Date: _________________________
In accordance with §24-30-202, C.R.S., this Agreement is not valid until signed and dated below by the State
Controller or an authorized delegate.
STATE CONTROLLER
Robert Jaros, CPA, MBA, JD
___________________________________________
By: Department of Transportation
Liliya Gershman, Accounting Controller
Effective Date:_____________________
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1.

GRANT

As of the Grant Issuance Date, the State Agency shown on the first page of this Grant Award Letter (the “State”)
hereby obligates and awards to Grantee shown on the first page of this Grant Award Letter (the “Grantee”) an
award of Grant Funds in the amounts shown on the first page of this Grant Award Letter. By accepting the Grant
Funds provided under this Grant Award Letter, Grantee agrees to comply with the terms and conditions of this
Grant Award Letter and requirements and provisions of all Exhibits to this Grant Award Letter.
2.

TERM

A. Initial Grant Term and Extension
The Parties’ respective performances under this Grant Award Letter shall commence on the Grant Issuance
Date and shall terminate on the Grant Expiration Date unless sooner terminated or further extended in
accordance with the terms of this Grant Award Letter. Upon request of Grantee, the State may, in its sole
discretion, extend the term of this Grant Award Letter by providing written notice to the Grantee in a form
substantially equivalent to Exhibit D.
B. Early Termination in the Public Interest
The State is entering into this Grant Award Letter to serve the public interest of the State of Colorado as
determined by its Governor, General Assembly, the Colorado Aeronautical Board or Courts. If this Grant
Award Letter ceases to further the public interest of the State or if State, Federal or other funds used for this
Grant Award Letter are not appropriated, or otherwise become unavailable to fund this Grant Award Letter,
the State, in its discretion, may terminate this Grant Award Letter in whole or in part by providing written
notice to Grantee that includes, to the extent practicable, the public interest justification for the termination.
If the State terminates this Grant Award Letter in the public interest, the State shall pay Grantee an amount
equal to the percentage of the total reimbursement payable under this Grant Award Letter that corresponds
to the percentage of Work satisfactorily completed, as determined by the State, less payments previously
made. Additionally, the State, in its discretion, may reimburse Grantee for a portion of actual, out-of-pocket
expenses not otherwise reimbursed under this Grant Award Letter that are incurred by Grantee and are
directly attributable to the uncompleted portion of Grantee’s obligations, provided that the sum of any and
all reimbursements shall not exceed the maximum amount payable to Grantee hereunder. This subsection
shall not apply to a termination of this Grant Award Letter by the State for breach by Grantee.
3.

PURPOSE

The General Assembly of the State of Colorado declared in Title 43 of the Colorado Revised Statutes, Article 10,
1991 in CRS §43-10-101 (the Act) “… that there exists a need to promote the safe operations and accessibility of
general aviation in this state; that improvements to general aviation transportation facilities will promote
diversified economic development across the state; and that accessibility to airport facilities for residents of this
state is crucial in the event of a medical or other type of emergency…”
The Act created the Colorado Aeronautical Board (“the Board”) to establish policy and procedures for distribution
of monies in the Aviation Fund and created the Division of Aeronautics (“the Division”) to carry out the directives
of the Board, including technical and planning assistance to airports and the administration of the state aviation
system grant program. SEE CRS §43-10-103 and C.R.S. §43-10-105 and CRS §43-10-108.5 of the Act.
Any entity operating a public-accessible airport in the state may file an application for and be recipient of a grant
to be used solely for aviation purposes. The Division is authorized to assist such airports as request assistance by
means of a Resolution passed by the applicant’s duly-authorized governing body, which understands that all funds
shall be used exclusively for aviation purposes and that it will comply with all grant procedures, grant assurances
and requirements as defined in the Division’s Programs and Procedures Manual, (“the Manual”) and the Airport
Sponsor Assurances for Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant Funding attached hereto as Exhibit C.
4.

DEFINITIONS

The following terms shall be construed and interpreted as follows:
A. “Budget” means the budget for the Work described in Exhibit A.
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B. “Business Day” means any day in which the State is open and conducting business, but shall not include
Saturday, Sunday or any day on which the State observes one of the holidays listed in §24-11-101(1), C.R.S.
C. “CJI” means criminal justice information collected by criminal justice agencies needed for the performance
of their authorized functions, including, without limitation, all information defined as criminal justice
information by the U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Criminal Justice Information
Services Security Policy, as amended and all Criminal Justice Records as defined under §24-72-302, C.R.S.
D. “CORA” means the Colorado Open Records Act, §§24-72-200.1, et. seq., C.R.S.
E. “Exhibits” means exhibits and attachments included with this Grant as shown on the first page of this Grant.
F.

“Extension Term” means the period of time by which the Grant Expiration Date is extended by the State
through delivery of an updated Grant Award Letter.

G. “Goods” means any movable material acquired, produced, or delivered by Grantee as set forth in this Grant
Award Letter and shall include any movable material acquired, produced, or delivered by Grantee in
connection with the Services.
H. “Grant Award Letter” means this letter which offers Grant Funds to Grantee, including all attached
Exhibits, all documents incorporated by reference, all referenced statutes, rules and cited authorities, and any
future updates thereto.
I.

“Grant Funds” means the funds that have been appropriated, designated, encumbered, or otherwise made
available for payment by the State under this Grant Award Letter.

J.

“Grant Expiration Date” means the Grant Expiration Date shown on the first page of this Grant Award
Letter.

K. “Grant Issuance Date” means the Grant Issuance Date shown on the first page of this Grant Award Letter.
L. “Incident” means any accidental or deliberate event that results in or constitutes an imminent threat of the
unauthorized access or disclosure of State Confidential Information or of the unauthorized modification,
disruption, or destruction of any State Records.
M. “Initial Term” means the time period between the Grant Issuance Date and the Grant Expiration Date.
N. “Manual” means the Programs and Procedures Manual as approved by the Colorado Aeronautical board that
is available on the Colorado Division of Aeronautics’ website.
O. “Matching Funds” means the funds provided by Grantee as a match required to receive the Grant Funds.
P. “Party” means the State or Grantee, and “Parties” means both the State and Grantee.
Q. “PII” means personally identifiable information including, without limitation, any information maintained
by the State about an individual that can be used to distinguish or trace an individual‘s identity, such as name,
social security number, date and place of birth, mother‘s maiden name, or biometric records; and any other
information that is linked or linkable to an individual, such as medical, educational, financial, and
employment information. PII includes, but is not limited to, all information defined as personally identifiable
information in §§24-72-501 and 24-73-101 C.R.S.
R. “Services” means the services to be performed by Grantee as set forth in this Grant Award Letter and shall
include any services to be rendered by Grantee in connection with the Goods.
S.

“State Confidential Information” means any and all State Records not subject to disclosure under CORA.
State Confidential Information shall include, but is not limited to, PII, CJI, and State personnel records not
subject to disclosure under CORA. State Confidential Information shall not include information or data
concerning individuals that is not deemed confidential but nevertheless belongs to the State, which has been
communicated, furnished, or disclosed by the State to Grantee which (i) is subject to disclosure pursuant to
CORA; (ii) is already known to Grantee without restrictions at the time of its disclosure to Grantee; (iii) is or
subsequently becomes publicly available without breach of any obligation owed by Grantee to the State; (iv)
is disclosed to Grantee, without confidentiality obligations, by a third party who has the right to disclose such
information; or (v) was independently developed without reliance on any State Confidential Information.

T. “State Fiscal Rules” means that fiscal rules promulgated by the Colorado State Controller pursuant to §2430-202(13)(a) C.R.S.
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U. “State Fiscal Year” means a 12 month period beginning on July 1 of each calendar year and ending on June
30 of the following calendar year. If a single calendar year follows the term, then it means the State Fiscal
Year ending in that calendar year.
V. “State Records” means any and all State data, information, and records, regardless of physical form,
including, but not limited to, information subject to disclosure under CORA.
W. “Subcontractor” means third-parties, if any, engaged by Grantee to aid in performance of the Work.
“Subcontractor” also includes sub-grantees.
X. “Work” means the delivery of the Goods and performance of the Services described in this Grant Award
Letter.
Y. “Work Product” means the tangible and intangible results of the Work, whether finished or unfinished,
including drafts. Work Product includes, but is not limited to, documents, text, software (including source
code), research, reports, proposals, specifications, plans, notes, studies, data, images, photographs, negatives,
pictures, drawings, designs, models, surveys, maps, materials, ideas, concepts, know-how, and any other
results of the Work. “Work Product” does not include any material that was developed prior to the Grant
Issuance Date that is used, without modification, in the performance of the Work.
Any other term used in this Grant Award Letter that is defined in an Exhibit shall be construed and interpreted as
defined in that Exhibit.
5.

STATEMENT OF WORK

Grantee shall complete the Work as described in this Grant Award Letter and in accordance with the provisions
of Exhibit A. The State shall have no liability to compensate or reimburse Grantee for the delivery of any goods
or the performance of any services that are not specifically set forth in this Grant Award Letter.
6.

PAYMENTS TO GRANTEE

A. Maximum Amount.
Payments to Grantee are limited to the unpaid, obligated balance of the Grant Funds. Financial obligations
of the State payable after the current State Fiscal Year are contingent upon funds for that purpose being
appropriated, budgeted, and otherwise made available. The State shall not be liable to pay or reimburse
Grantee for any Work performed or expense incurred before the Grant Issuance Date or after the Grant
Expiration Date; provided, however, that Work performed and expenses incurred by Grantee before the Grant
Issuance Date that are chargeable to an active Federal Award may be submitted for reimbursement as
permitted by the terms of the Federal Award.
B. Increase or Decrease Quantities and Total Price - State's Option.
The State, at its discretion, shall have the option to increase or decrease the-quantity of goods/services
described in Exhibit A at the same rates and under the same terms specified in this agreement. In order to
exercise this option, the State shall provide written notice to Grantee in in form substantially equivalent to
Exhibit D prior to the end of the current Grant term. Delivery of Goods and performance of Services shall
continue at the same rates and terms as described in this Agreement.
C. Matching Funds.
Grantee shall provide the Local Match Amount shown on the first page of this Grant Award Letter and
described in Exhibit A (the “Local Match Amount”). Grantee shall appropriate and allocate all Local Match
Amounts to the purpose of this Grant Award Letter each fiscal year prior to accepting any Grant Funds for
that fiscal year. Grantee does not by accepting this Grant Award Letter irrevocably pledge present cash
reserves for payments in future fiscal years, and this Grant Award Letter is not intended to create a multiplefiscal year debt of Grantee. Grantee shall not pay or be liable for any claimed interest, late charges, fees,
taxes or penalties of any nature, except as required by Grantee’s laws or policies.
D. Reimbursement of Grantee Costs.
The State shall reimburse Grantee’s allowable costs, not exceeding the maximum total amount described
in this Grant Award Letter for all allowable costs described in this Grant Award Letter and shown in the
Budget, except that Grantee may adjust the amounts between each line item of the Budget without formal
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modification to this Agreement as long as the Grantee provides notice to the State of the change, the change
does not modify the total maximum amount of this Grant Award Letter or the maximum amount for any state
fiscal year, and the change does not modify any requirements of the Work.
E. Close-Out.
Grantee shall close out this Grant within 45 days after the Grant Expiration Date. To complete close out,
Grantee shall submit to the State all deliverables (including documentation) as defined in this Grant Award
Letter and Grantee’s final reimbursement request or invoice.
7.

REPORTING - NOTIFICATION

A. Performance and Final Status
Grantee shall submit all financial, performance and other reports to the State no later than the end of the close
out described in §6.E, containing an evaluation and review of Grantee’s performance and the final status of
Grantee’s obligations hereunder.
B. Violations Reporting
Grantee shall disclose, in a timely manner, in writing to the State, all violations of federal or State criminal
law involving fraud, bribery, or gratuity violations potentially affecting the Federal Award. The State may
impose any penalties for noncompliance allowed under 2 CFR Part 180 and 31 U.S.C. 3321, which may
include, without limitation, suspension or debarment.
8.

GRANTEE RECORDS

A. Maintenance and Inspection
Grantee shall make, keep, and maintain, all records, documents, communications, notes and other written
materials, electronic media files, and communications, pertaining in any manner to this Grant for a period of
three years following the completion of the close out of this Grant. Grantee shall permit the State to audit,
inspect, examine, excerpt, copy and transcribe all such records during normal business hours at Grantee’s
office or place of business, unless the State determines that an audit or inspection is required without notice
at a different time to protect the interests of the State.
B. Monitoring
The State will monitor Grantee’s performance of its obligations under this Grant Award Letter using
procedures as determined by the State. The State shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to change its
monitoring procedures and requirements at any time during the term of this Agreement. The State shall
monitor Grantee’s performance in a manner that does not unduly interfere with Grantee’s performance of the
Work.
C. Final Audit Report
Grantee shall promptly submit upon request to the State a copy of any final audit report of an audit performed
on Grantee’s records that relates to or affects this Grant or the Work, whether the audit is conducted by
Grantee or a third party.
9.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION - STATE RECORDS

A. Confidentiality
Grantee shall hold and maintain, and cause all Subcontractors to hold and maintain, any and all State Records
that the State provides or makes available to Grantee for the sole and exclusive benefit of the State, unless
those State Records are otherwise publicly available at the time of disclosure or are subject to disclosure by
Grantee under CORA. Grantee shall not, without prior written approval of the State, use for Grantee’s own
benefit, publish, copy, or otherwise disclose to any third party, or permit the use by any third party for its
benefit or to the detriment of the State, any State Records, except as otherwise stated in this Grant Award
Letter. Grantee shall provide for the security of all State Confidential Information in accordance with all
policies promulgated by the Colorado Office of Information Security and all applicable laws, rules, policies,
publications, and guidelines. Grantee shall immediately forward any request or demand for State Records to
the State’s principal representative.
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B. Other Entity Access and Nondisclosure Agreements
Grantee may provide State Records to its agents, employees, assigns and Subcontractors as necessary to
perform the Work, but shall restrict access to State Confidential Information to those agents, employees,
assigns and Subcontractors who require access to perform their obligations under this Grant Award Letter.
Grantee shall ensure all such agents, employees, assigns, and Subcontractors sign nondisclosure agreements
with provisions at least as protective as those in this Grant, and that the nondisclosure agreements are in force
at all times the agent, employee, assign or Subcontractor has access to any State Confidential Information.
Grantee shall provide copies of those signed nondisclosure restrictions to the State upon request.
C. Use, Security, and Retention
Grantee shall use, hold and maintain State Confidential Information in compliance with any and all applicable
laws and regulations in facilities located within the United States, and shall maintain a secure environment
that ensures confidentiality of all State Confidential Information wherever located. Grantee shall provide the
State with access, subject to Grantee’s reasonable security requirements, for purposes of inspecting and
monitoring access and use of State Confidential Information and evaluating security control effectiveness.
Upon the expiration or termination of this Grant, Grantee shall return State Records provided to Grantee or
destroy such State Records and certify to the State that it has done so, as directed by the State. If Grantee is
prevented by law or regulation from returning or destroying State Confidential Information, Grantee warrants
it will guarantee the confidentiality of, and cease to use, such State Confidential Information.
D. Incident Notice and Remediation
If Grantee becomes aware of any Incident, it shall notify the State immediately and cooperate with the State
regarding recovery, remediation, and the necessity to involve law enforcement, as determined by the State.
After an Incident, Grantee shall take steps to reduce the risk of incurring a similar type of Incident in the
future as directed by the State, which may include, but is not limited to, developing and implementing a
remediation plan that is approved by the State at no additional cost to the State.
E. Safeguarding PII
If Grantee or any of its Subcontractors will or may receive PII under this Agreement, Grantee shall provide
for the security of such PII, in a manner and form acceptable to the State, including, without limitation, State
non-disclosure requirements, use of appropriate technology, security practices, computer access security,
data access security, data storage encryption, data transmission encryption, security inspections, and audits.
Grantee shall be a “Third-Party Service Provider” as defined in §24-73-103(1)(i), C.R.S. and shall maintain
security procedures and practices consistent with §§24-73-101 et seq., C.R.S.
10. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Grantee shall not engage in any business or activities, or maintain any relationships that conflict in any way with
the full performance of the obligations of Grantee under this Grant. Grantee acknowledges that, with respect to
this Grant, even the appearance of a conflict of interest shall be harmful to the State’s interests and absent the
State’s prior written approval, Grantee shall refrain from any practices, activities or relationships that reasonably
appear to be in conflict with the full performance of Grantee’s obligations under this Grant. If a conflict or the
appearance of a conflict arises, or if Grantee is uncertain whether a conflict or the appearance of a conflict has
arisen, Grantee shall submit to the State a disclosure statement setting forth the relevant details for the State’s
consideration.
11. INSURANCE
Grantee shall maintain at all times during the term of this Grant such liability insurance, by commercial policy or
self-insurance, as is necessary to meet its liabilities under the Colorado Governmental Immunity Act, §24-10101, et seq., C.R.S. (the “GIA”). Grantee shall ensure that any Subcontractors maintain all insurance customary
for the completion of the Work done by that Subcontractor and as required by the State or the GIA.
12. REMEDIES
In addition to any remedies available under any exhibit to this Grant Award Letter, if Grantee fails to comply
with any term or condition of this Grant the State may terminate some or all of this Grant and require Grantee to
repay any or all Grant funds to the State in the State’s sole discretion. The State may also terminate this Grant
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Award Letter at any time if the State has determined, in its sole discretion, that Grantee has ceased performing
the Work without intent to resume performance, prior to the completion of the Work.
13. DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Except as herein specifically provided otherwise, for all disputes concerning the performance of this Grant that
cannot be resolved by the designated Party representatives shall be referred in writing to a senior departmental
management staff member designated by the State and a senior manager or official designated by Grantee for
resolution.
14. NOTICES and REPRESENTATIVES
Each Party shall identify an individual to be the principal representative of the designating Party and shall provide
this information to the other Party. All notices required or permitted to be given under this Grant Award Letter
shall be in writing, and shall be delivered either in hard copy or by email to the representative of the other Party.
Either Party may change its principal representative or principal representative contact information by notice
submitted in accordance with this §14.
For the State:

For Grantee:

Kip McClain, Aviation Planner
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137
kip.mcclain@state.co.us

Jason Licon
Northern Colorado Regional Airport
4900 Earhart Road
Loveland, CO 80538
jason.licon@cityofloveland.org

15. RIGHTS IN WORK PRODUCT AND OTHER INFORMATION
Grantee hereby grants to the State a perpetual, irrevocable, non-exclusive, royalty free license, with the right to
sublicense, to make, use, reproduce, distribute, perform, display, create derivatives of and otherwise exploit all
intellectual property created by Grantee or any Subcontractors or Subgrantees and paid for with Grant Funds
provided by the State pursuant to this Grant.
16. GOVERNMENTAL IMMUNITY
Liability for claims for injuries to persons or property arising from the negligence of the Parties, their departments,
boards, commissions committees, bureaus, offices, employees and officials shall be controlled and limited by the
provisions of the Colorado Governmental Immunity Act, §24-10-101, et seq., C.R.S.; the Federal Tort Claims
Act, 28 U.S.C. Pt. VI, Ch. 171 and 28 U.S.C. 1346(b), and the State’s risk management statutes, §24-30-1501, et
seq. C.R.S. No term or condition of this Contract shall be construed or interpreted as a waiver, express or implied,
of any of the immunities, rights, benefits, protections, or other provisions, contained in these statutes.
17. GENERAL PROVISIONS
A. Assignment
Grantee’s rights and obligations under this Grant are personal and may not be transferred or assigned without
the prior, written consent of the State. Any attempt at assignment or transfer without such consent shall be
void. Any assignment or transfer of Grantee’s rights and obligations approved by the State shall be subject
to the provisions of this Grant Award Letter.
B. Captions and References
The captions and headings in this Grant Award Letter are for convenience of reference only, and shall not be
used to interpret, define, or limit its provisions. All references in this Grant Award Letter to sections (whether
spelled out or using the § symbol), subsections, exhibits or other attachments, are references to sections,
subsections, exhibits or other attachments contained herein or incorporated as a part hereof, unless otherwise
noted.
C. Entire Understanding
This Grant Award Letter represents the complete integration of all understandings between the Parties related
to the Work, and all prior representations and understandings related to the Work, oral or written, are merged
into this Grant Award Letter.
Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
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D. Modification
The State may modify the terms and conditions of this Grant by issuance of an updated Grant Award Letter,
which shall be effective if Grantee accepts Grant Funds following receipt of the updated letter. The Parties
may also agree to modification of the terms and conditions of the Grant in a formal amendment to this Grant,
properly executed and approved in accordance with applicable Colorado State law and State Fiscal Rules.
E. Statutes, Regulations, Fiscal Rules, and Other Authority
Any reference in this Grant Award Letter to a statute, regulation, State Fiscal Rule, fiscal policy or other
authority shall be interpreted to refer to such authority then current, as may have been changed or amended
since the Grant Issuance Date. Grantee shall strictly comply with all applicable Federal and State laws, rules,
and regulations in effect or hereafter established, including, without limitation, laws applicable to
discrimination and unfair employment practices.
F.

Digital Signatures
If any signatory signs this agreement using a digital signature in accordance with the Colorado State
Controller Contract, Grant and Purchase Order Policies regarding the use of digital signatures issued under
the State Fiscal Rules, then any agreement or consent to use digital signatures within the electronic system
through which that signatory signed shall be incorporated into this Contract by reference.

G. Severability
The invalidity or unenforceability of any provision of this Grant Award Letter shall not affect the validity or
enforceability of any other provision of this Grant Award Letter, which shall remain in full force and effect,
provided that the Parties can continue to perform their obligations under the Grant in accordance with the
intent of the Grant.
H. Survival of Certain Grant Award Letter Terms
Any provision of this Grant Award Letter that imposes an obligation on a Party after termination or expiration
of the Grant shall survive the termination or expiration of the Grant and shall be enforceable by the other
Party.
I.

Third Party Beneficiaries
Except for the Parties’ respective successors and assigns described above, this Grant Award Letter does not
and is not intended to confer any rights or remedies upon any person or entity other than the Parties. Any
services or benefits which third parties receive as a result of this Grant are incidental to the Grant, and do not
create any rights for such third parties.

J.

Waiver
A Party’s failure or delay in exercising any right, power, or privilege under this Grant Award Letter, whether
explicit or by lack of enforcement, shall not operate as a waiver, nor shall any single or partial exercise of
any right, power, or privilege preclude any other or further exercise of such right, power, or privilege.
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EXHIBIT A, DISCRETIONARY AVIATION GRANT APPLICATION

Colorado Division of Aeronautics
Discretionary Aviation Grant Application

APPLICANT SPONSOR:
Cities of Ft. Collins/Loveland

APPLICANT INFORMATION

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Jason Licon
MAILING ADDRESS:
4900 Earhart Road
Loveland, CO 80538

AIRPORT:
Northern Colorado Regional
Airport

IDENTIFIER:
FNL

EMAIL
jason.licon@cityofloveland.org
ADDRESS:
PHONE
(970) 962-2852
NUMBER:

GRANT NAME AND TERMS

19-FNL-01

Execution Date:

TERMS

FUNDING SUMMARY
Funding Source
State Aviation Grant:
Local Cash:
Local In-Kind:
Federal Aviation Grant:
Total Project Funding:

Expiration Date:
June 30, 2022

Funding Amount
$9,166.00
$9,167.00
$0.00
$165,000.00
$183,333.00

PROJECT SCHEDULE & BUDGET

ELEMENT
DESCRIPTION

STATE FUNDING

A. Participate in
Federally Funded
Master Plan Update
(Phase II)

$9,166.00

TOTALS

$9,166.00

Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
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5%

LOCAL FUNDING

$9,167.00

$9,167.00
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FEDERAL FUNDING

$165,000.00

$165,000.00

TOTAL
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EXHIBIT B, RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS:
The General Assembly of the State of Colorado declared in Title 43 of the Colorado Revised Statutes, Article 10,
1991 in CRS §43-10-101 (the Act) “… that there exists a need to promote the safe operations and accessibility of
general aviation in this state; that improvements to general aviation transportation facilities will promote
diversified economic development across the state; and that accessibility to airport facilities for residents of this
state is crucial in the event of a medical or other type of emergency…”
The Act created the Colorado Aeronautical Board (“the Board”) to establish policy and procedures for distribution
of monies in the Aviation Fund and created the Division of Aeronautics (“the Division”) to carry out the directives
of the Board, including technical and planning assistance to airports and the administration of the state aviation
system grant program. SEE CRS §43-10-103 and C.R.S. §43-10-105 and CRS §43-10-108.5 of the Act.
Any eligible entity operating a public-accessible airport in the state may file an application for and be recipient
of a grant to be used solely for aviation purposes. The Division is authorized to assist such airports as request
assistance by means of a Resolution passed by the applicant’s duly-authorized governing body, which understands
that all funds shall be used exclusively for aviation purposes and that it will comply with all grant procedures,
grant assurances and requirements as defined in the Division’s Program and Procedures Manual, (“the Manual”)
and the Airport Sponsor Assurances for Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant Funding (“Grant Assurances”)
attached hereto as Exhibit C.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT:
The CITY OF LOVELAND & CITY OF FORT COLLINS, as a duly authorized governing bodies of the grant
applicant, hereby formally requests assistance from the Colorado Aeronautical Board and the Division of
Aeronautics in the form of a state aviation system grant. The CITY OF LOVELAND & CITY OF FORT
COLLINS state that such grant shall be used solely for aviation purposes, as determined by the State, and as
generally described in the Application.
By signing this Grant Agreement, the applicant commits to keep open and accessible for public use all grant
funded facilities, improvements and services for their useful life, as determined by the Division and stated in the
Grant Agreement and Grant Assurances.
FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED:
That the CITY OF LOVELAND & CITY OF FORT COLLINS hereby designates Jason Licon as the Project
Director, as described in the Manual and authorizes the Project Director to act in all matters relating to the work
project proposed in the Application in its behalf, including executions of the Grant Agreement and any
amendments.
FURTHER:
The CITY OF LOVELAND & CITY OF FORT COLLINS have appropriated or will otherwise make available
in a timely manner all funds, if any, that are required to be provided by the Applicant under the terms and
conditions of the Grant Agreement.
FINALLY:
The CITY OF LOVELAND & CITY OF FORT COLLINS hereby accept all guidelines, procedures,
standards, and requirements described in the Manual as applicable to the performance of the grant work and
hereby approves the Grant Agreement submitted by the State, including all terms and conditions contained
therein.

By:_____________________________ _________
Please print name and title
Date
ATTEST (if needed)

By:_____________________________ _________
Please print name and title
Date
ATTEST (if needed)

By: Please print name and title
Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008

By: Please print name and title
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EXHIBIT C, GRANT ASSURANCES
Airport Sponsor Assurances for
Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant Funding
Approved by CAB January 22, 2018
I.

APPLICABILITY
a.

b.

These assurances shall be complied with by Airport Sponsors in the performance of all projects at
airports that receive Colorado Department of Transportation – Division of Aeronautics (Division)
Colorado Discretionary Aviation Grant (CDAG) funding for projects including but not limited to: master
planning, land acquisition, equipment acquisition or capital improvement projects (Project). It is not the
intent of these Assurances to expand existing Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Grant Assurances
for airports included in the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS); as similar assurances
already exist for acceptance of FAA funding.
Upon acceptance of this grant agreement these assurances are incorporated in and become a part thereof.

II. DURATION
a.

The terms, conditions and assurances of the grant agreement shall remain in full force and effect
throughout the useful life of the Project as defined in Table 1 (Useful Life), or if the airport for which
the Project is funded ceases to function as a public airport, for twenty (20) years from the date of Project
completion, whichever period is greater. However, there shall be no limit on the duration of the
assurances with respect to real property acquired with CDAG Project funds.

III. COMPLIANCE
a.

Should an Airport Sponsor be notified to be in non-compliance with any terms of this agreement, they
may become ineligible for future Division funding until such non-compliance is cured.

b.

If any Project is not used for aviation purposes during its Useful Life, or if the airport for which the
Project is funded ceases to function as a public airport, for twenty (20) years from the date of Project
completion or at any time during the estimated useful life of the Project as defined in Table 1, whichever
period is greater, the Airport Sponsor may be liable for repayment to the Division of any or all funds
contributed by the Division under this agreement. If the airport at which the Project is constructed is
abandoned for any reason, the Division may in its discretion discharge the Airport Sponsor from any
repayment obligation upon written request by the Airport Sponsor.

IV. AIRPORT SPONSOR GRANT ASSURANCES
1.

Compatible Land Use. Compatible land use and planning in and around airports benefits the state aviation
system by providing opportunities for safe airport development, preservation of airport and aircraft
operations, protection of airport approaches, reduced potential for litigation and compliance with appropriate
airport design standards. The airport will take appropriate action, to the extent reasonable, to restrict the use
of land adjacent to, in the immediate vicinity of, or on the airport to activities and purposes compatible with
normal airport operations, including landing and takeoff of aircraft.

2.

On-Airport Hazard Removal and Mitigation. The airport will take appropriate action to protect aircraft
operations to/from the airport and ensure paths are adequately cleared and protected by removing, lowering,
relocating, marking, or lighting or otherwise mitigating existing airport hazards and by preventing the
establishment or creation of future airport hazards.

3.

Safe, Efficient Use, and Preservation of Navigable Airspace. The airport shall comply with 14 CFR Part
77 for all future airport development and anytime an existing airport development is altered.

4.

Operation and Maintenance. In regards to Projects that receive Division funding, the airport sponsor
certifies that it has the financial or other resources that may be necessary for the preventive maintenance,
maintenance, repair and operation of such projects during their Useful Life.

Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
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The airport and all facilities which are necessary to serve the aeronautical users of the airport shall be operated
at all times in a safe and serviceable condition. The airport will also have in effect arrangements for:
a.

Operating the airport's aeronautical facilities whenever required;

b.

Promptly marking and lighting hazards resulting from airport conditions, including temporary
conditions; and

c.

Promptly notifying airmen of any condition affecting aeronautical use of the airport.

5.

Airport Revenues. All revenues generated by the airport will be expended by it for the capital or operating
costs of the airport, the local airport system, or other local facilities owned or operated by the owner or
operator of the airport for aviation purposes.

6.

Airport Layout Plan (ALP). Once accomplished and as otherwise may be required to develop, it will keep
up-to-date a minimum of an ALP of the airport showing (1) boundaries of the airport and all proposed
additions thereto, together with the boundaries of all offsite areas owned or controlled by the sponsor for
airport purposes and proposed additions thereto; (2) the location and nature of all existing and proposed
airport facilities and structures (such as runways, taxiways, aprons, terminal buildings, hangars and roads),
including all proposed extensions and reductions of existing airport facilities; and (3) the location of all
existing improvements thereon.

7.

Use for Aviation Purposes. The Airport Sponsor shall not use runways, taxiways, aprons, seeded areas or
any other appurtenance or facility constructed, repaired, renovated or maintained under the terms of this
Agreement for activities other than aviation purposes unless otherwise exempted by the Division.
TABLE 1

Project Type

Useful Life

a. All construction projects (unless listed separately below)

20 years

b. All equipment and vehicles

10 years

c. Pavement rehabilitation (not reconstruction, which is 20 years)

10 years

d. Asphalt seal coat, slurry seal, and joint sealing

3 years

e. Concrete joint replacement

7 years

f.

Airfield lighting and signage

10 years

g.

Navigational Aids

15 years

h. Buildings
i.

40 years

Land

Contract Number: 20-HAV-ZH-03008
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EXHIBIT D, SAMPLE OPTION LETTER
State Agency
Colorado Department of Transportation, Colorado
Aeronautical Board, Division of Aeronautics
Grantee
Insert Grantee's Full Legal Name, including "Inc.",
"LLC", etc...
Current Agreement Maximum Amount
Initial Funding
State:
$0.00
Modifications
Option Letter 1
$0.00
Option Letter 2
$0.00
Option Letter 3
$0.00
Option Letter 4
$0.00
Modified Agreement
$0.00
Maximum Amount

Option Letter Number
Insert the Option Number (e.g. "1" for the first
option)
Original Agreement Number
Insert CMS number or Other Contract Number of
the Original Contract
Option Agreement Number
Insert CMS number or Other Contract Number of
this Option
Agreement Performance Beginning Date
The later of the Effective Date or Month Day, Year
Current Agreement Expiration Date
Month Day, Year

1.

OPTIONS:
Option to extend for an Extension Term and/or add additional funds.
2. REQUIRED PROVISIONS:
A. For use with Option 1(A): In accordance with Section(s) Number of the Original Agreement referenced
above, the State hereby exercises its option for an additional term, beginning Insert start date and ending
on the current Agreement expiration date shown above, at the rates stated in the Original Agreement, as
amended.
B. For use with Options 1(A): In accordance with Section(s) Number of the Original Agreement
referenced above, the State hereby exercises its option to Increase/Decrease the grant maximum amount
for a change in services as stated in the Original Agreement, as amended.
C. For use with all Option Letters: The Agreement Maximum Amount table on the Agreement’s
Signature and Cover Page is hereby deleted and replaced with the Current Agreement Maximum Amount
table shown above and Exhibit A is hereby deleted and replaced with Exhibit A-# incorporated and
attached hereto.
3. OPTION EFFECTIVE DATE:
A. The effective date of this Option Letter is upon approval of the State Controller, whichever is later.
In accordance with §24-30-202, C.R.S., this Option
STATE OF COLORADO
Jared S. Polis, Governor
is not valid until signed and dated below by the State
Controller or an authorized delegate.
Department of Transportation
STATE CONTROLLER
Robert Jaros, CPA, MBA, JD
__________________________________________
By: David R. Ulane, Aeronautics Division Director
By:_______________________________________
For Shoshana M. Lew, Executive Director
Department of Transportation
Liliya Gershman, Accounting Controller
Date: ________________________________
Option Effective Date:________________________
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MEETING DATE:

July 18, 2019

PREPARED BY:

Jason Licon, Airport Director

TITLE
2018 Financial Audit Report and Presentation
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
Informational
BUDGET IMPACT
Neutral or Not Applicable
SUMMARY
The City of Loveland’s Finance Department contracted with external auditing firm Rubin
Brown to complete an annual audit of the Airport’s finances. These audits are required
as part of being a public entity. City of Loveland Finance Department staff and the
consultant Rubin Brown will present the 2018 consolidated audited financial statement
to the Airport Commission and will be available to answer questions.
ATTACHMENTS
Airport Financial Audit for 2018

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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May 17, 2019
The Northern Colorado Regional Airport annual financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018 are
respectfully submitted. This report was prepared by the City of Loveland’s Finance Department. The responsibility
for both the accuracy of the presented data and fairness of the presentation, including all the disclosures rests
with the City of Loveland. The City believes the data, as presented, is accurate in all material respects; that it is
presented in a manner designed to fairly portray the financial position and results of Airport operations as
measured by the Airport’s financial activity; and all disclosures necessary to enable the reader to gain an
understanding of the Airport’s financial affairs have been included.
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) requires management provide a narrative introduction,
overview, and analysis to accompany the basic financial statements in the Management’s Discussion and Analysis
(MD&A). This letter of transmittal is designed to complement the MD&A and should be read in conjunction with
it. The Airport’s MD&A can be found immediately following the external auditor letter.
Airport Overview
The Northern Colorado Regional Airport (FNL) has served as a public regional air transportation center since
1964. The Airport is certified by the Federal Aviation Administration as a non-primary commercial service airport
which is administered and operated jointly by the Cities of Fort Collins and Loveland in Northern Colorado. The
Airport accommodates approximately 95,000 aircraft flight operations annually. These operations range from
commercial air carrier, private charter, business and corporate aviation, air ambulance transport, aerial fire
suppression, flight school training, and private transportation flights each year. An estimated 2,500 outbound
passengers (enplanements) traveled from the Airport on charter flight services supported by various air carriers
including Elite Airways, Swift Air, and Sun Country Airlines.
The Airport supports many aviation based businesses including one
full service fixed base operator that provides aircraft fueling and
Quick Statistics
storage, three flight training schools, two aircraft maintenance and
repair stations, and one avionics center. The Airport is also host to a
variety of private and corporate aviation businesses that provide air
transportation services to remain competitive in today’s global
economy. According to the Economic Impact Study conducted in
2013 by the Colorado Department of Transportation Division of
Aeronautics, the Airport contributes approximately $129 million
annually to the regional economy. This impact is derived through
airport associated activities and area spending from visitors. The
study also identified 826 jobs that were directly associated with the
Airport through administrative and operational support, airport
businesses, capital improvement investments, and visitor spending.
The Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission is comprised of
elected officials, staff, and appointed citizen members from both
Fort Collins and Loveland. The Commission has been delegated powers and authority from both City Councils in
order to continue to make progress towards the newly adopted strategic plan and the associated Vision and
Mission:
2|P a g e
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Vision Statement
“The Northern Colorado Regional Airport: Unmatched for its service and innovation. The premier destination for
aviation centered business, research, development, education, and training.”
Mission Statement
“To provide a fiscally sustainable Airport to the region with facilities that meet the highest FAA standards
for safety and efficiency while ensuring the long-term ability of the Airport to serve Northern Colorado as
a transportation hub and a global gateway for commerce.”
The Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission is charged by the Cities to set policy and direction for the
Airport to achieve the goals and objectives outlined in the various plans including the Airport Master Plan, and
Strategic Plan. Priorities from the Airport’s Strategic Plan include:
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation: Serving as a catalyst and center for innovation focused on aviation, FNL strives to continually
explore and support new technologies.
Organizational Excellence: Providing a responsive, forward-thinking, and optimal governance structure with
high preforming staff is key to FNL’s success.
Fiscal Sustainability: FNL is committed to achieving and maintaining a self-sustaining budget to operate a
safe and efficient airport, manage assets, and support industry and economic development.
Economic Development: FNL actively encourages private and public investments to ensure a strong
economic platform for both on-Airport development and compatible uses within the Airport Influence Area.
Regional Collaboration: Recognized as an active regional partner, FNL supports a collaborative approach to
transportation, tourism, training, and marketing with its surrounding partners and communities.

The financial outlook for 2019 is positive due to a strong and diverse economy in Northern Colorado. Some of
the highlights include:
• The activation of the Remote Air Traffic Control Tower will occur mid-year 2019. Airport staff and project
managers anticipate this project will elevate the airport to potential aeronautical operators who have
expressed interest in this project’s success. Capital costs will be completely funded by CDOT with the Cities
taking on the operational and maintenance costs once the project is complete in 2021.
• The Airport’s land lease revenues are projected to increase due to new land leases from hangar
development. In 2019, the new lease agreements are projected to provide new airport revenue of $45,000
annually.
• Increased activities and access agreements associated with Aims Community College is anticipated to
positively impact the airport’s bottom line by approximately $35,000 annually.
• Fuel flowage and aviation fuel tax reimbursements are tied to a percentage, relying upon the price of fuel in
addition to the volume of sales. The price of fuel in the coming year will impact the amount of revenues
collected from percentage based fuel flowage and tax reimbursements. The price of fuel has sharply
declined at the end of 2018, which could negatively impact the revenue outlook in 2019 compared to 2018
as a result.
Respectfully,

Jason R. Licon
Airport Director
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS
Our discussion and analysis of the Northern Colorado Regional Airport’s financial performance provides an
overview of the Airport’s financial activities as of and for the year ended December 31, 2018. Please read it in
conjunction with the financial statements, which begin on page 10.
Financial Highlights
• In 2018, net position decreased by $1,496,152 (7.52%) primarily due to increased depreciation on capital
assets.
• Total operating revenues increased to $808,308, an increase of $104,477 (14.8%) compared to 2017.
These revenues were attributed to an increase in the total amount of property under lease in addition to the
estimated 23% increase in the average price of fuel.
• Total operating expenses increased to $2,463,961, an increase of only $10,393 (0.42%) compared to 2017.
Overview of the Financial Statements
The Statement of Net Position presents information on all the Airport’s assets and liabilities. Over time, increases
or decreases in the net position may serve as a useful indicator of whether the financial position of the Airport is
improving or deteriorating.
The Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Position presents information that reflects how the
Airport’s net position changed during the year. All changes in the net position are reported as soon as the
underlying event giving rise to the change occurs, regardless of the timing of the related cash flows.
The Statement of Cash Flows reports the Airport’s cash flows from operating, capital and non-capital financing
and investing activities. The financial statement demonstrates how the various activities of the Airport impact its
cash balances.
The Notes to Financial Statements provide additional information that is essential for a full understanding of the
data provided in the financial statements.
Entity-wide Financial Analysis
As noted earlier, net position may serve over time as a useful indicator of the Airport’s financial position. As of
December 31, 2018, assets exceeded liabilities by $18,412,446.
Net Position
Net Position
2018
Current Assets
Capital Assets
Total Assets
Current Liabilities
Net Position:
Investment in Capital Assets
Unrestricted
Total Net Position

$

2017

2,645,339
15,990,533
18,635,872
223,426

15,990,533
2,421,913
$ 18,412,446

$

$

2,613,225
17,684,896
20,298,121
389,523
17,684,896
2,223,702
19,908,598
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Net position of the Airport at December
31, 2018 is shown to the left.
The largest portion (86.8%) of the
Airport’s net position is the net
investment in capital assets (land,
buildings, improvements, runways,
leasehold
improvements
and
equipment). The Airport uses these
capital assets to provide aviation
services
to
the
surrounding
communities. Consequently, these
assets are not available for future
spending. Unrestricted net position may
be used to meet the Airport’s ongoing
obligations.

NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT
Changes in Net Position
2018
Program Revenues
Program Expenses

$

Operating Loss

808,309 $
2,463,961
(1,655,652)

Non-operating Revenues
City Contributions
Loss on Disposal of Capital Asset
Interest Income
Total Non-operating Revenues

485,000
(686,640)
31,930
(169,710)

Net Loss before Capital Contributions

(1,825,361)

Capital Contributions
Change in Net Position
Net Position - Beginning
Net Position - Ending

2017

329,210

$

(1,496,152)
19,908,598
18,412,446 $

703,831
2,453,568

Change In Net Position
The Airport’s total revenues of
$1,654,449 were lower than total
expenses of $3,150,601 for a
decrease in net position of
$1,496,152 for 2018.

(1,749,737)

520,000
25,965
545,965
(1,203,772)
831,535
(372,237)
20,280,835
19,908,598

Debt Administration And Capital Assets
Debt Administration
The Airport currently has no long-term debt.
Capital Assets
At the end of December 31, 2018, the Airport had $15,990,533 invested in capital assets. This represents a net
decrease of $1,694,363, or 9.9%, from 2017. This decrease is due primarily to depreciation. More detailed
information about the Airport’s capital assets is presented in the Notes to Financial Statements.
Budgetary Highlights
The 2018 Airport budget was very much on target with both projected revenues and expenses. The following
are factors that had an effect on operational revenues and expenses in 2018:
• There was an increase in revenues associated with fuel sales tax and flowage fees.
• The Airport experienced a slight increase in aviation fuel related income due to the effect of slowly rising
oil prices on the Airport’s percentage based fuel flowage revenues. The volume of fuel sold was the
same as the previous year.
• Income derived from land leases and hanger income increased due to rates and fees adjustments.
Economic Factors and the 2019 Budget
The Airport plays an important supportive role in the region and its financial health is impacted by economic
trends and regional growth. Northern Colorado has a healthy and diverse economy that continues to
experience increasing demands for all modes of transportation.
• Aviation fuel prices are slowly rising. The rising cost trends could negatively affect the volume of fuel
sold and conversely increase the percentage based fuel flowage revenues.
• Due to fuel price trends and volumes remaining steady, the Colorado Department of Transportation
Division of Aeronautics’ cash balance shifted back into the black in 2018. The discretionary grant
program will be available in late 2019.
8|P a g e
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The supply of active pilots is a trend that is in a decline nationwide but has remained relatively steady or
is slightly increasing in Northern Colorado. This is due to growth trends in the Denver and Northern
Colorado areas.
Airport land leases are expected to increase due to new hanger construction and associated long-term
land leases and will add the equivalent of $45,000 annually to airport self-generated revenues.

Requests For Information
This financial report is designed to provide a general overview of the Airport’s finances. If you have questions
about this report or need additional financial information, contact the City of Loveland Finance Department at
500 East Third Street, Loveland, Colorado, 80537.
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NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT
STATEMENT OF NET POSITION
December 31, 2018
(With Summarized Comparative Totals at December 31, 2017)
2018

ASSETS
Current Assets
Equity in Pooled Cash
Equity in Pooled Investments
Accounts Receivable
Grants Receivable

$

Total Current Assets

304,431
2,113,844
56,443
170,621

2017

$

66,454
1,656,964
62,272
827,535

2,645,339

2,613,225

563,614
12,031,740
12,369,085
2,550,812
1,891,645
29,406,896
(13,416,363)
15,990,533

563,614
858,181
12,031,741
11,788,275
2,537,143
1,891,645
29,670,599
(11,985,703)
17,684,896

TOTAL ASSETS

18,635,872

20,298,121

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Rental deposits
Accrued Liabilities

139,278
10,897
73,251

283,000
14,838
91,685

223,426

389,523

15,990,533
2,421,913

17,684,896
2,223,702

Noncurrent Assets
Land
Construction in Progress
Runways
Improvements Other than Buildings
Equipment
Buildings
Total Capital Assets
Accumulated Depreciation
Capital Assets, Net

Total Current Liabilities
NET POSITION
Investment in Capital Assets
Unrestricted
TOTAL NET POSITION

$

18,412,446

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN NET POSITION
Year Ended December 31, 2018
(With Summarized Comparative Totals for the year ended December 31, 2017)
2018

OPERATING REVENUES
Hangar Rental
FBO Rent
Gas and Oil Commissions
State Aircraft Fuel Tax
Land Lease
Terminal Lease and Landing Fees
Concessions
Parking
Miscellaneous

$

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES
OPERATING EXPENSES
Personal Services
Purchased Services
Supplies
Depreciation

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
OPERATING LOSS
NONOPERATING REVENUES
City Contributions
Loss on Disposal of Capital Asset
Interest/Investment Income
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES
NET LOSS BEFORE CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS

117,155
98,060
199,017
94,326
232,541
8,331
11
9,940
48,929

2017
$

808,309

703,831

552,484
424,873
55,942
1,430,661

549,856
368,140
41,130
1,494,442

2,463,961

2,453,568

(1,655,652)

(1,749,737)

485,000
(686,640)
31,930

520,000
25,965

(169,710)

545,965

(1,825,361)

Capital Contributions

(1,203,772)

329,210

CHANGE IN NET POSITION
NET POSITION, Beginning

831,535

(1,496,152)
19,908,598

NET POSITION, Ending

$

18,412,446

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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115,834
78,216
152,779
92,088
193,554
11,087
161
13,595
46,517

(372,237)
20,280,835
$

19,908,598
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Year Ended December 31, 2018
(With Summarized Comparative Totals for the year ended December 31, 2017)
2018

Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Cash Received from Customers
Cash Payments for Goods and Services
Cash Payments to Employees

$

Net Cash Used by Operating Activities
Cash Flows from Noncapital Financing Activities
Contributions from Cities
y
p
g
Cash Flows from Capital and Related Financing Activities
Proceeds from State and Federal Grants
Payments for Capital Acquisition
Net Cash Provided by (Used by) Capital and Related Financing Activities
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Purchase of Investments
Proceeds from Sale of Investments
Investment Earnings
Net Cash Used by Investing Activities
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, Beginning
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, Ending
RECONCILIATION OF OPERATING LOSS TO NET CASH
USED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating Loss
Adjustments to Reconcile Operating Loss to Net Cash
Used by Operating Activities
Depreciation
Changes in Assets and Liabilities
(Increase)decrease in Accounts Receivable
Increase(decrease) in Accounts Payable
Increase(decrease) in Accrued Liabilities

2017
$

814,138
(628,478)
(570,918)
(385,259)

(123,277)

485,000

520,000

986,124
(422,938)

196,034
(878,970)

563,186

(682,936)

(473,824)
48,873
(424,951)

(2,254,185)
597,220
25,965
(1,631,000)

237,977

(1,917,213)

66,454

1,983,667

$

304,431

$

(1,655,652) $

$

1,430,661
5,829
(143,722)
(22,375)

Total Adjustments

1,270,393

Net Cash Used by Operating Activities

$

(385,259) $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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682,334
(268,181)
(537,430)

66,454

(1,749,737)

1,494,442
(21,497)
141,089
12,426
1,626,460
(123,277)

NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 2018

NOTE 1:

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The financial statements of the Northern Colorado Regional Airport (the Airport) have been
prepared in conformity with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) as applied to
governmental units. The more significant accounting policies of the Airport are described below.
Reporting Entity
In accordance with governmental accounting standards, the Airport has considered the possibility
of inclusion of additional entities in its financial statements. The definition of the reporting entity is
based primarily on financial accountability. The Airport is financially accountable for organizations
that make up its legal entity. It is also financially accountable for legally separate organizations if
Airport officials appoint a voting majority of the organization’s governing body and either it is able
to impose its will on that organization or there is a potential for benefits to, or to impose specific
financial burdens on, the Airport. The Airport may also be financially accountable for other
organizations that are fiscally dependent upon it.
Based upon the application of these criteria, no additional organizations are includable within the
Airport’s reporting entity.
The Airport is jointly operated under an Intergovernmental Agreement between the Cities of Fort
Collins and Loveland, Colorado. Only the financial transactions of this joint venture are included in
this report, and the Airport is not included as a component unit of any other government.
Measurement Focus, Basis of Accounting, and Financial Statement Presentation
The Airport uses an enterprise fund to account for its operations. Enterprise funds are used to
account for operations that are financed and operated in a manner similar to private business
enterprises, where the intent of the governing body is that costs of providing goods or services to
the general public on a continuing basis be financed or recovered primarily through user charges.
The financial statements are reported using the economic resources measurement focus and the
accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recorded when earned, and expenses are recorded when
the liability is incurred, regardless of the timing of related cash flows. Grants and similar items are
recognized as revenue as soon as all eligibility requirements imposed by the provider have been met.
Enterprise funds distinguish operating revenues and expenses from non-operating items. Operating
revenues and expenses generally result from providing services and producing and delivering goods
in connection with the Airport’s principal ongoing operations. Operating expenses include the cost
of sales and services, administrative expenses, and depreciation on capital assets. All revenues and
expenses not meeting this definition are reported as non-operating revenues and expenses.
When both restricted and unrestricted resources are available for use, it is the Airport’s practice to
use restricted resources first, then unrestricted resources as they are needed.
Cash and Investments
The Airport’s cash and investments are pooled with those of the City of Loveland. The City of
Loveland’s Investment Policy authorizes investments in accordance with State statutes for the
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NOTE 1:

NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)

investing of public funds. Current investment holdings may include Certificates of Deposit, U.S.
Treasury Notes, U.S. Agency Securities, Municipal Bonds and Corporate Bonds that mature within
seven years. Investments are stated at fair value. Because the investments are part of a pool, the
underlying securities cannot be determined. For the purposes of the statement of cash flows,
management defines cash and cash equivalents as amounts in demand deposits as well as shortterm, highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less. Cash equivalents
are both readily convertible to cash and are so near their maturity that they present insignificant risk
of change in value due to interest rate changes. The Airport’s cash is approximately 0.68% of the
City’s cash balance.
Investments are stated at fair value
For purposes of the statement of cash flows, the City defines cash and cash equivalents as amounts
in demand deposits as well as short-term, highly liquid investments with original maturities of three
months or less. Cash equivalents are both readily convertible to cash and are so near their maturity
that they present insignificant risk of change in value due to interest rate changes.
Receivables
Receivables consist primarily of federal and state grants, land and hangar leases, as well as other
miscellaneous receivables. At December 31, 2018, the grants receivable balance was $170,621.
Capital Assets
Capital assets include land, improvements, buildings, runways, leasehold improvements and
equipment. Capital assets are defined by the Airport as assets with an initial, individual cost of more
than $5,000 and an estimated useful life in excess of one year. Such assets are recorded at historical
cost or estimated historical cost if purchased or constructed. Donated capital assets are recorded at
estimated acquisition value at the date of donation.
The cost of normal maintenance and repairs that do not add to the value of the asset or materially
extend asset lives are not capitalized.
Depreciation is computed using the 6-month convention method over the estimated useful lives of
the assets. Buildings are depreciated over a period from 10 to 25 years; improvements from 10 to
20 years, runways are 20 to 25 years, leasehold improvements from 7 to 50 years and equipment
from 3 to 30 years. When assets are retired or otherwise disposed of, the cost and related
accumulated depreciation are removed from the accounts, and any resulting gain or loss is reflected
in income for the period.
Accrued Liabilities
Accrued liabilities consist primarily of Accrued Compensated Absences and miscellaneous payments
to vendors due in the current year but not actually paid until the following year.
Compensated Absences
Airport employees are allowed to accumulate vacation and sick time as stipulated in the
administrative regulations of the City of Loveland. A liability is recorded on the Airport financial
statements for these accrued compensated absences. At December 31, 2018, the Accrued
Compensated Absence balance was $45,646.
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NOTE 1:

NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)

Net Position
Net position is restricted when constraints placed on the net assets are externally imposed.
Comparative Data
Comparative total data for the prior year has been presented in the financial statements in order to
provide an understanding of changes in financial position and operations. However, complete
comparative data in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles has not been
presented since its inclusion would make the financial statements unduly complex and difficult to
read. Accordingly, such information should be read in conjunction with the Airport’s financial
statements as of and for the year ended December 31, 2017.
Reclassification
Certain accounts in prior year financial statements have been reclassified for comparative purposes
to conform to the presentation in the current year financial statements.
NOTE 2:

CASH AND INVESTMENTS
Cash and investments at December 31, 2018, consisted of the following:
Deposits
Investments
Total

$ 304,431
2,113,844
$ 2,418,275

Deposits and investments are displayed within this report as follows:
Equity in Pooled Cash
Equity in Pooled Investments
Total

$ 304,431
2,113,844
$ 2,418,275

Deposits
The Colorado Public Deposit Protection Act (PDPA) requires that all units of local government deposit
cash in eligible public depositories. Eligibility is determined by state regulations. The State banking
commissioner regulates the eligible public depositories. Amounts on deposit in excess of federal
insurance levels must be collateralized by eligible collateral as determined by the PDPA. PDPA allows
the financial institution to create a single collateral pool for all public funds held. The pool is to be
maintained by another institution or held in trust for all the uninsured public deposits as a group.
The market value of the collateral must be at least equal to 102% of the uninsured deposits. At
December 31, 2018 the Airport had $121,802 collateralized with securities held by the financial
institution's agent but not in the Airport's or City of Loveland’s name.
Investments
The City of Loveland of which the Airport is a joint venture has an investment policy which specifies
the investment instruments including rating, maturity and concentration risk criteria in which the
City may invest. These investment instruments may include:
• Obligations of the United States and certain US Agency securities
• Certain international agency securities
• General obligation and revenue bonds of US local government entities
• Commercial paper
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NOTE 2:

CASH AND INVESTMENTS (continued)
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate or bank issue debt
Written repurchase agreements collateralized by certain authorized securities
Certain money market accounts
Guaranteed investment contracts
Local government investment pools

Fair Value
The Airport categorized its fair value measurements within the fair value hierarchy established by
generally accepted accounting principles. See Note 2 Cash and Investments for additional disclosure.
The Airport categorized its fair value measurements within the fair value hierarchy established by
generally accepted accounting principles. The hierarchy is based on the valuation inputs used to
measure the fair value of the asset. Level 1 inputs are quoted prices in active markets for identical
assets; Level 2 inputs are significant other observable inputs; Level 3 inputs are significant
unobservable inputs. The Airport’s investments are approximately 1.13% of the City’s investments
and the numbers below are the Airport’s percentage:
The Airport has the following recurring fair value measurements as of December 31, 2018:
 U.S. Treasury securities of $509,715 are valued using quoted market prices (Level 1
inputs)
 U.S. Agency securities of $1,297,319 are valued using matrix pricing techniques (Level 2
inputs)
 Corporate Bonds of $244,095 are valued using matrix pricing techniques (Level 2 inputs)
 Municipal Bonds of $45,802 are valued using matrix pricing techniques (Level 2 inputs)
Investments Held in our Colorado Surplus Asset Fund Trust
The Airport invested $64,158 in the Colorado Surplus Asset Fund Trust (CSAFE). CSAFE is valued at amortized cost.
The investments conform to its permitted investments and will meet Standard & Poor’s investment guidelines to
achieve an AAAm rating, the highest attainable rating for a Local Government Investment Pool. Information
related to CSAFE can be found at their website, www.csafe.org.
Investments in ColoTrust
The Airport has invested $21 in Colorado Local Government Liquid Asset Trust Plus+ (ColoTrust). ColoTrust is
valued using the NAV per share (or its equivalent) of the investment. ColoTrust does not have any unfunded
commitments, redemption restrictions or redemption notice periods. ColoTrust has a rating of AAAm.
Information related to ColoTrust can be found on their website, www.colotrust.com.
At December 31, 2018, the Airport had the following investments:
Investment type
Certificates of Deposit
U.S. Treasury Notes
U.S. Agency Securities
Corporate Bonds
Municipal Bonds
Total

STANDARD AND
POOR’S RATING
N/A
N/A
AA+
AA/A/A+/AA/AA+
AA/AA+

LESS THAN 1
$5,640
33,580
225,005
55,986

1 TO 3
YEARS
$11,274
363,710
736,600
188,109

11,276
$ 331,487

34,526
$ 1,334,219
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4 TO 5
YEARS

$112,425
222,889

$ 335,314

MORE
THAN 5

TOTAL
$-

112,825
-

$16,914
509,715
1,297,319
244,095

$ 112,825

45,802
$ 2,113,845

NOTE 2:

NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT

CASH AND INVESTMENTS (continued)

The Airport participates in the City of Loveland’s pooled cash and investments; therefore the following applies to
the Airport’s cash and investment balances:
1. Interest Rate Risk: State statutes and the City of Loveland’s Investment Policy limit investments
in US Treasury and Agency securities to an original maturity up to seven years with a minimum
credit rating of A+/A1. State Statutes and the City’s Investment Policy require all repurchase
agreements with a maturity of less than 5 years and collateralized with securities allowed by
statute at no less than 102% of fair value. State statutes and the City’s Investment Policy limit
investments in corporate bonds to an original maturity of five years or less.
2. Credit Risk: State statutes and the City of Loveland’s Investment Policy limit investments in US
Agency securities to the highest rating issued by two or more nationally recognized statistical
rating organizations (NRSROs). State statutes and the City's Investment Policy limit investments
in money market funds to those that maintain a constant share price, with a maximum remaining
maturity in accordance with rules governing government investment pools, and either have
assets of one billion dollars or the highest rating issued by a NRSRO. State statues and the City's
Investment Policy limit investments in corporate bonds and Foreign Issues to a minimum credit
rating of “AA- or Aa3” by two or more NRSROs. At December 31, 2018, the City held corporate
bonds with a rating lower than the minimum rating. At the time of purchase, the bonds were
rated at or above minimum. The City's investment policy allows the City to hold on to these
investments until maturity so a large loss is not taken.
3. Custodial Credit Risk: The City of Loveland’s Investment Policy requires that securities purchased
from any bank or dealer, including appropriate collateral, be placed with an independent third
party for custodial safekeeping. The City has entered into an agency agreement with US BankDenver to establish an Investment Management Account pursuant to Colorado Revised Statutes.
The City's pooled cash is invested in this account. The Bank purchases investments for the City
and maintains an internal accounting record of all investments of the City. All investment
transactions are approved by City management. All investments, held and maintained by the
Trust Department of the Bank, are specifically separate from the investments of the bank and
are identified as being investments of the City of Loveland. Investments of Loveland Special
Improvement District #1 are held by other banks in their Trust Departments and are also
specifically identified as being investments of the City of Loveland.
4. Concentration of Credit Risk: The City of Loveland’s Investment Policy does not limit the amount
the City may invest in one issuer. The City had investments in US agency securities greater than
5% of its total portfolio as follows, the Airport’s percent is 1.13% of the City’s total investments:
a. US Treasury Notes (24.11%)
b. Federal Home Loan Bank (18.35%)
c. Federal National Mortgage Association, (10.41%)
d. Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (16.79%)
e. Federal Farm Credit Bank (15.83%).
NOTE 3:

STEWARDSHIP, COMPLIANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Budgets and Budgetary Accounting
The budget is developed by the City of Loveland’s staff on a non-GAAP budgetary basis, which
includes budgeting for capital outlay and excludes depreciation. The budget is then submitted to the
Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission. Upon approval by the Northern Colorado Regional
Airport Commission, the City of Loveland legally adopts the budget before commencement of the
following fiscal year as part of the support role for the City in the Airport Management IGA between
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NOTE 3:

NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT

STEWARDSHIP, COMPLIANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY (continued)

the City of Loveland and City of Fort Collins. The budget includes proposed expenditures and the
means of financing them. Expenditures may not legally exceed budgeted appropriations at the fund
level. Revisions that alter total expenditures of the fund must be approved by the City Councils.
Appropriations lapse at year end.
NOTE 4:

CAPITAL ASSETS
Capital assets activity for the year ended December 31, 2018 is summarized on the next page:

Capital Assets, Not Being Depreciated
Land
Construction in Progress
Total Capital Assets, Not Being Depreciated
Capital Assets, Being Depreciated
Runways
Improvements
Equipment
Buildings
Leasehold Improvements
Total Capital Assets, Being Depreciated

$

563,614 $
858,181
1,421,795

12,031,741
10,226,614
2,537,143
1,891,645
1,561,661
28,248,804

Less Accumulated Depreciation
Runways
Improvements
Equipment
Buildings
Leasehold Improvements
Total Accumulated Depreciation

(5,469,282)
(3,863,636)
(1,434,255)
(264,304)
(954,226)
(11,985,703)

Total Capital Assets, Being Depreciated, Net

16,263,101

Total Capital Assets, Net

NOTE 5:

Balances
12/31/17

Additions
-

Deletions
$

-

580,810
13,668
594,478

$
858,181
858,181

-

Balances
12/31/18
563,614
563,614

12,031,741
10,807,424
2,550,811
1,891,645
1,561,661
28,843,282

(587,858)
(588,180)
(130,657)
(65,253)
(58,712)
(1,430,661)

-

(6,057,140)
(4,451,816)
(1,564,912)
(329,557)
(1,012,938)
(13,416,363)

(836,183)

-

15,426,919

$ 17,684,896 $ (836,183) $

858,181 $ 15,990,533

RISK MANAGEMENT
The Airport is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts; theft of, damage to, and destruction
of assets; errors and omissions; injuries to employees; and natural disasters. The Cities of Fort Collins
and Loveland carry commercial insurance for these risks of loss. During the last three years, there
have not been any claims that exceeded coverage.
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NOTE 6:

NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT

CONTRACTURAL AGREEMENTS

Facilities Leased to Fixed Base Operator
The City of Loveland, on behalf of the Airport, leases certain facilities to the Fixed Base Operator
(FBO). The 24-year lease agreement includes monthly rent of land and improvements for the first
four years at $4,766 a month. The base monthly rent payments will be set at $6,824 beginning May
1, 2015. However, the annual base rent shall also be increased on May 1, 2018 and on each third
anniversary in an amount equal to the increase, if any, in the “Consumer Price Index”. After the
initial term expiration on April 30, 2035, the Lessee shall have the option to extend the term of the
agreement for two additional periods of five years each. The current rate is $88,408, which is set to
the increase based on CPI on May 1, 2021. The agreement also provides for a fuel flowage fee of 6%
of delivered fuel cost or $.08 per gallon, whichever is higher.
Intergovernmental Agreement
The Airport is jointly operated under an Intergovernmental Agreement between the City of Fort
Collins, Colorado and the City of Loveland, Colorado. This Agreement was approved by the City of
Loveland City Council on May 17, 2016 to reflect the changed airport name and to expand the Airport
Commission’s authority.
Pursuant to the agreement, any needed contributions for annual operating budgets or capital
improvements are shared equally by both cities. Also, either city may invest additional funds in the
Airport as it sees fit.
Since July 3, 1979, ownership of assets vests equally with each city. Assets acquired prior to July 3,
1979 vested one-third with the City of Loveland and two-thirds with the City of Fort Collins.
The agreement provides that if either city does not pay its one-half of agreed expenses in a given
year, it will convey to the other city 10% of its total Airport ownership. Each city contributed
$242,500 in 2018.
Certain administrative services are provided by the City of Loveland. These include legal services,
accounting and purchasing, audit costs, personnel and benefits administration, engineering, facilities
maintenance, general administration, environment services and risk and insurance management. In
2018, the City of Loveland was paid $23,450 for these services.
As part of personnel administration, the employees of the Airport also participate in the City of
Loveland’s 401(a) money purchase plan that was established (and may be amended) by City Council
of the City of Loveland. This Plan requires contributions of 5% from the employer and 3% from the
employee. The Airport contributed $21,679 to the Plan in 2018, representing the required
contributions.
NOTE 7:

COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
TABOR Amendment
In November 1992, Colorado voters passed an amendment to the State Constitution, Article X,
Section 20, which has several limitations, including raising revenue, spending abilities, and other
specific requirements of state and local governments. The Amendment is complex and subject to
judicial interpretation. The Airport believes it is in compliance with the requirements of the
Amendment.
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NOTE 7:

NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT

COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES (continued)

The Airport is operated as a unit of each City through the Intergovernmental Agreement; therefore
both the City of Loveland and the City of Fort Collins includes the Airport’s emergency reserves in its
city-wide financial statements.
Claims and Judgments
The City of Loveland receives Federal and State grants for use by the Airport. These grants are
reported as grant revenues in the Airport’s financial statements. However, certain Federal
compliance and reporting requirements remain the responsibility of the City of Loveland. Expenses
financed by grants are subject to audit by the appropriate grantor government. If expenses are
disallowed due to noncompliance with grant program regulations, the Airport may be required to
reimburse the grantor government. As of December 31, 2018, significant amounts of grant expenses
have not been audited but management believes that subsequent audits will not have a material
effect on the overall financial position of the Airport.
Lease Commitments
The Airport is obligated to pay the Fixed Base Operator for modification, upgrade, or replacement
of the Fuel Farm equipment to the extent the cost of such modification, upgrade or replacement,
exceeds $50,000.
NOTE 8:

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
Police Training Campus IGA
On March 19, 2019, the Cities entered into an Intergovernmental Agreement for the use of certain
real property at the Airport for a Regional Police Training Campus. The real property, consisting of
44.068 acres, shall be limited to uses related to the Training Campus in accordance with the
Intergovernmental Agreement for the Construction, Ownership, Operation, Maintenance, and
Management of the Regional Training Campus executed between the two Cities. A rental rate of
$0.186 per square foot per year, in the total amount of $354,677, 50% of which will be paid to
the Airport by each of the two Cities in quarterly installments. The rental rate will by adjusted
annually by using the CPI as published by the Bureaus of Labor Statistics. The term of the rental
period is 50 years.
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BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULE
(NON-GAAP BUDGETARY BASIS)
Year Ended December 31, 2018
(With Summarized Comparative Totals for the year ended December 31, 2017)

2018
BUDGET
ORIGINAL
FINAL

REVENUES
Hangar Rental
FBO Rent
Gas and Oil Commissions
State Aircraft Fuel Tax
Land Lease
Terminal Lease and Landing Fees
Concessions
Parking
Interest/Investment Income (Losses)
Federal and State Grants
City Contributions
Miscellaneous

$ 115,000
81,000
130,000
90,000
207,500
10,500
12,000
22,812
485,000
89,540

TOTAL REVENUES
EXPENDITURES
Personal Services
Purchased Services
Supplies
Capital Outlay
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
CHANGE IN NET POSITION, Budgetary Basis

$

$

ACTUAL

115,000 $
81,000
130,000
90,000
207,500
10,500
12,000
22,812
228,021
485,000
99,509

117,155 $
98,060
199,017
94,326
232,541
8,331
11
9,940
31,930
329,210
485,000
48,928

1,243,352

1,481,342

1,654,448

598,078
54,700
558,722
365,000

598,078
64,669
558,722
1,066,487

552,483
424,873
55,942
533,819

1,576,500

2,287,956

1,567,117

(333,148) $

(806,614)

DIFFERENCE
WITH FINAL
BUDGET

87,331 $

RECONCILIATION TO GAAP BASIS
Capital Outlay
Loss on Disposal of Capital Asset
Depreciation

2017
ACTUAL

2,155 $
17,060
69,017
4,326
25,041
(2,169)
11
(2,060)
9,118
101,189
(50,581)
173,106

2,081,331

45,595
(360,204)
502,780
532,668

549,856
368,140
41,130
878,970

720,839

1,838,096

893,945

243,235

533,819
(686,640)
(1,430,661)

CHANGE IN NET POSITION, GAAP Basis

$

(1,496,152)

See the accompanying Independent Auditors’ Report.
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115,834
78,216
152,779
92,088
193,554
11,087
161
13,595
25,965
831,535
520,000
46,517

878,970
(1,494,442)
$

(372,237)

NORTHERN COLORADO REGIONAL AIRPORT
Notes to Budgetary Comparison Schedule:
The Airport follows the City of Loveland’s procedures in establishing the budget as reflected in the financial
statements:
1. Prior to September 20, the City Manager submits to the City Council, a proposed operating budget for the
fiscal year commencing the following January 1. The operating budget includes proposed expenditures
and the means of financing them.
2. Public hearings are conducted to obtain taxpayer comments.
3. Prior to December 15, the budget is legally enacted through passage of an ordinance. This ordinance
authorizes a lump-sum expenditure budget for the City taken as a whole. An appropriation ordinance is
also adopted which allocates the total budget to each individual fund. This allocation of the appropriation
may not be legally exceeded by an individual fund.
4. Supplemental appropriations are approved on an individual fund level basis.
5. All appropriations lapse at year-end per State statutes.
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ITEM NUMBER:

7

MEETING DATE:

July 18, 2019

PREPARED BY:

Jason Licon, Airport Director

TITLE
Planning & Development Subcommittee Vacancy
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
Make a motion to accept the recommendation from staff to conduct a formal interview
process to fill the vacancy on the Commission’s Planning and Development
Subcommittee
BUDGET IMPACT
Neutral
SUMMARY
On April 19, 2018, the Commission appointed Steve Wolf as a seventh member of the
PDSC for an initial term of one (1) year. His appointment was made permanent with
Resolution #R-3-2019 at the May 16, 2019 Commission meeting.
Mr. Wolf has submitted his resignation July 1, 2019 to be effective July 18, 2019. Mr.
Wolf has submitted his recommendation for the next FNL Pilot’s Association President
to take over his position on the PDSC. There is currently no requirement that the FNL
Pilots Association have a dedicated member on the Subcommittee.
Staff recommends that the vacancy be filled through a public interview process, and a
selection committee created. This committee is recommended to consist of one Airport
Commissioner and the Airport Director. This selection committee will interview and
make their recommendation to the Airport Commission for approval at the September
19th regularly scheduled meeting.
ATTACHMENTS
PDSC Steve Wolf Resignation Letter
PDSC Amended Charter 5-16-19

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Wolf
Wade Troxell, Mayor; Darin Atteberry; Ward II - Leah Johnson; Steve Adams; Thomas Fleming; Curt Burgener;
Jerry Stooksbury
Jason Licon; Shawn Battmer; Aaron Ehle; O&B FNL PILOTS association
PDSC Resignation and Petition
Monday, July 1, 2019 6:07:19 AM

To the Commission:
I have made a career change and will shortly be leaving Fort Collins for Olathe, KS, to work
for Garmin International's Aviation Division. I hereby inform you of my intent to resign from
the Planning and Development Subcommittee, effective July 18.
I continue believe in the importance of having airport users represented on the PDSC. I
believe the Commission is of the same mind, having recently made my appointment to the
PDSC permanent.
James Hays. FNL Pilots Association Vice President, is assuming my duties as President of the
Association. I believe James would be an excellent asset to the PDSC, and hereby petition the
Commission to appoint him to my vacant spot on the PDSC at the July 18 meeting of the
Commission. Airport Staff knows James well, and I believe they will support this petition.
I won't be able to attend the July 18 Commission meeting, as I will be in Oshkosh, WI, for the
annual AirVenture fly-in there, but James will make every effort to attend and introduce
himself to the Commission.
Thank you for letting me participate on the PDSC, and as "public comment" at numerous
Commission meetings. I have thoroughly enjoyed my involvement.
Regards,
Steve
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Northern Colorado Regional Airport
Planning and Development Subcommittee
Subcommittee Charter: Amended 5/16/2019
Purpose
The Planning and Development Subcommittee (PDSC) has been formed by the Northern Colorado Regional
Airport Commission as a subcommittee pursuant to Section 12 of the Commission Bylaws to facilitate strategic
planning for the airport and its immediate surroundings. It includes the following major objectives:
i. To support the development of an updated Strategic Plan and the Airport Master Plan;
ii. to provide ongoing support and input on specific plans and proposals for the development of
Airport land; and
iii. to provide input on other business development efforts as appropriate.
The PDSC serves only in an advisory role to the Airport Commission, and may provide recommendations to the
Commission as the committee deems appropriate or as requested by the Commission. The PDSC has no authority
to take any formal action or to direct the expenditure of funds or resources.
Members
Initial membership of the PDSC will consist of the following individuals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thomas Fleming, Airport Commission Vice-Chair
Jason Licon, Airport Director (PDSC Chair)
Aaron Ehle, Airport Business Development & Planning Specialist
Diane Jones, The Formation Group
Mike Scholl, City of Loveland Economic Development Manager
Josh Birks, City of Fort Collins Department of Economic Health Director
Steve Wolf, FNL Pilots Association President

Membership may change over time; however, it is anticipated that the number of members involved at any given
time will remain approximately the same. Other individuals may be asked to take part in the PDSC from time to
time in an ad-hoc, advisory role as needed. Formal Commission approval is not required for amended
membership.
Because of the breadth of the PDSC’s charter, it may be necessary or appropriate to form other subcommittees
from time to time to address related topics. If directly related to the purpose of the PDSC, then the PDSC may
form the subcommittee and advise the Commission. If the scope is unrelated to or exceeds the PDSC’s charter,
then the PDSC will submit the proposal to the Commission for consideration and approval as appropriate.
Duration
The duration of the PDSC will be determined by need for support on current and future Airport planning and
development projects. However, the Commission, at its sole direction, may dissolve or alter the focus of the
PDSC to best serve the Airport’s interests.
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ITEM NUMBER:

8

MEETING DATE:

July 18, 2019

PREPARED BY:

Jason Licon, Airport Director

TITLE
2020 Airport Budget and Rates & Fees
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
This is an informational item consisting of a preliminary review of the draft 2020 Airport
budget. Please review the materials and the item will be brought forward for
Commission action at the next regularly scheduled meeting on August 15th. The
Commission will ultimately recommend adoption of the budget by the City Councils of
Fort Collins and Loveland, which is scheduled in October.
BUDGET IMPACT
Neutral or not applicable
SUMMARY
The 2020 Airport Budget is presented in draft form and is currently going through the
various budgeting processes as required by the two Cities. The Intergovernmental
Agreement (IGA) between the Cities to operate the Airport requires that each City
Council appropriate and approve 50% of the annual budget in addition to any annual
financial contributions that support Airport operations and maintenance. The Airport
Commission approves the Airport Director’s proposed budget and provides
recommendation to the City Councils to adopt the budget. The City of Fort Collins has a
two-year budget cycle, where the City of Loveland has a single year budget process.
The draft 2020 budget is attached and the format shared is consistent with the Airport’s
monthly financial reports. The total proposed 2020 budget is just over $2.7 million.
Highlights of the proposed budget include an increase to anticipated airport generated
revenues by 51.7% and expenses by 1.05%. It also shows that supplemental
contributions from the cities have been the eliminated and the Airport for the first time in
its 55 year history is now officially self-sufficient for all operational and maintenance
costs. The increases in revenues are due to escalating land lease agreements,
anticipated acquisition of hangar buildings, anticipated fuel related commissions, and

Northern Colorado Regional Airport Commission
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the new land lease for the Northern Colorado Law Enforcement Training Campus
(NCLETC). The increase in expense is a result of an increase in medical insurance
cost. Capital expenditures reflect anticipated federal and state grant resources totaling
$922,000, to be applied toward the design for a new airline terminal building, and to
rehabilitate existing airport taxiway pavements. Additionally there remains an annual
IGA driven reserve appropriation totaling $500,000 for the Airport Commission to use for
special projects.
The rates and fees is also a component of the budget process where it requires formal
approval and adoption as part of the City of Loveland’s budget process. The proposed
2020 rates and fees have been adjusted in a manner consistent with policy given to
staff by the Airport Commission in the past. This process includes the adjustment of
some rates and fees annually using the Consumer Price Index as published by the US
Bureau of Labor Statistics, such as property lease rates and landing fees. The Airport’s
aircraft storage hangars are adjusted every two years for each type of Airport/ City
owned hangars it leases. The hangar leases are adjusted every odd year and will not
require an adjustment until 2021. A rates and fees study is conducted every five years,
which is when some of the other rates and fees are adjusted such as fuel flowage fees
and commercial air carrier rates. The proposed rates and fees schedule includes
proposed increases for annual adjustments including published land lease rates, and
some adjustments to commercial airline operations.
ATTACHMENTS
2020 Proposed Airport Budget
2020 Proposed Rates & Fees
Rates and Fees Comparison Current 2019 vs. Proposed 2020
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2020 Proposed Airport Budget
2015 Actual

2016 Actual

2017 Actual

2018 Actual

2019 Budget 2020 Budget

Justification

Percent Change

OPERATING REVENUES
Hangar Rental
FBO Rent
Gas and Oil Commissions
State & County Aircraft Fuel Tax
Land Lease
Terminal Lease and Landing Fees
Parking
Miscellaneous

103,211
69,486
148,955
70,292
185,497
6,157
12,850
20,385

109,066
78,216
119,168
88,103
207,553
12,682
10,595
15,953

115,834
78,216
152,779
107,181
193,554
11,087
13,595
31,585

117,155
98,060
199,017
112,080
232,541
8,342
12,850
31,168

122,000
88,250
155,000
112,000
235,000
11,000
12,000
21,500

150,000
88,250
180,000
113,000
644,000
9,000
10,000
18,900

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

616,833

641,336

703,831

811,213

756,750

1,213,150

Personal Services
Supplies
Purchased Services

383,813
38,162
323,364

443,315
41,753
363,855

549,856
41,130
364,460

552,509
55,943
1,111,515

649,532
63,000
557,882

703,430
74,500
514,960

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

745,339

848,923

955,446

1,719,967

1,270,414

1,292,890

(128,506)

(207,587)

(251,615)

(908,754)

(513,664)

(79,740)

City Conributions
Passenger Facility Charge
Interest Income
Capital Expenditures

355,000
878
22,177
(1,100,931)

405,000
0
8,584
(1,187,394)

520,000
0
25,965
(878,970)

485,000
0
31,930
(986,124)

355,000
0
20,000
(989,250)

0
0
20,000
(1,481,000)

TOTAL NONOPERATING
REVENUES (EXPENSES)

(722,876)

(773,810)

(333,005)

(469,194)

(614,250)

(1,461,000)

NET INCOME (LOSS) BEFORE
CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS

(851,382)

(1,292,271)

(584,620)

(1,377,948)

(1,127,914)

(1,540,740)

Capital Contributions

863,207

985,995

831,535

986,124

892,500

922,000

CHANGE IN NET POSITION

11,825

(391,824)

(235,414)

(618,740)

Increased due to anticipated hangar reversion - Falcon T-hangars
In line with current contractual agreement
Increased to reflect historical fuel price trends
Increased due to projected fuel activity
Increase due to escalations and new lease agreements including police campus
Determined by airline activity
Determined by airline activity
Determined by airline activity and security fees

23.0%
0.0%
16.1%
0.9%
174.0%
-18.2%
-16.7%
-12.1%
60.3%

OPERATING EXPENSES

OPERATING GAIN (LOSS)

Increased in accordance with budgetary core costs
Slight increase due to anticipated expenses

8.3%
18.3%
-7.7%
1.8%

NONOPERATING
REVENUES (EXPENSES)

Reserve Appropriation

(306,276)

246,915
335,000

335,000

500,000 106

500,000

Contributions eliminated, Cities are paying Police campus land lease
Currently not authorized to charge PFCs
Maintained status quo based on anticipated reserve
Increased due to anticipated grant revenue

Increased due to anticipated grant revenue

(Remains static due to Fort Collins two year budget cycle)

-100.0%
0.0%
49.7%

3.3%

2020 RATES & FEES
Airport Security Access Badge Pricing




SIDA badge new $120
o Includes costs for fingerprints, badge, prox card, training requirements, & admin
SIDA badge renewal $40
o Includes costs for fingerprints, badge, & administration
AOA badge new & renewals $15
o Includes costs for badge, prox card, & administration

Property Leasing




Improved property $0.431 per square foot annually
Unimproved property $0.300 per square foot annually
Intent to Lease deposit, total first year’s lease

Hangar Leasing





A-row $226
B-row $265
C-row $279
Wait list application is $25 per unit type

Commercial Airline Operations






Terminal use fee $50 per flight
ARFF index B $100 per flight
ARFF index C $150 per flight
Landing fee $0.90 per 1,000 pounds of certified gross landing weight
Passenger facility charge $4.50 per passenger

Miscellaneous



Automobile Terminal Parking $5 per day
Terminal space lease $15 per square foot annually
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Rates and Fees Comparison Current 2019 vs. Proposed 2020

Airport Fees:
2019
Fuel Flowage Fee, Off-Airport, whichever is greater:
Percentage of actual cost, before taxes
10%
or
Per gallon
$
0.08
Fuel Flowage Fee, On-Airport, whichever is greater:
Percentage of actual cost, before taxes
6%
or
$
0.05
Per gallon
Airport Security Access Badge Pricing:
SIDA badge, New
$
120.00
Includes costs for fingerprings, badge, prox card, training requirements, & admin
SIDA badge, Renewal
$
40.00
Includes costs for fingerprints, badge, & administration
AOA badge, New & Renewals
$
15.00
Includes costs for badge, prox card, & administration
Property Leasing:
Land Lease, to be increased annualy by CPI:
Improved, per square foot
$
0.420
Unimproved, per square foot
$
0.292
Intent to lease deposit (by acre in 2019, by year in 2020)
$
1,000.00
Terminal Concession Lease, per square foot
$
15.00
Terminal Building Overnight Auto Parking, per night
$
5.00
Hangar Leasing:
T-Hangar Lease:
"A" per month
$
226.00
"B" per month
$
265.00
"C" per month
$
279.00
Box Hangar: Initial rate based on RFP, increases annually by CPI
Hangar Waiting List Application Fee, per hangar type
$
25.00
Airline Charges:
Landing Fees, per 1,000 pounds of certified gross landing weight
$
0.85
Applies to scheduled and unscheduled Air Carriers; and to Charter aircrafts in excess of 90,000 pounds.
Terminal Builiding Use, per flight
$
50.00
Applies to scheduled and unscheduled Air Carriers or Charter aircrafts.
Passenger Facility Charges, per passenger
$
4.50
ARFF (Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting) Standby Fees:
Applies to scheduled and unscheduled Air Carriers.
Index B, per flight
$
50.00
Index C, per flights
$
150.00
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2020
10%
$

0.08

$

6%
0.05

$

120.00

$

40.00

$

15.00

$
$
$
$
$

0.431
0.300
1,000.00
15.00
5.00

$
$
$

226.00
265.00
279.00

$

25.00

$

0.90

$

50.00

$

4.50

$
$

100.00
150.00

ITEM NUMBER:

9

MEETING DATE:

July 18, 2019

PREPARED BY:

Jason Licon, Airport Director

TITLE
Strategic Plan Progress Report
RECOMMENDED AIRPORT COMMISSION ACTION
Inform the Commission of the goals achieved from the 2019 Strategic Work Plan and
updated timelines
BUDGET IMPACT
Neutral
SUMMARY
The Strategic Plan and work plan goals were adopted at the February 21, 2019
meeting. The purpose for this item is to inform the Commission of the progress and
achievements made to the work plan goals and updated timelines.
ATTACHMENTS
Strategic Work Plan 2019
Strategic Work Plan Progress Report 2019
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Strategic Work Plan 2019
Task

Focus Area: Master Plan Study

Lead

1

Timeframe

2

On Hold

3

4

On Hold

5

At Risk

6

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

7

Jul

Goal: Link Master Plan to broader economic development objectives
Identify entities to engage in Master Plan outreach,
education, develop an outline of the message
to be delivered, and collect feedback
Identify groups or organizations to engage
Define the Airport's economic development
objectives as it pertains to the broader regional
context
Develop presentation message and feedback
requests
Present message to groups and collect feedback

PDSC

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

Complete

On Track

On Track

Complete

On Track

On Track

On Track

Complete

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

PDSC
PDSC
Staff, M&H

Goal: Evaluate the Airport Master Plan at key milestones
Work with Mead and Hunt to complete master plan for
the Airport and for the AIA

On Track

Master Plan PDSC meetings

PDSC

Draft Working papers

M&H

Public open houses

On Track

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Staff, M&H

Complete

Identify specific areas for infrastructure needs based on
Airport Master Plan and AIA forecasts
Identify areas for future infrastructure needs

On Track

PDSC

Prioritize and evaluate needs

PDSC

Consultants will implement into the plan

M&H

On Track

Goal: Design and Land Use Standards
Create design standards for identified areas of the
Airport that are proximate to high visibility corridors
and areas that could support commercial activities
Convene a working group with representatives
from both Cities to create a scope
Investigate issue and possible alternatives

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

Complete

Committee
Complete

Working Group

On Track
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On Track

On Track

On Track

At Risk

8

On Track

9

10

On Track

11

Complete

12

13

Complete

14

15

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Recommend preferred alternative to Commission
Create standards
Present standards to commission for adoption

Staff

Complete

Working Group
On Track

On Track

On Track

Staff

Focus Area: Operational Improvements

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Goal: Staffing analysis
Work with Loveland HR Department to secure consulting
assistance to evaluate the current and future staff
requirements necessary to execute adopted Airport
plans

Staff, Loveland
HR
On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

Goal: Governance Study
Identify resources, review relevant studies, frame and
initiate process for future Airport governance
*This item has been put on hold due to prioritization of other goals.

On Hold

Identify the objectives to require a change

PDSC

Organize materials from previous investigations
and research models that may apply

Staff

Identify alternative models for governance
Recommend preferred model to Airport
Commission

On Hold

PDSC
PDSC

Goal: Solicit Congressional support for long-term remote tower operational funding
Continue with the ongoing effort with the goal of
obtaining support for the remote tower upon FAA
certification into the Contract Tower Program
Develop a message to share
Reach out to elected officials to educate
Initiate FAA Contract Tower Program Application once
active testing begins
Advocate need to the FAA and work to obtain
written support of the system into the Contract
Tower Program

PDSC
Staff
Staff, CDOT,
FAA

On Track

On Track

On Track

Complete

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

Staff, CDOT

Focus Area: Regularly Scheduled Commercial Air Service

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Goal: Consider formation of air service committee
Update air service market data for regional travelers

On Track

Staff

On Track

Complete
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Jul

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Use air service development market data and associated
recommendations to investigate the feasibility and
formation of an external advocacy group to generate
funding that would support airline service offerings
* This task has been put on hold as airport management
has engaged in conversations with airlines that have
expressed interest in operating at FNL without revenue guarantees.
Investigate what other successful airports have
done
Educate stakeholders on difference between
incentives and subsidies and the FAA regulations
that apply
Determine need and identify organizations that
could assist with advocacy and support

Staff,
Consultant

On Hold

On Hold

On Hold

On Hold

On Hold

On Hold

On Hold

On Hold

On Hold

Staff,
Consultant
PDSC
On Hold

Goal: Air service incentive policy
Advise on formation of an air service advocacy group to
create air service financial objectives and appropriate
incentive policy
*This task is contingent upon moving forward with previous goal.
Present findings to Airport Commission for
consideration

On Hold

PDSC
On Hold

Obtain political support

Staff

Organize group

Staff

Goal: Engage economic development professionals, tourism entities, and Chambers
Create a marketing plan involving external partners to
utilize in the attraction of desired air service routes
Identify what routes would require incentives

PDSC

Create plan

Staff

Focus Area: Alignment with Regional Economic Development Strategy

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Goal: Cluster analysis
Support planned efforts by economic development
departments from each city and county in 2019, engaging
as a participant focused on the aviation and technology
sectors

Economic
Development

Goal: Engage educational institutions
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Jul

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Engage with higher education institutions and
government agencies to advance opportunities for
collaboration

On Track

Identify opportunities to pursue that will align with the
vision statement

PDSC

Explore opportunities with Drone Port at CSU and
Training with Aims (Maintenance, Avionics, etc.)

PDSC

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

On Track

Goal: Highlight current regional economic development cooperation efforts
Regional Economic Development Road Show to present
at the Airport Commission

Josh, ED Pros
Complete
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On Track

Strategic Work Plan Progress Report 2019
Focus Area: Master Plan Study
Goal: Link Master Plan to broader economic development objectives
 Task: Identify entities to engage in Master Plan outreach, education, as well as develop an outline of the
message to be delivered Feb-Dec
 Identify groups or organizations to engage Feb-Mar
 Airport Staff directly invited 800 identified stakeholders and organizations in the public and private
sector including elected officials, boards and commissions, regional planning organizations, airport
users, on-airport and adjacent business owners, and nearby land owners and organizations. Information
about the Master Plan was shared in both Cities on various channels including local newspapers, and
electronic communications.
 Define the Airport's economic development objectives as it pertains to the broader regional context Feb-Apr
 Discussions in several PDSC meetings have identified the following key objectives and will continue to
work to further define how implementation and outcomes will be measured:
 Transportation (Aviation)
 Technology/Innovation
 Training (air traffic control, maintenance, pilot, UAS)
 Develop presentation message and feedback requests Feb-May (Originally Feb-Apr – timeframe extended as
task continued into May)
 Slide show and information boards explaining Master Plan purpose and process created
 Paper and online digital comment forms created
 Airport staff created a Master Plan web page to share project details, draft chapters, and slides.
 Present message to groups and return feedback Mar-Dec (Originally Feb-May – timeframe extended to
reflect that feedback will be gathered throughout the Master Plan process)
 Slide show and information boards presented at Master Plan introduction meeting in May 29th
 Staff and consultants interacted with stakeholders at Master Plan introduction meeting and have
received a few online and paper comment forms.
Goal: Evaluate the Airport Master Plan at key milestones
 Task: Work with Mead and Hunt to complete master plan for the Airport and for the AIA Jan-Dec
 Master Plan PDSC meetings Jan-Oct
 Staff from Mead & Hunt have attended PDSC meetings in January, March, and May.
 Draft Working papers Jan-Oct
 Existing Conditions Inventory/Environmental, Aviation Activity Forecasts, Facility Requirements, and AIA
Analysis and Recommendations chapter drafts have been delivered and reviewed by staff and PDSC.
 Currently working on Alternatives Development & Evaluation.
 Progress made is in line with projected timelines
 Public open houses May-Jan
 Master Plan introduction meeting held May 27th. Two more open houses planned.
 Over 800 invitations were sent, and the event was published on various media outlets including
digital and print
 A total of 48 individuals attended the introductory meeting
 Task: Identify specific areas for infrastructure needs based on Airport Master Plan and AIA forecasts Jul-Dec
 Identify areas for future infrastructure needs Jul
 Prioritize and evaluate needs Aug-Sep
 Consultants will implement into the plan Oct-Dec
Goal: Design and Land Use Standards
 Task: Create design standards for identified areas of the Airport that are proximate to high visibility corridors
and areas that could support commercial activities Feb-Sep
 Convene a working group with representatives from both Cities to create a scope Feb
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Working group consisting of Jason Licon – Airport Director, Aaron – Airport Planning and Development
Specialist, Tom Leeson – Fort Collins Community Development and Neighborhood Director, and Troy
Bliss – Loveland Senior Planner formed in February.
Investigate issue and possible alternatives Feb-Apr
 Airport staff researched what has been done at other airports and collaborated with the working group
to create a white paper framing the issue, summarizing the research, and exploring alternatives.
Recommend preferred alternative to Commission Apr
 Airport staff presented the preferred alternative to the Airport Commission in April.
Create Standards May-Aug (subtask added to Gantt chart)
 Working group is currently developing draft standards.
Present standards to commission for adoption Sep (subtask added to Gantt chart)








Focus Area: Operational Improvements
Goal: Staffing analysis
 Task: Work with Loveland HR Department to secure consulting assistance to evaluate the current and future
staff requirements necessary to execute adopted Airport plans Jan-Aug (Originally Jan-Apr – timeframe
extended to reflect actual progress)
 Consultants from ADK made a site visit and conducted staff interviews in March.
 Draft report delivered to Airport Director and HR in June.
 Feedback from Airport Director and HR provided to ADK in June.
 Final draft is anticipated to be presented to the Airport Commission in August
Goal: Governance Study
 Task: Identify resources, review relevant studies, frame and initiate process for future Airport governance JulDec *This item has been put on hold due to prioritization of other goals.
 Identify the objectives to require a change Jul
 Organize materials from previous investigations and research models that may apply Aug-Sep
 Identify alternative models for governance Oct-Nov
 Recommend preferred model to Airport Commission Dec
Goal: Solicit Congressional support for long-term remote tower operational funding
 Task: Continue with the ongoing effort with the goal of obtaining support for the remote tower upon FAA
certification into the Contract Tower Program Feb-Dec
 Develop a message to share Feb-Mar
 Message: When certified by FAA, the remote tower will meet the same criteria as a traditional tower. It
will enhance the levels of safety and efficiency at FNL in the same way a traditional tower would, and
should be eligible for Federal Contract Tower (FCT) Program Funding.
 Reach out to elected officials to educate Feb-Aug (Originally Apr-May – timeframe expanded based on
remote tower testing delays)
 In February Director Licon, representing the Airport and the Colorado Airport Operators Association,
met with the Colorado Delegation promoting legislative issues impacting Colorado Airports. Director
Licon also met with all of the Colorado delegates in an effort to gain support for the eventual inclusion
of the Airport’s Remote Air Traffic Control Tower into the Federal Contract Tower (FCT) Program.
 Director Licon met with Terri Bristol, COO of ATC branch of the FAA to request inclusion into the FCT
Program.
 Initiate FAA Contract Tower Program Application once active testing begins Sep-Oct (Originally Jun-Jul –
timeframe shifted based on remote tower testing delays)
 The FAA has updated their benefit/ cost analysis model and has announced in June that they are once
again accepting applications from Airports for the Federal Contract Tower Program.
 Like most federal investments, the FAA is required to perform a benefit-cost analysis (BCA) on each
contract tower to determine whether or not it is eligible for participation in the FCT program. In
order to be admitted into the FCT program, the safety and efficiency benefits of a tower must
exceed its costs. The FAA will calculate an official benefit-cost ratio associated with each applicant,
and the types of volume and activity that it supports. The agency’s BCA calculations comply with
congressional direction on specific changes to costs and benefits in the model.
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Director Licon is working on the application and is waiting for comments pertaining to installed system
components and functionality with Remote Tower Program management. Once reviewed and verified
the application will be submitted. The processing of each application is expected to take at least three
months.
Advocate need to the FAA and work to obtain written support of the system into the Contract Tower
Program Sep-Dec (Originally Aug-Dec – timeframe adjusted based on remote tower testing delays)
 In February, Director Licon met with Terri Bristol, COO of ATC branch of the FAA to request inclusion into
the FCT Program.
 Some FAA officials have expressed their skepticism of this remote tower system being allowed into
the FCT program, which may take more work and political support to overturn this preliminary
opinion.
 Once the application has been submitted to the FAA the Colorado Representatives and Senators, namely
Cory Gardner, who is the only Colorado Delegate that serves on a transportation and aviation
committee, can be informed on the application and formal support can be requested.
 Airport Staff anticipate that the application will be completed and submitted in early August once all of
the remote tower specific inputs have been made and reviewed by CDOT.




Focus Area: Regularly Scheduled Commercial Air Service
Goal: Consider formation of air service committee
 Task: Update air service market data for regional travelers Jan-Feb
 Passenger demand analysis completed by Mead & Hunt.
 Airport staff created an updated air service development marketing and information guide for targeted
air carriers.
 Task: Use air service development market data and associated recommendations to investigate the feasibility
and formation of an external advocacy group to generate funding that would support airline service offerings
Feb-May *This task has been put on hold as airport management has engaged in conversations with airlines that
have expressed interest in operating at FNL without revenue guarantees.
 Investigate what other successful airports have done Feb-Apr
 PDSC is considering moving forward with creating a white paper, contingent upon PDSC input, outlining
current common practices for air service development at other airports.
 Educate stakeholders on difference between incentives and subsidies and the FAA regulations that apply
Mar-Apr
 Determine need and identify organizations that could assist with advocacy and support May
Goal: Air service incentive policy
 Task: Advise on formation of an air service advocacy group to create air service financial objectives and
appropriate incentive policy Jul-Sep *This task is contingent upon moving forward with previous goal.
 Present findings to Airport Commission for consideration Jul-Sep
 Obtain political support Aug-Sep
 Organize group Sep
Goal: Engage economic development professionals, tourism entities, and Chambers
 Task: Create a marketing plan involving external partners to utilize in the attraction of desired air service routes
Jul-Sep (Originally May-Jul – timeframe shifted due to the impact of remote tower testing delays on the
potential return of commercial air service)
 Identify what routes would require incentives Jul
 Create plan Jul-Sep
 Director Licon has engaged with the area tourism entities to prepare them for the potential return of air
service. Loveland, Fort Collins, and Estes Park have agreed to assist with destination marketing that will
enhance ridership and regional economic impact for tourism and business.
Focus Area: Alignment with Regional Economic Development Strategy
Goal: Cluster analysis
 Task: Support planned efforts by economic development departments from each city and county in 2019,
engaging as a participant focused on the aviation and technology sectors Jul-Sep
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Goal: Engage educational institutions
 Task: Engage with higher education institutions and government agencies to advance opportunities for
collaboration Jan-Dec
 Identify opportunities to pursue that will align with the vision statement Feb-Jul (Originally Feb-May –
timeframe extended to reflect that exploratory meeting was pushed back to July to allow for greater
participation)
 Representatives from Thompson School District, Poudre School District, Aims Community College, and
Colorado State University have been invited to an exploratory meeting on July 17th.
 Meeting times have been coordinated to align with staff availability from educational institutions.
 Preliminary discussion is targeted to determine needs and interest. Once feedback is obtained the
PDSC will assess how it can assist in meeting desired outcomes.
 Explore opportunities with Drone Port at CSU and Training with Aims (Maintenance, Avionics, etc.) Mar-Dec
 In January Director Licon met with representatives from the CSU Drone Center to discuss opportunities
for partnership and the feasibility of integrating UAS operations safely in the FAA airspace within the
region.
 Currently exploring technology partnerships that could be utilized together to solve a variety of UAS
related safety and integration ideas
 Worked with CSU to investigate opportunities for the creation of a UAS research and development
program involving emergency services specifically for wildland firefighting and management using
UAS and CSU resources
 Airport staff and Aims have discussed the potential of expanding their training offerings to include more
technology training opportunities including an airframe and powerplant maintenance certification
program, and including remote tower training within their current Air Traffic Control curriculum.
Goal: Highlight current regional economic development cooperation efforts
 Task: Regional Economic Development Road Show to present at the Airport Commission Apr
 Josh Birks – Fort Collins Economic Health and Redevelopment Director presented the regional plan for
economic development to the Airport Commission in April.
 Airport Development and Planning Specialist Aaron Ehle is engaged with the Cities’ economic
development departments and with Larimer County to actively participate in monthly or quarterly
meetings.
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